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LOCAL AFFAIRS.

fitted with a 6-horse electric motor.
When completed the building will be a
great Improvement to that part of Water
also be

THE OLD RELIABLE
NEW

ADVKKTISEM KNTN THIS WEEK

street.

Hancock County Savings Bank,
ORGANIZED MARCH
fats

17, 1873,

paid regular semi-annual dividends amounting to

Surplus above all liabilities
Loans only on unquestionable security (not
1!.

Coolidge, President,

33.305.70
names

alone).

John F. Whitcomb, vice-president,
F.
Bcrrill, assistant treasurer.

C. C. Bcrrill, treasurer,
__t—

$201,811.01

NAT'L

■■

BANK

BLDC.,
ELLSWORTH, ME.

|
The

GEO.

H.

CO.,

GRANT

6.

|

Saturdays at 1 o’clock

W. TAPLEY, INSURANCE

of all kinds.
Wc represent suae
companies as the following: *M£tna,” “Hartford,” “National,” “Royal.” “Western,” “Commercial Union,” “New York Underwriters,” “Hamburg-Bremen,” “Norwich,” "Manchester.” “Mercantile," and “Williamsburg City.” They are the largest companies and write at the lowest
rates.

Give

us a

call.

BANK

BUILDING, ELLSWORTH.

NATIVE TURKEYS
ami all the fixin’s for
You know
want

good big

a

dinner.

what

you

FOR THANKSGIVING
and von know what you will get
if you order of us.
Everything
will be all O. K.

WHITING BROS.
THE HAT QUESTION
is

a

serious

•

!
>'

question
will

If you

ladies.

with the
call at

store you will find a
fine assortment of hats, in all

Moore’s

styles

and

prices.

The

Millinery
is the best

ever

store. Do not
a

shown in this

forget

good stock of Coats and rurs, and everytmng

m

we

carry

me

Goods line.

A. E. MOORE.

t

•

All my work guaranteed in writing; for ten years.
FREE—Painless extracting when others are
needed. I use nothing but the REST of material
ntt.

FULL SET. ^$7.

in all

my wore,
GOLD

wnicii

uumyickcu

«.o

1,0

CROWNS, 22-karat, each $5. BRIDGE
*
RICHMOND
WORK according to number of teeth, each $5.
CROWNS, half porcelain and half gold, $8. LOGAN CROWNS, all porcelain, U. GOLD
FILLINGS, $1.25 up.

possible.

ELLSWORTH DENTAL PARLORS,

Ur. F. O. BROWNE, Mgr. First National Bank Bldg., Ellsworth.

The

now and
Our Holiday Goods are about on our counters
ant
such an assortment one seldom sees. Anybody
everybody is sure to get satisfaction.

LAMP for S1.25

PARLOR

In French
AVe have small hand lamps for 25c and up.
YY ater
China we have everything; in Glassware, Vases, for the
In buying
our line can't be beat.
and
On
counter.
10c
holfdnvn w« have not neglected our
that will please both
Yhismay be found many novelties
old and’ young.
M. M. & E. E. Davis,
rp
/-»

Toilets^

/■*«

^nma &

I ea to.

Japan

Mgrs.

ellsworth.

AN EXPERT DRUGGIST’S OPINION.
^ S m.C' BriKham,

*

a

^ttVT^Wdbr
p^vmg
much

wWe

L^r..

beueflt.”

^ureSor *any Rheit
conside^U-*far
Ac,d. 1
using ^constantly and

prominent

domestic^for* u eiitxalizlng Uric
ta

u
a

am

of u-ri-ceue Tablets fails to relieve any
STORE. Ellsworth, Me.

fa«r
trial
fair triui

guarantee to refund your money if
°f llljciuliatism.-PAKCH Eli’S DRUG
4

am

oi

^

has loaded

Joneeboro for
Monday for New York.

organization was
bazaar, but the
illness of Mrs. J. A. Cunningham prevented its appearance.
Miss Bertha L.
Giles, soprano soloist, who is becoming
very popular, will sing. Harry Gerry will
have a new speech ready, and the mandolin and banjo club will also put in an appearance. The music for dancing will be
furnished by Monaghan’s orchestra. Sup-

in

was

His

town

for

mother, Mrs.

II

j

Hj&rrtiaoncntg.

the Catholic

THE OLD RELIABLE

per will be served in tie lower hall.

Dennis Hayes

George P. Woodward
day or two last week.

a

for

was

arrested

by Deputy-

Sheriff Fields this

morning on a warrant
charging him contempt of court. Hayes

S. B.

Absolutely Pure
THERE IS NO SUBSTITUTE
FOUND

dead.

made

ready for occupancy. In the place
of the usual show-cases, Mr. Joy will
have his samples shown from draperies.

at tlie news stands of

Michael Coughlin Drops Dead Front
Last Thursday a committee appointed
Heart Disease.
by the State was at the court house, lookMichael
Coughlin, aged (sixty-nine
ing after the salaries and fees of the The scenery is ail being changed, and
Mr. years, was found dead in the yard of hie
county officers. They will report at the there will be new backgrounds.
5 cents;
subscription price, next regular session of the legislature.
Joy has with him W. R. Fenley, of daughter, Mrs. Ellen Parody, on Beal
at 1G o’clock last Thursday night,
$1.50 per year in advance.
The next regular session of the Unity Portland, who will manage the business avenue,
by a searching party.
Mtb.
club alliance will be held at the Unitariau for Mr. Joy during the holidays.
Mr. Coughlin left his home shortly
and her daughter will, for the presparsonage this afternoon: The subject for Joy
L. F. Giles is in Boston on business.|
after dinner and came down town.
He
discussion will be: (“What relation does ent, remain in Westbrook.
Rev. J. P. Slmonton preached at Hanstood about the streets for an hour or so
the church in our thoughts bear to salvaAllred
A.
is
Fariand,
virtuoso,
banjo
cock Sunday.
and then went to the lumber mill of E.
tion?”
booked for Hancock hall Friday evening,
Charles I. Staples was in Bar Harbor
Bonsey & Hon on Water street. He got a
There will be a union Thanksgiving Nov 27. The advance agent has been in
couple of rails to repair a fence with, then
yesterday on business.
service
at the Congregational church town soliciting patronage the past week.
started for Mrs. Parody’s house, which la
Mrs. P. 8. Dorsey, of Macbias, is the
Thanksgiving day, Thursday, Nov. 26, at 4 A sufficient sum has to be guaranteed to at
present unoccupied.
guest of Miss Eva Aiken.
o’clock in the afternoon. Rev. S. W. Sut- warrant Mr. Fariand' corning here.
Of
He took a short cut, going up by the
The “Gamecock”, Capt. W. L. Pratt, ar- ton will deliver the sermon. All are his work the Boston Transcript says:
Maine Central freight sheds and up over a
rived in the bay yesterday.
“It was a matter of excitement to hear
cordially invited.
long bight of stairs leading over a high
for
the
man
a
has
Edmon Eno and wife have moved to
The literature club met with Miss M. A. Fariand,
technique embankment.
makes
one
that
to
believe
begin
Bostou where they will reside.
Clark on Park street Monday evening.
possible
The body was found only a short diswhat one reads of Paganini himself. * *
tance from the head of
Miss M. F. Wood, of Biuehili, is the There was a good attendance, and an inthese stairs.
*
His
whines
like
the
and
banjo
wind,
teresting meeting in spite of the bad
Death must have been instantaneous. He
guest of A. W. Greely and wife.
oftener
sounds
like
a
a
a
’cello,
violin,
weather. The next meeting will be with
was lying on bis back, with one hand
James H. Scott, of Southwest Harbor,
mandolin or a harp than it does like a
Miss M. H. Black on State street.
thrown across his heart. He never moved
was in town Saturday on business.
*
*
*
Those
who
fell
into
a
ffne
banjo.
after falling, for if he had he would cerMrs. George E. Greeley, who has been
Pearl B. Day and son Clarence, and Wilfrenzy at Kubelik’s technical feats should
on a two-weeks' hunting trip near Patteu
tainly have rolled down the steep embankliam H. True are hunting in Franklin.
not miss an opportunity
of
hearing ment to ibe railroad tracks.
The fence
with a party of Boston friends, is home.
Farland’s
still more amazing exploits.”
A. R Hagerthy, who has been ill with
Mrs. Greeley’s prowess with the rifle is
rails, which he was evidently carrying on
inflammatory rheumatism, is improving. demonstrated by a handsome deer she
The annual business meeting of the bis shoulder, were lodged in a tier over
Mrs. Harry Cahill and son, of Portland, shot ana brought to Ellsworth.
Baptist church and society was held bim.
Cahill’s mother, Mrs.
are visiting Mrs.
Coroner fields
was
summoned
bat
Miss Anna Beal, a deaconess of Boston, Thursday evening for the appointment
an
Ella E. Scott.
inquest unnecessary and
and who was recently called to Bangor* of the following officers and committees: deemed
ordered
the
removed
to
his
home.
body
Dan and
Dolly Mann will present will lecture iu the Methodist church Bun- Moderator, R. B. Carter; clerk, Mrs.
Mr. Coughlin left his home that afterMandy Hawkins” in Hancock hall, Tues- day evening at 7 o’clock. Miss Beal has J. G. Leighton; auditor, Edgar Strout;
in
noon
apparently his usual good health,
treasurer, E. S. Means; collectors, J. G.
been connected with the good work iu
day, Dec. 15.
C. S. Donnell; prudental com- and was not missed till supper time. His
Mrs. C. H. Closson, of Sedgwick, who and about Boston for several years, and Leighton,
mittee, G. VV. Thurber, chairman; E. S. non-appearance at this meal caused anxspends the winters Id Ellsworth, is at the she tells many thrilling incidents.
Means, Edgar Strout, J. G. Leighton, iety on the part of his daughter, and a
Americau house.
The 700-pound moose at Floyd & Haynes’
Charles Thurber; alliance committee. Miss searching party was immediately formed.
week
as
market
last
drew
a
crowd
large
with the
F. P. Strickland, formerly
Sadie Jordan, chairman; Mrs. A. MadInquiries about the streets led the
as
a
fire.
The
animal
was
would
shot by
Ellsworth Hardwood Co., was in town
Mrs. R E. Morang, Mrs. J. G. Leigh- party to believe that Mr. Coughlin had
dox,
a
Mr.
Crabtree
between
here
and
Franka few days last week.
Mrs. Pederson; pulpit supply, Mrs
gone to the cemetery to get his lot ready
lin. Mr. Crabtree also got another moose ton,
Mrs. A. R. Whittemore has returned to
C.
H. Curtis, chairman;
Mrs.
Edgar for the coming winter; therefore they
This was
weighing about 500 pounds.
where
she
will
the
Massachusetts,
spend
Strout, Mrs. James L. Cook, Mrs. Franks, went to the cemetery and Bpent several
the first moose to be seen iu an Ellsworth
winter with relatives.
Mrs. E. S. Means; ushers, Austin Mad-, hours following numerous tracks which
market this season.
The ladies of the Baptist and Methodist
dox, Milton Beckwith, Earl V. Thurber,, led to nothing. They returned, and
a
of
At
recent meeting
the stockholders Carl S. Donnell.
about 10 o’clock, as a chance clew, went
churches will hold a
supper at their
of the Ellsworth Shoe Co., it was voted to
to Mrs. Parody’s house. Here they found
respective vestries to-night.
The popular
Klark-Urban
company
raise the sum of $5,000 to carry on the bus
the body as above stated.
of Esoteric
There will be a meeting
a week’s engagement in Hancock
opened
iness. The stockholders also elected offi
Mr. Couglin was a native of Ireland and
lodge, F. and A. M., to-morrow evening
hall Monday night with a “A True Kencers as follows:
John O. Whitney, presi
came to this country and
city when a
for work in the Fellowcraft degree.
tuckian”.
The
ball was crowded to overdent; Frank 8. Lord, treasurer: directors
young man. He was well and favorably
a jolly, good-natured audiwith
E. T. Salisbury and wife, who have Frank 8.
flowing
known about the city for his integrity
Lord, John O. Whitney, Jere T
ence.
The cast on the opening night was
been in Northeast Harbor for some time
and honesty, and was held in the highest
Giles, Hosea B. Phillips, B. Frank
and
the
several
were well
back
to
Ellsworth.
have
moved
good,
parts
past,
Thomas.
respect by all.
taken. There were many new specialties,
He leaves two daughters—Mrs. Ellen
Hoyt H. Austin has secured a position
Last Friday afternoon Judge J. B. Redall
of
iwhich
were well received.
Last
with the Library Bureau print, of Boston. man
presented to the Ellsworth high evening the! attendance was small owing Parody and Mrs. Dennis McCarthy; and
Mr. Austin left Ellsworth last week.
two sons—Michael and John W.—all of
school a frame containing several views
undoubtedly to the Jstoimy weather. Ellsworth.
on
the lower side of of the buildings at
The sidewalk
Bowdoin
college. “Sealed
was on last evening.
ToLips”
The funeral services were held at St.
Franklin street has been extended from Judge Redman is a Bowdoin man, and an
night will be the society drama “Woman Joseph’s Catholic church
the Davis carriage factory to the engine- enthusiastic aud loyal alumnus.
The
Sunday afterWoman”.
New specialties and
against
Inhouse.
noon, Rev. J. D. O’Brien officiating.
judge stated that Bowdoin would here- new pictures are
menpromised. Special
terment at Mt. Calvary cemetery.
Prof. C. J. H. Ropes, of the Bangor the- after admit graduates of high schools of tion should be made of the illustrated
ological seminary, and daughter were the approved standard on certificate.
songs by Miss Gladys Klark, which are
COMING EVENTS.
guests of Judge and Mrs. L. A. Emery
John Maloney’s barn on the Stabawl certainly the best ever seen in Ellsworth.
Sunday.
road was burned to the ground last Friday This company is now one of
the old
Week beginning Nov. 16, at Hancook
John F. Knowlton and daughter, Mrs. Bight, together with a large amount of “landmarks” of the city and their coming hall—Klark-Urban Co. Tickets now on
William E. Whiting, attended the funeral pressed hay, farming machinery and tools. is usually looked forward to with much sale at Wiggin & Moore’s.
of Mrs. Parker Spofford, at Bucksport The cause of the fire is not known, but is pleasure. Saturday afternoon there will
Wednesday, Nov. 18, at Methodist vestry—Epworth league supper from 6 to 7.
Monday.
supposed to have been due to the careless- be a matinee.
Price, 15 cents.
Mrs. Fred H. Osgood, with her children, ness of gunners who frequent this section.
Wednesday, Nov. 18, at the Baptist vesCHURCH NOTES.
who has been in Massachusetts several This is the secoud fire in this vicinity
try—Supper by the ladies’ aid society.
weeks with relatives and friends, returned this season, and evidently from the same
Admission, 15c.
METHODIST EPISCOPAL.
cause.
Saturday.
Rev. J. P. Simonton, pastor.
Wednesday, Nov. 18, at West FranklinArthur H. Pray, an electrician, of Bar
Rev. J. P. Slmonton went to North
Sunday, Nov. 22—Morniug service at Annual rally of Riverview local union.
at
the Harbor, is in the city wiring private 10.30. Sunday school at 11.45. Lecture by
Ellsworth to-day to officiate
Thursday, Nov. 19, at residence of Mrs.
J. M. Hale—Party by November commithouses. Mr. Pray has just received from Miss Anna Beal, of Boston, at 7 p. m.
funeral of Sewall Phillips, who died in
tee Congregational society. Admittance,
the navy department a medal for bravery
Bucksport.
Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7.30. including refreshments, 25c.
at the battle of Santiago, in our recent
UNION CONQ’L, ELLSWORTH FALLS.
Work on H. W. Dunn’s new granite
Wednesday, Nov. 25, at Hancock hall—
war with Spain.
Mr. Pray was on the
Sunday, Nov. 22—Sunday school at 11.30 Annual concert, ball and supper by Dirigo
shed is progressing rapidly, and in a few
cruiser “Brooklyn” during the engage- a. in.
athletic club. Tickets at Cunningham’s.
be
As
has
will
for
days
ready
occupancy.
ment off the Cuban coast.
He has also
Weekly prayer meeting Friday evening
Friday, Nov. 27, at Hancock hall—Albeen previously stated, the shed will be 32
in his possession a piece of the flag the at 7.30.
fred A. Farland, banjo virtuoso.
feet on the Water street front, 25 feet deep.
BAPTIST.
“Brooklyn” flew during that battle.
Thursday, Dec. 10, at Unitarian vestry—
It will have large double swinging doors
Rev. David Kerr, paslor.
Annual sale and supper of Unity club.
The November committee of the Conso as to drive a team in and out.
It will
Sunday, Nov. 22—Morning service at
Hancock hall, Tuesday, Dec. 15— Dan
gregational society will give a party to- 10.30. Sermon by Kev. G. F.
Sibley, of Rnd Dolly Mann in “Mandy Hawkins”.
morrow evening, Nov. 19, at the residence
Franklin. Sunday school at 11.45. Junior Tickets 35 and 50c.

Sbbrctisnncnts.

LARGE

Trask”, Capt. A. W.
700,000 staves at
C. J. Treworgy, and sailed

“Melissa

Hutchings,

A W Greely—8lmmons watch chain.
Eden :
John Sumlnsby—Sheriff’s sale.
Ltnn, Mass:
Lydia E Plnkham Medicine Co.
New York:
Central Trust Co v W C R R
San Jose, Cal:
Agent wanted.

bargains in holiday goods
A

will leave to-mor-

Boston for the winter. She will
be accompanied by her son Henry and
Miss Ray N. Whiting.

Whiting Bros—Carpets, curtains,dress goods,
groceries, etc.

Ellsworth

ELLSWORTH and BAR HARBOR, ME.
Wo close

Henry Whiting

for

C. H. Leland, J. A. Thompson
and H. W. Estey. Single copies,

General Insurance and Real Estate.
LONC DISTANCE TELEPHONE.

Mrs.
row

newly-formed

No. 46.

|i?xs£55SX£SiiSE?,l

Woodward, is spending the winter was summoned to appear before Judge
Peters as
principal witness sgainst
in Brooklyn, N. Y., at 189 Sterling place.
of Lamoine, who was
Mrs. Newell Hardison, of West Frank- Harry Graves,
charged with a single sale of liquor.
died
her
at
home
an
after
illness
of
lin,
When the hearing came off Hayes did no^
only a few days. She leaves beside a husappear, and Graves was discharged. Hayes
a
son
in
SCHEDULE OF MAILS
Ellsworth—Ed
ward
band,
living
was before Judge Peters this afternoon,
H. Jordan.
AT ELLSWORTH rOST-OFFICE.
and was lined flO and costs, and in deRev. George F. Sibley, of Franklin, will fault of
In effect October 12, 1903.
payment, twenty days in jail. He
preach at the Baptist church Sunday went to jail.
Going East—7.16 a m and 6.13 p m.
afternoon and evening. The pastor, Rev.
Going West—11.56 a m, 5.36 and 9.48 p m.
Beujamin F. Joy has returned to the
David Kerr, is conducting evangelistic
MAIL CLOSES AT r08T-OFFICE.
city after an absence of two years, and
services at Manset this week.
Going East-6.30 a m and 5.30 p m.
opened bis studio. Fassett & Rand, who
One of Ellsworth’s numerous picnic have
Going West—11.20 a m and 5 and 9 pm.
occupied the studio since Mr. Joy’s
clubs
No Sunday trains.
bad
a
at
the
supper
turkey supper
removal to Westbrook, have gone to Lew- (
home of Fred L. Mason last Saturday iston. The
studio, which was started by
evening. The occasion was the birthday Mr. Joy in 1871, is being newly fitted, and
THE AMERICAN is on sale in
of Mr. Mason and one of his sons.

& F. L.
[c. W.MASON,
FIRST

Wanted—Furnished house.
C I Staples—Coal stove for sale.
R F
Joy—Photographer.
Rockland, Bluehill & Ellsworth Steamboat Co
—Change In schedule.
China A Japan Tea Co—Tea, coffee and spice.
Hancock hall—Alfred A Farland—Banjo vir
tuoso.
W 1«gin * Moore—Apothecaries.

This

billed

PI

will be

SLEIGH
BELLS
RING
Put a hot water bottle in the
sleigh to keep the feet warmno need these days of the oldfashioned brick.
A hot water
bottle will keep
warm
you
through the longest sleigh ride—
our Hot Water Bottles are of
fresh new rubber, aud we have
marked them at a “special”

price—

Wiggin

& Moore,

DRUGGISTS.
Corner

opposite Post Office, Ellsworth.

j

an

exhibition and sale of

There

portraits

Ellsworth citizens,
drawn by a flattering artist who made it
her care “to draw men as they ought to
be, not as they are”. A prize will be given
to the one most fortunate in recognizing
of

WHEN

J. M. Hale, Main street.

of Mrs.

eome

well known

his friendB.

During
postoffice

construction of
was found that
the building owned by C. C. Burrill, and
at that time occupied by C. F. Davis as
a
meat market, was on government
land. The treasury department issued an
order

p.

7.

m.

Praise

and

preaching

G. F. Sibley.
Prayer meeting Friday at 7.30 p. m.
Hancock—Service Sunday at 2.30 p. m.;
Mr. Sibley.
Trenf on—Services Sunday at 2.30 and 7
p. m. Mrs. Kerr.
Kev.

course

of

extension it

for the

building

to

be

removed.

Since that time, through the efforts of
Senator Hale and Congressman Burleigh,
the order has been suspended, and for the
present the building will remain where
it is.

Rev. S. W. Sutton, pastor.
Sunday, Nov. 22—Service at 10.30

busybody

woman

in her
Mr.
Rubbar—How do you know, dear? Mrs.
Rubbar—Why, I happened to be in our

dining-room

for half

an

looking into

dining-room watching

hour

ours.

her.

Sunday

school at 11.45

a.

a&tatisnttents.
a. m.

m.

CONGREGATIONAL.

Rev. J. M. Adorn*, pastor.
Friday, Nov. 20—Prayer and conference
meeting at 7.30.
Sunday, Nov. 22—Morning service at
10 30

Sunday

school at 11.45

a. m.

Thurs-

day, Nov. 26, at 4 p. m., Union Thanksgiving service. Sermon by Kev. Silas W. Sutton.
_

Preparations

have

been

the anuual concert and

athletic
nesday

Mrs. Rubbar—That
next door stood

UNITARIAN.

the

the

C. E. at 6
service at

completed for
“And before 1 accepted him,” Baid Miss
ball of the Dirigo
Passay, “1 asked him if he would love me

Hancock hall WedNov. 26.
At
the
concert the ladies’ quartette will appear.
club

at

evening,

when I

was

old.”

ideal” exclaimed

Good bags,

a good firm.
spected and

made of

Bags

good rubber by

Every bag carefully inall imperfect ones thrown
out. No cracks or weak spots in any
of them.
All good substantial bags
that will stand hard usage. AVe invite
to
examine
this new lot.
The
you
prices are at the bottom notch for
such quality.
Nothing better made
for the money. I qt., 2qt., 3 qt., 4 qt.

Bright, “why, if he proposed to you G.A. PARCHER, Apothecary,
No. 14 Mala Street, Ellsworth Maine.
had already proved that, hadn’t he?”

Miss
he

“The

Hot Water

«

CHRISTIAN
toi'tc*
32—1

I'or

(hr

orani.T.t

KXDKAYOR.
llrp;!nn*ra Nov.
s. II. Doyle.

Vi

EDITED BY

by Uev.

Topic.—What arc ytu thankful for?—
Ps. XXX .1, I-—
In reading the top’
it may be well
%o place the etnplu
upon the “you,”
for nothing la i; re important in
thanksgiving to God than its indi
at.
If the emphasis l>e
Tidual elei
placed up m family, church and national thanksgiving the individual may
and the thanksgiving
be BB
hi vain, but if the individual is thank
fui for home, church and nations*
blessings the thank- giving of these
also will be necessarily included.
Tlie thanksgiving of the topic refers
to God. What are you thankful unto
The justice of thanksgivGod for?
ing for ben-'tits and blessings is uni-

Its Motto:

4

Helpful

and

Hopeful

’*

And thus—for my heart goes out to them—
My meed of praise I would give
To those who struggle life's path along,
The host of toll, who are patient, strong,
The unrewarded, unnumbered throng.
Who are brave enough to live.
—Denver Neve*.
Selected by Alexia.

M B. Friends:
was time (and later time than it
ought to be) to begin the column tor this
week, Iturmd to my stock of clipping*
tor a suitable heading, and the first {-election I saw was: '’Heroes and heroes.”
When I had read the first stanza I said to
myself: ‘‘this is what I want,” and you
will say too ‘‘It is what we want”.
We need to be reminded occasionally
Dear

When it

not

always dead heroe*;

that tiue courage and seif-sac ifice may
not always culminate in an act which

with the

same

number of

children,

au

Kud.

who

through with their work, who
home-making and housekeeping such
a wearisome task.
Of course the mothers get tired in every
household; of course there are times when
tt>e work goes wrong, but the homes and
the children! Oh! how you ought to
cherish them, to appreciate them and to
plan with the fathers for the comfort and
happiness and best good of all!
When the years have down and the little
ones stand in the world as meu and women
are never

find

worthy

to be trusted

and

respected,

Help.
Christian Endeavorers. you're organised to help, not merely to wait before
the altar for the help that you can get.
—Rev. Reginald John Campbell. Minister of City Temple. London.
To

no

seems

Utter

at sunset

the

'K.g

var ous

trntba of life

lllth*

"
of action la much greater
than
ten.! orary fcsimlaia rcaliie.
There
inocen no corr.tr of buman
"'■'"h ca. n t produce Ha
able, ei,ur,.|„
mg representative, says Success
Eat us lake aome tradUional

I

-m

Ibe

form*

be

novel

era
.lory, „y. L )t
indeed a master, and ,, ,
w
C arkc Bussell and Conrad and
J„c,Jtw,'
In tbe work of all tbese men
o..e

Marr)at

>■<

knowledge
romantic fldeilu
lot.
facia ratber iban tbe fancies ot
nK.
which 1 have spoken of ss ihe
note «( th.
m deni romauUc realism.
Xuihec«,e0,
Conrsd we have also a writer of
ihe flrit
literary Imporiaiice—a novelist of
1C||0I1

a<

than

dawn.
And the r«ce still Increases iu plentiful spawn.
And the voice of our walling Is loud.
Tbeu the Great ltee*l calls out for the Great Man

fails,

you

realize that the years of care and
Teach the Endeavorers to put the labor were not lost; that you were doing
life’s best work when you were training
larger Interests of the church before
the less important interests of their these little ones for an honorable manhood
and a pure womanhood.
•oclety. This is to be done chiefly by
I hope these truths will cheer some busy,
Insisting all the time that the Christian Endeavor society shall be what It discouraged mother, who thinks because
she cannot go out much and beip in tbe
was Intended to be—merely the trainoutside work in her town or church or
ing school for the chnrch. merely the
stepping stone toward full church ae- neighborhood, that she is missing some of
life’s best opportunities.
tlTlty and never an end in itself.—
Wait sister. Do not underestimate your
Amos K. Weils iu Congregationalist.
own sphere of labor and the work
you are
Mean* to

on.
And the world

"

Writer, W ho
Cling to Facta.
no nhe o(
capable writer,

n<

that

aud serious

vivid

detail, who d.,e, D0,
good English, bui who
that, Foie as be te-snd there
la an additional marvel—write
English
ia come—
of a quality SO English tbst
ibcredibieis
the
crowd.
from
man
comes
the
up
H may souud, bis words are no
Aye,
less exThere’s a dead hum of voices, all aay the same citing than tils adventures.
It may almost be said that tbe tact
thing.
of
And our forefathers’ songs are the songs that j his being a "foreigner” using our
English
we sing,
«
tongue bas possessed him with ■ regard
And the deed* by our fathers and grandfathers lor classical English
which fostered in

But we crush it down and we go our way
To the duties that lie in wait.
From day to day we renew the fight
To resist the wrong and to seek the right.
To climb at last to the sun-crowned height.
And to triumph o'er time and fate.

are

t

to come,
And the *?tow*l, unbelieving sits sullen and
dumo.—
nut fete Great Heed is done, for the Great Man

Some moments there are in every life,
When the spirit longs for rest.
When the heart la filled with a bleak despair,
When the weight of trouble, remorse and care
Seems really greater than we can bear.
And death were a welcome guest.

that heroes

1

mik«- as

The chaser* of trifles run hlth* r and you,
And the little i-innl! days of small things still go

will

performing, not alone for your own
family, but for the community, the town,
the state, the country, for we are all a
Stops the Congh and Works off the Cold
Laxative Bromo-Qulnine Tablets cure a cold
n one day. No Cure no Pay. Price 25 cents.

down

through the throng! See!

he

blm tbe

And where Is the

who

comes

VP
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“
Miss Alice

M. Smith, of Minneapolis,
Minn., tells how woman’s monthly suffering
may be quickly and permanently relieved by

Lydia E. Pinkham's
“

Vegetable Compound.

Dear Mrs. Pinkiiam :
I have never before given my endorsement for any medicine, but Lydia E. Pinkliam's Vegetable Compound has added so much to my life aud happiness that I feel like
making an exception in this case. For two years every month I would
have two days of severe pain and could find no relief, but one day when
visiting a friend I run across Lydia E. Pinkliam’s Vegetable Compound,—she had used it with the best results arid advised me to try it.
I round that it worked wonders with me; I now experience no pain and
only had to use a few bottles to bring about this wonderful change. I
use it occasionally now when I ain exceptionally tired or worn out.”—
Miss Alice M. Smith, 804 Third Ave., South Minneapolis, Minn., Chairman Executive Committee Minneapolis Study Club.

new

A very pompous
leave a car while it

comes

—

Beauty and strength in women vanish early in life becnuse of
monthly pain or some menstrual irregularity. Many suffer silently
and see their best gifts fade away.
Lydia E. Pinkliam’s Vegetable Compound helps women preserve rounclness of form and
freshness of face because it makes tlieir entire female organism
healthy. It carries women safely through the various natural

crises and is the safeguard of woman’s health.
The truth nbout this great medicine is told in the letters from
women published in this paper constantly.

Mrs. C. Kleinschrodt, Morrison, III., says:

—

Dear airs. Pixkham:— I have suffered ever
since I was thirteen years of age with my menses.
were irregular and very painful.
I
doctored a great deal but received no benefit,
“A friend advised me to try Lydia E.
d
Pinkliam’s Vegetable Compound, which I
*
did, and after taking a few bottles of it, I found
great relief.
“Menstruation is now regular and without
pain. I am enjoying better health than I have
for sometime.”

They

new

—

—

peculiar

to

women.

FORFEIT if we cannot forthwith prodnoe tbo original letter* aad signature* of
testimonials, which will prove their absolute genuineness.
LjdU K. Pink ham Medicine Ca, Ljmn, Maos*

above

part of tbe world itself, and
not so small as It in ay seem to

our
us

work is

to

QUOTATION.
If you let yourself be upset by the little vexatious and perplexities from which no life Is free,
you are acknowledging that they are bigger than
you

ID. C. C. U.

be.

are.

Aunt Madge.

Column.

Men of talent ami brilliance whose
mental products have pleased and astonished the world and women around
whose fascination and charm has revolved many a distinguished social circle have fallen alike victims to this
insidious and degrading habit.
The
false idea that better and more origins I
work can he done by means of such an
unnatural stimulus has been tue ruin
of many noble characters. Whether it
be cocaine, morphia, antlpyrin ■, phenacetin -the shameful list grows almost daily the fact remains that the
highest mental ami moral principles
of the drug habitue are slowly undermined and dragged down lo the dust.
The responsibilities of the medical
prurtitinner in prescribing these potent
remedies are. therefore, very considerable, while those of the dis|>ensing
chemist arc hardly less.—London Medical Press.

of the W. C. T. U. in Hancock county, and
white rlbboners generally, to contribute to this
column reports of meetings or items that will be
of interest to workers in other parts of t:ie
county. We would like this to be a llvecolumn,
but it needs some effort on the part of W. C. T.
U. women to make it so. It is a column of their
making, not ours, and will be what they make
it.
Items and communications should be short,
and are, of course, subject to approval of the

Was Civilization Cradled in America?
Tbe eastern continent bas generally
been regarded as tbe first borne of civilized man, and tbe similarity of certain
editor.]
Central American |games and customs
to tbose of Asia bave been held to indi- Dear Unions
of the County:
cate that they were brought hither across
Now that the wintry days are upon as,
tbe Pacific.
what are W6 planning to make oar meetIn a recent article, Dr. Stewart Colin, of
The Y
the University of Pennsylvania, affirms ings interesting and instructive?
bis agreement with the late Dr. Brlnton, at Southwest Harbor is evidently alive
one

distinguished

of tbe most

can

of Ameri-

arcbaiologists, who believed that, at

tbe time
there

was

tool,

a

of

tbe

not

a

weapon,

discovery of America,
dialect, an art, a plant, a

symbol, that bad
been brought hither from any other continent. This being so, it is evident that
the similar games, customs, etc., mu«t
or

a

have arisen independently on both sides
of the Pacific, or that the Asian c-ses
must bave been derived from the Amer-

can.

Dr. Culin believes that the latter is tbe
true supposition, and be thinks “that ancient America may have contributed, to
an extent usually unlmag'ned, her share
of what is now tbe world’s civilization”.

Menu.

"What have you in the larder?" ask
ed the cannibal king of his chef.
“Not so much Unlay, your elevatedness," explained the chef.
“Nothing
except a printer and an actor.”
"Oil, well, fix them up some way.”
The chef bowed Severn I times and
rubbed his hands together.
“What are you waiting for?” asked
the cannibal king.
"Would your serenely aititudlnous
excellency deign to suggest some method of preparing the two persons—some
new dish, for instance, that would be
pleasant to your royal palate?"
“Don’t go to any bother. Just put
the printer In the pi and the actor in
the supe."
And the court jester stepped up and
resign ed.—J ndge.
To the

IThe editor invites secretaries of local unions

and

active,

and

we are

all glad

to

see

wide-awake
pleased
report
L. T. L. at South Deer Isle as also alive,
and is a very thrifty infant, having taken
in seven new members since it was organized. The children are much interested in
their meetings, aud are taking parliameutary lessons at each session.
Ariadne K. Webb union is still on deck,
am

and has had

to

that

plaint.”—Puck.
Tb* Country.
“What la the country?” asked a district visitor of a slum child. The quick
reply was. "The place where things
are alive.”
Yet many a country boy
or girl Bays, “1 wish I were 'MX of this
dead place and In the live city.”—
Youth’s Companion.

an

occasional report from it.
I

be.i of III. Kuuwledge.
what do you attribute your
longevity ?" asked the reporter.
"My which?" queried the oldest inhabitant.
"Your longevity?" repeated the re
porter.
“Never had it. As far as I can remember I ain't never had no sech com-

"To

Their

Number.

“You must come aud see ,1S, my
dear,” said a laoy to a tittle girl of her
acquaintance. *'I>o you know the nmnber?”
“Oh, yes,” responded the innocent
child. “Papa says you always live at
sixes aud sevens.”
Sufficient

neiiNon.

stopped

to

motion, and
her with tb«

ma’am,

but

we are

take*”,

waa

the

psrdoe,

all liable to mek mis-

Immediate reply.

Turfs
"Hyomol

catarrh.

the

Moat Wonderful
Cure for Catarrh Ever Discovered.”
Says Ceorge A. Parchcr.
Do not

try to cure catarrh by taking
into the stomach; it cannot be
cured in that manner. The only way
drugs

v

ITow is it possible for us to make it plainer
that Lydia E. Pinkliam's Vegetable Compound will positively help all sick women T
Ail women are constituted alike, rienanu poor,
Ill
I
[ high and low, all suffer from the same organio
I
troubles.
Surely, no one can wish to remain weak
and sickly, discouraged with life and without hope for the future, when proof
Is so unmistakable that Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound will
eure monthly suffering
all womb and ovarian troubles, and all the ills

nUetnpted

In

xUftrrtisnnmtB.

up from the crowd.
—Sucre**.

the

was

—“Walt until the c-a-a-r
«tbop»,
teddy”! Don't address me t* Msdy’, Bit”|
she said haughtily “I beg your

The Draff Habit.

On

a

naua

•ong.
And who makes the old world as a work! that Is
new?
And who Is the man? It Is you! It Is you'
And our praise is exultant and proud.
We are waiting for you there,—for you are the
man I
Come up from the jostle as soon as you can;
Come up from the crowd there, for you are the
man,—
The man who

womn.i

the litre conductor

up from the

deed and who sings the

of such

rises

throng,
Who does the

journalistic impression

vociferous English writer as, say, Mr
Kipling—Mr. Kipling, who Is patriotic
iu everything but bis language.

In view!
Make room for the man who shall make all
things new!—
For the man who comes up from the crowd.
man

write

than

more

new

Goes

to

acorn

done
Are done by the son of the son of the son,
And our heads In contrition are bowed.
I a), a call for a man who ehall make all things

There’s courage, I grunt, required to face
Grim death on the gory field,
There’s also courage required to meet
*XZ,
Life’s burden and sorrow; to brave defeat;
To strive with evil and not retreat.
To suffer and not to yield.

1

in ms

men,—

HEROES AMD RKROF.S
We give unstinted praise to the man
Who is brave enough to die,
But the man who struggles unflinchingly
Against the currents of destiny,
And bears the storm of adversity.
We pass unnoticed by.

j

-e*

ThervV a surge lit the crowd—tin re’s a movement, ~ai d then
There a 1-el the man who I* larger than men,—
And ti.e man cornea up fr*»m the cro*d.

<

We’ve plaudits and tears for him who
Borne down in the shock of strife.
But a wool of cheer we neglect to say
To him who plot!* on bis weary way,
A nd fights lu silence from day to day
Ti* unseen battles of life.

^

th*- 'car*** «*n the trees,
-warm ng of be*'*;
A a all*
m« UH- »*t-«* In
And we J.» k at the million- that make up the
State.
All equa ly little and equally gteat,
A i*d *lw pride of our courage 1* cowed
Th* n rat* catl* for a tuan wno la larger than

"AUNT MALKJL”.

—

A

The Man From the Crowd.

mmtt.
Men

power.
i tmans the giving up of existence, but it
8. We should be thankful unto God
| may endure in silence ana patience while
for His providence. Divine providence
; years go by.
la national as woil as individual.
Look over tbe friends ai d neighbors and
“Blessed is the nation whose God is
acquaintances of yours, or pe. haps ev« n
the Lord.” And surely as a nation we
your own home circle, and you may find
can claim that our God is the Lord.
more than one possessed of the stnff out
His provident-? lias guided and directed of which heroes
are made.
He or she who
ns in all our history and His hand is
stands faithfully to tbe post of duty, whatlarge with blessings upon us as a na- ever adverse winds
may blow or whatever
tion today. Let us therefore be thankpersuasive voice may rail to easier tasks
ful unto Him and render unto Him and
sweeter pleasures, has the elements of
praise and honor for all His benefits.
heroism in the heart.
headings.
r.JU#.E
Usually that kind of a person isn’t one
Ps. ix, 1, 2; xxiv, 1-5; xxxiv, 1-8; to whom you want to express sympathy.
Xlvlll, 1-14; xcii. 1-5; xevi. 1-4; eiil, You may honor such a one, but you know
1-14; cv, 1-15; evii. 1-8; exvi. 12-PJ; instinctively your pity is not needed. Bo
if you would help him, it must be by good
Eph. v, 18-21; Rev. Iv, 9-11.
comradeship, by good cheer, by acts more
A Plea For Advance.
than by words.
Bev. Dr. Edwin Forrest Hallenbeck,
Isn’t it queer that sometimes persons
president of the New York state union. talk as though they would like to make
In a recent letter to his constituents the world over If they could? Perhaps we
mid these very pertinent things:
all talk that way sometimes. But there
The keynote of the great Denver con- are those who are born reconstructionists.
vention was “forward.” I>r. Clark ex- Ycru have heard them talk. They know
ported the hosts to continue the “in- what changes ought to be made to better
Has your society everything in general and most things in
crease campaign.”
If not, particular, and usually they are the
made its proportionate gain?
perlet the effort be inaugurated at once. sons who have really accomplished the
It can be done in the most unpromising least.
•elds. as experience has proved again
Those who ar6 actually engaged in helpIf you made tbe increase ing to make life richer and
and again.
deeper and
last year, do it again now.
broader, haven’t so much time for theories
This should also be a year of ad- of reconstruction, whether those theories
One
vance among tbe local unions.
apply to homes about them, to school, or
■tty anion president said to me at Den- church, or state.
"I
shall
not
be
satisfied
until
there
ver,
Don’t understand me to say that we
•se at least two societies—young peosbould.notvall be active and interested in
in
and
available
junior
every
ple's
all that is for the public good or for priSinrcb in my district.” With such an vate benefit. Iam only
eluding to those
ambition in the breast of every union who know what ought to be done
in.every
afficer this year must mark splendid
case, every time.
progress throughout the state.
But we shall never forget, young peoI wonder what all our good friends are
ple. shall we, that In all our work the doing these short days! Hurrying, many
aupreme end is the salvation of the | of them, to accomplish all they can before
The strongest society is that the early November twilight settles down
lost?
which gives most of prayer and money upon them each night.
and effort to the rescue of those for
How nice it would be if some of the
whom Christ died.
Let us focus all mothers who keep their little ones tidy,
our powers on this definite object and who
manage to have their work well done
by the might of God this shall be our each day, and their meals on time, could
best year.
impart their methods to other mothers
Exponalon Its Doty.
Christ’s own command to every organization, as well as to every Individual of His ordaining, is, “Go, go, go
Into all the world.” Because the Christian Endeavor society has of lute been
obeying this command more completely and literully than ever before it has
enjoyed tbe best year of all Its hisWhether it will continue to
tory.
prosper depends upon whether it continues to grow.—Rev. Dr. Francis E.
Clark.

ii

The purposes of thin column are succinctly
stated In lii title* and motto—It Is tor the inutaiO
nenetit, and aim* to t»e nelpiul and hopeful
IMug I r the common goou. it Is for the ComnH*n use—a pu»> 1c servant, a purr, yor of In.
formation arid suggestion, a medium for the inIn this capacity it solicit
lerrhonge of idea*
communication*, m o It* *t»ccc#*depends largely
on 'he support alvei. It In this re*.-cct
Cmn
niunlcatioh* must he signed, but the name oi
writer *i>l not he piloted *.x **t>t hy p 'mission
c ommunications wtl* t«e subject to approval or
jectlun by the diu>rof the coluuiu, hut none
w 11 Im? rejectee without good rea*ofi
Address
all com mu ideations to
Tut: Amkhican,
Kll-worth, Me.

versally acknowledged. Every human
language has a word to express thanksgiving. M en are thankful unto their
fellow men, and ingratitude is looked
upon as one of the basest of human
Characteristics. Ilow much more, then,
should we be thankful to God! If human kindness meets return how much
more should divine kindness, be met
with appreciation and gratitude!
1. We should be thankful to God for
His goodie ss. In the opening versos of
this Thirty third Psalm the poet calls
for praise to God because of His good* * *
sing unto
■ess. “Praise the Lord.
Him a new song. • * * for the earth is
full of the goodness of the Ixjrd."
God’s goodness and mercy are everywhere manifested about ns.
Everything that, has been made redounds to
same
time
and
at
the
the glory of God
contributes to human happiness and
comfort. It is only when man abuses
the goodnesses of God that His creations are harmful instead of beneficial.
If we will use the world that God has
Baade for us and not abuse it we will
And that we can testify with the psalmist that ‘‘the earth is full of the goodBess of the Lord,” and, recognizing the
goodness of God, we will also admit
that ‘‘praise is comely for the upright.”
2. We should praise God for His
power. The power of God is infinite.
Tie gathereth the waters of the sea together as an heap: he layeth up the
* * * He
spake
depths in storehouses.
•nd it was done; He commanded and
It stood fast."
Moreover, the infinite
power of God is used for the benefit of
Power wrongly used is a
His people.
blighting curse to mankind, but rightly
God’s
Bsed it is an untold blessing.
power is a blessing and not a curse.
He uses nis power to frustrate the
plans of the heathen and to the benefit
Of His people. Wherefore we should he
glad and thankful unto God for nis

V''-

Ulutnal Benefit Colninu.

in which this too common disease can
lie cured is through a direct application that will kill the bacilli of catarrh
and prevent their growth.

Ilyomei is the only known method
of treatment that accomplishes this.
simplest, most pleasant,
only absolute cure for catarrh

It is the

and

the

that

has ever been discover'd.
Thousands of unsolicited testimon-

\1

ials have been received from the most
prominent men and women in the
country who have been cured by this
remarkable remedy. Ministers, bankers, lawyers, even eminent physicians
have given strong testimonials as to
tiie remarkable powers of Ilyomei to
cure

catarrh.

The complete ilyomei out lit costs
but $1 on. consisting of an inhaler,
dropper and sufficient Ilyomei to last
several weeks. This will effect a cure
in ordinary eases, but for chronic and
deep-seated cases of catanh, longer
use may lie necessary, and then extra
bottles of Ilyomei can be obtained for
50c. It is not alone the best (it might
lie called the only) method of curing
catarrh, but it is also the most eco-

nomical.
Mr. I’archer has so much confidence
in the power of Ilyomei to cure catarrh, that lie will for a limited time,

sell this medicine under his personal
guarantee to refund the money if the
can say that it did not help
them.

I purchasers

Banking.

1b what your money will
In vested In shares of the,

earn

If

Ellsworth Lo3d and Bnildim Ass’n.
la

now

A NEW SERIES
open, Sharea, 01 each; monthly
paymenta, 01 per thare.

WHY PAYS RENT
when you

can

borrow

on

your

shares, give a first mortgage and
reduce it every month
Monthly

payment* and Interest together
will amount to but little more
than you are now paying for
rent, and In about 10 year* you
will

OWN YOUR
For

OWN_ HOME.

particulars Inquire of

UUBY W. Cushman, Secy.
Klrat Nat*! Bank Bid*.
A. W. Kino, President.
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Mr. Borem—1 can’t imagine-why she
interesting meetings lately. A bible reading on the topic was out when I called.
Notice.
of the day has proved very interesting,
Miss Pert—Why, didn’t you just toll
undersigned hereby gives notice that he
each member bringing in as many texts as
me
he knew you were coming?—Phil- THE
has contracted with the city of Ellsworth,
—Success.
8be can And on the subject, and then the
for the support of the poor, during the ensuing
adelphia Ledger.
their
year, and ha-' made ample provision for
I here Were Enough Inside.
topic is discussed.
support He therefore forbids all persons front
Cannot each union plan some feature of
In England, the lord chancellor, by
It isn’t always the long haired man who furnishing tuppllos to any pauper on„
count, as without his written order he will pay
virtue of his office, has a right to inspect special interest and report for the beneAt has the most brains.
for no goodsao tarnished. Hakhy 8. JONB8all public asylums and hospitals. Oue of other unions, thus passing along the
day, while tbe late Lord Herschell was good things?
We must also remember that though
paying a visit at the house of a friend
the friends of resubmission are very quiet
near Norwich, he went for au afternoon
stroll, and, happening to pass by tbe just now, they are not dead nor yet sleepgreat Insane asylum at that place, tbe ing, but only scheming to catch the temthought struck him that this was a good pera ice people off guard, and then to
time to perform an official duty.
Inci- spring the trap of license on them.
Pbess Sup’t.
dentally, it may be said that Herschell
bore tbe reputation of being soraewhas
at
He
knocked
times.
at
tbe
pompous
Didn’t you git no money from dpt
wat
door, which, after a long delay,
woman you held up”? asked the first footopened by an attendant.
“You can’t come in,” be was informed. pad. “Naw”, replied the other shivering
“It’s not visiting hours.”
slightly. She wuz from Boston”. “Well,
“That makes no difference.
I shall Booton
people has money”. “Maybe dey
inspect this institution just the same.”
H
taken Internally on sugar quickly cures
tus, but when I sez to her, ‘Money or
“Indeed, but you’ll not.”
colds, coughs, croup, bronchitis, la grippe, ■
Influenza and kindred ailments. Price 25c; ■
“Come, come, my good man, I’m the your life, lady’, she sez. ‘How dare ye
three times as much, 60c. All druggists.
■
lord chancellor,” Herschell expostulated.
speak to me widout de formality of an
I
Treatment for Diseases and Care of the 8ick Room.’
“Oh, that’s all right,” answered the interduction? sez
she, an’ leaves fruz
A CO., BSB Bwmr Street, Boetoa, Maas.
I
functionary, “we’ve four of you inside
tiff”.
already.”—Success.
some

very
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MARRYING!

1 A TITLE

f

By

fc-

Fn.nk Leslie Bowen

J CowrHgM. i wl. hrj r. r. jfcClnn
IrfV'f'rfrrrTfTYf'^/TrjjfTyTfryrfGerald Elkins was seriously disturbed over his mother’s cold blooded pur
pose to secure a titled son-iu-lnw. Tie
loved Ills sparkling, vivacious, warm
hearted sister, and his soul was In revolt at the Idea of forcing her to make
a loveless marriage.
He was still pondering over the question in the lobby of the Breslau hotel
when Inspiration came to him In the
person of Tom Carrington, a former

!

college chum.
Gerald
After tin- first greetings
dragged his friend into a quiet corner
and Immediately began to unfold Ida
brilliant scheme.
"Tom. old man. you an- still slngla
and heart free, aren't you?"
The other nodded In mild surprise.
“Good! I didn't know but that you
had met your fate during the three
years you've spent In England. Do you |
know, the sight of you put a queer
idea into my head. You remember my
little sister, Einore? You saw' tier onco
alanit six years ago. She was only a
little girl of fifteen then, but I remember you said you thought her deucedly

|

pretty."

The other's brown ayes kindled at flit

recollection
» t?ii, oi

nmrw

13

h

juuug

iuuj

nml. If I <lo say It. one of tho
loveliest girl* that you'll meet In many
Most unfortunately,
travel.
a day's
mother lias determined to marry Elnore off to some duffer with a title, and
she's badgering the life out of the poor
girl about It. So far Elnore has turned
down all the lords, counts, et cetera,
for. though she says she Is willing to
marry one provided she loves him, she
draws the line at the half baked specimens of nobility that the mater lias
sprung on her. I want you to come to
the rescue, Tom. Go In and win the
little sister yourself and save her from
the titled fortune hunters. You’ll fall
In love with her, l'l| wager my head.
M.v plan Is to introduce you to mother
and Elnore as an English nobleman
whom I met a couple of years ago in
England. I remember you once told me
your father was an Englishman and
distantly related to the Earl of Weldon. That's what made me think of
the plan. Of course, having only seen
you once for a few minutes years ago.
Elnore won’t remember you. .loin our
party for the next two months while
Austria.
we are doing Germany and
What do you think of It?"
“For heaven's sake, Elkins, are you
serious?” the other gasped.
“Never more so In my life.”
“But your sister!. You are not considering whether she will like me or
not.
Then think of the position it
would put me in. She would despise
me when she discovered what a trick
I had played on her.”
“Oh. she’ll like you all right, and you
can tell her the truth when you pro
Iiose. Yon need not enre what the others think so long as dad and 1 are satislied. and 1 can vouch for the governor's views. At any rate, as long as
you are in the party mother won't be
Inflicting any more of these fossilized
and impecunious nobles on the poor
now

girl.”
*
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was
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I
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rington’s eyes, and be gazed meditatively at the opposite wall a full minute liefore answering.
“I’ll do It.” he sold briefly as be
swung around. “You may introduce
me as Lord Carnleigb. the courtesy
title of the heir apparent of the Earl
of Weldon.”
Tom Carrington was tall and broad
shouldered, with polished manners of
a man of the world.
Mrs. Elkins was
In a flutter of ecstasy that evening as
her son presented to her “my Lord
Oarnleigh. heir apparent of the Earl
of Weldon, Castle Weldon. Sussex. England. a gentleman whom I met two
vo^rs ago In England.” the last statement. at least, being a literal truth.
Elnore’s face bore a look of doubting
surprise as her eyes first rested on the
clear cut features of “my lord.” and
the latter’s quick glance caught It. It
worried him a bit, but he soon forgot
it in blissful enjoyment of her so-

ciety.
“By George!” he exclaimed

he had practiced upon her and Mr*.
KLIiSWORTH MARK :i
Elkins.
Wkdnksuat, November 18, t«i8.
Mischievous dimples danced about
SAINB LAW
WKIOfUti A>l» XIADIXf
the corners of her sweet mouth as she
A bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh hi i
Wised her head from his shoulder.
pounds, and a bushel of Turks Island salt «h*»i
“Tom Carrington.” she cried gleefulweigh 70 pounds.
1
fhe standard weight of a busbn <>t potato
ly and to his great consternation. “I in good order and
lit for shipping, Is HO t>ou
knew who you were the moment 1 saw of apples, 44 pounds
of a bushel of neans u
The standard
you there in Breslau! A schoolgirl of *ood onler and weight
lit for shipping, Is H2 pounds
fifteen
forgets a young man she Of wheat, beets, ruta-ba*;: turnips and peas, f;«
pounds; of corn, 56 pounds; of onions. 6v
meets, particularly if he is a—a—well,
pounds; of carrots, Kngllsn turnips, rye am
rather guod kxkiivg follow.
I knew ! Indian meal, 00 pounds; ot parsnips, 15 pounds;
aim buckwheat, 46 pounds; of oats
of
you were not ‘Lord Carnleigb.' I don't j 42 barley
pounds, or even measure as by agreement.
believe I should have learned to like
The prices quoted below are the retail prices
at Ellsworth. Farmers can easily reckon from
you so well if yau had been. I have \ these what
they are likely to receive In trade
grown prejudiced against titles since ; or cash for their products.
1 have been in Europe. Of course. I
Country Produce.
forgive you. you bad. deceitful fellow, It utter.
but 1 can't say what mamma will do.”
38
Creamery per ft.
Dairy.18 gift
“Mamma” did just what Toni anticiCheese.
pated when he told her of his love for
Befit factory (new) per lb.1631?
her daughter and bravely confessed
Best dairy (now).16
Dutch (Imported).yn
that he had been guilty of an atroc*om
Noufolmicl.oft
hoax in passing us Lord Carnleigb.
Apologies availed him naught. Even
Fresh laid, per doK.£2335
when Gerald broke in and attempted Poultry.
to assume responsibility for the whole
Chickens.
20
Fowl.
14 £ 16
nffair and to explain that Carrington
Mh>
was rich and really connected with a
Best loose, |>er ion...12014
noble English family. Mrs. Elkins
Baled...
18
wrath was not abated one jot.
In a
*Uraw,
storm of passion she ordered the young
Loose. 10 012
Buletl.
18
man to leave her apartments and nevei
again to Intrude his presence on her or
20 Tomatoes, pk
25
Cauliflower,
her daughter.
Potatoes pk
20 Turnips, lb
02
<5
03
Beets, ft
Then* was * conference that evening Squash,
08 Cabbage.
04
Tomatoes, lb
between Gerald and Tom at anorliei Green corn doz, 12018 Carrots, tb
02
0.3
Berlin hotel, with the result that the Sweet potatoes, ft
Beans—per qt—
12 |}i5
Yellow-eye
next morning, long before the hour of
10
Pea,
Mrs. Elkins' awakening. Elnore stole
Fruit.
out of her room.
25 Oranges, doz
She was dressed for Apples, pk
.850.45
12 Lemons,doz
25030
traveling. Gerald and Carrington met Cranberries, qt
Groceries.
her in the lobby, and all three entered
Coflee—per ft
Rice, per ft
.060.08
a waiting cab.
ltlo,
.160.25 Pickles, per gal .450.65
35 Olives, bottle
Mocha,
.250.75
Two hours later Mrs. Elkins’ French
3ft Vinegar—per gal—
Java,
maid brought a large square envelope Tea—per ft—
Pure elder,
.20
.05
to her bedside.
Japan,
.450.65 Cracked wheat,
On both envelope and
.30 0 65 Oatmeal, per ft
.04
Oolong,
was
tlie
Weldon
crest.
Her
paper
as
.20
Sugar—per tb—
Buckwheat, pkg
.04
05)4 Graham,
Granulated,
tonished eyes rend the following lines:
.04
Coffee—A A, B, .05* Rye meal,
My Dear Madam—I humbly beseech your
.05 Granulated meal,ft 02)4
Tellow, C
pardon for defying your commands, but 1 M olasses—per gal—
Oil—per gal—
.35
.654.71
have obeyed the dictates of my heart, and
Havana,
Linseed,
Porto Rice,
.50
13gl6
Kerosene,
this morning at 6:30 o’clock, In the pres.60
8yrup,
ence of your son and my private secreand
Lumber
Materials.
Building
Mr.
tary.
Holcomb, at the Fourth Lutheri 25
an church, your daughter and I were marLumber—per M—
Spruce,
135
Hemlock,
13014 Hemlock,
ried.
Hemlock boards, 1301* Clapboards— per M—
We start at once on our wedding trip,
16 020
Extra spruce,
24026
Spruce,
and after a few weeks in Italy and
Spruce floor,
20025 Spruce, No. 1, 20 040
France we shall proceed directly to Castle
20 0(0
Clear pine,
Pine,
25050
Weldon. England, my country seat.
Matched pine,
50
20026 Extra pine,
The countess sends her love and a most
Shingles—per M—
Laths—per M—
3 25
2.50
Cedar, extra
Spruce,
earnest plea for forgiveness. In which I
2 75
2 00
Hemlock,
clear,
She also was deceived,
heartily Join.
*•
2 25 Nalls, per lb
.04 0.06
2d clear,
basely deceived, and did not learn the
••
1 60 Cement, per cask 1 50
extra c.«e,
truth until she saw my signature on the
"
125 Lime, per cask
95
No. a,
•*
marriage register. You see, I was not
.75 Brick, per M
scoots,
7011
Lord Carnleigh. but the Earl of Weldon,
White lead, pr ft .050.08
....

my

father,

who died

more

than

a

Provisions.

year

having unexpectedly succeeded to the
title only a few weeks before his death.
1 need not add. I am sure, how very
great pleasure we take in extending an

ngo,

Beef,ft:
Steak,
Roasts,
Corned,
Tongues,
Tripe,

invitation to you. your husband and to
my dear friend. Gerald, to pay us a long
visit at Castle Weldon after June 1. With
WELDON.
deepest regards.
Facial

20
Steak,
100.1*
Roasts,
Lamb:
05
Tongues, each
10 015
Mutton,

Spring lamb,

I

Pork, lb.
Steak, ft
Chop,
Pigs’feet,
Ham, per ft
Shoulder,
Bacon,
8alt

Cod,
Haddock,
Halibut,

10

qt
Oysters, qt

16 a 18 Lobsters,
25 030 Blneflsh,
12 Sea trout,

lb

Smelts,
Wood—per cord
Coal—per ton—
5 00.7S 50
Broken,
Dry hard,
8 00 05 00
Stove,
Dry soft,
Egg,
Roundings per load
25
10001
Nut,
Blacksmith’s
5.00
Buttings, hard

A Justifiable Evasion.

One time when Sir Walter Scott was
naked if he wrote the Wnverley novels,
the authorship of which was a great
secret, he said. ‘‘No. I am not the author, and if I were I should say the
same.” Mr. Gladstone thought this a
justifiable evasion.
Sydney Smith once' said of some of
ids anonymous efforts, "I have always
denied it; but, finding that I deny it in
vain, I have thought it might be as well
to include the letters In this collection.”

Dlaracli'a Love*.

In his young days Disraeli fell under
the spell of tiie "gorgeous Lady Blessingtou,” 4> whom he wrote letters
breathing something more than friendship. For example, in 1834:
I

was so

sorry to leave London without

being a moment alone wtth you; but, although I came to the opera the last night
I did
on purpose, fate was against us.
not reach this place Until Sunday, very
111 Indeed from the pangs of parting. Indeed 1 feel as desolate as a ghost, and I
do not think that I ever shall he able to
It Is a great
settle to anything again.
shame, whe., people are happy together,
that they should be ever separated, but it
seems the gtvat object of all human legislation that people should never be happy

as he
together.
paced up und down his own room
"Dyspepsia.” he writes a few months
later in the evening. “Gerald was not later, "always makes me wish for a
a hit too
partial in ids praise of her. civil war. In the meantime I amuse
She’s the handsomest, brightest, most myself by county politics." Four years
adorable little girl I’ve ever met. I’m afterward “dearest Lady Blessingtou”
not sorry I entered into his plot now. i had become “my dear lady,” but the
I’ll carry it through and win her if I friendship lasted after his marriage
can.”
I “with my dear Mary Anne, who 1 am
1
Carrington’s courtship of Elnore dur- sure will be delighted by finding hering the next few' weeks was of the self under a roof that has proved to
most industrious and persistent charme at ull times so hospitable and deacter.
Gerald smiled contentedly as voted.”— Meyuell'a Biography of Dishe watched the couple so absorbed In raelL
themselves, so oblivious to externals.

I

A Family Name.
The teacher of a country school asked
his pupils one day If any of them could
tell him who Joan of Arc was.
The question was followed by profound silence. Some of the pupils stared at the teacher, and some turned and
stared at one another, as if seeking the
Information In the faces around them.
Finally a hoy burst out with;
“Oh, yes. I know. She wus Noah’s

wife.”—Lippincott’s.
WIint

Else

Were

They Fort

Stranger—I notice that this part of
the country seems fairly teeming with
horses.
Anne Arundellte—Yessir. And when
it comes to teamin’ they ain’t nothin’
much better t’ team with than horses.
—Baltimore American.
The bay of the Illrd.

“Oh, Mr. Jones, which of the song
birds are you most fond of?”
“I prefer the hen, Miss Dorothy.”
“But the hen isn't a singing bird.”
“Well, it’s the only bird whose lay
I care for.”

__

Mamma Elkins, too. was complacent.
True. “Lord Carnleigb” found no
°asy victim to bis noble charms.
“She’s a girl of the most distractingly variable moods,” be declared In half
despair one day to Gerald. “I believe
she likes me. At times 1 almost think
I’ve wou her, she is so sweet and gracious to me, and then just as l am
Retting my courage up to the proposal
Pitch she’ll suddenly turn cool as an

Iceberg.”
Taking

consolation from Gerald s
wise commonplace. “That’s a woman s
way, my lord.” he kept up the siege
®ost
Finally one day his
valiantly.

eager eye saw a < rial of distress ill
her mantling cheeks and drooping eyes.
Then he boidly demanded a capitula-

tion.
When she whispered, “1 love you.
Tom.” ijp p.ok 1-r in his arms and
■bamefacedly a- knowledged the deceit

She Did Not Drop.

“Delia!”
“Yes, ma’am.”
“1 am very tired, and I am going to
lie down for an boor.”
“Yea, ma’am.”
"If I should happen to drop off call
rue at 5 o’clock.”
“Yes. ma’am.”
So my lady lies down, folds her
hands, closes her eyes and is soon in
{he land of dreams. She is awakened
calls indigby the clock striking C and

nantly:

!

“Delia!”
“Ycr, ma’am.”
"Why didn't you call me at 5 o'elock
is I ordered?”
Slnnv. ma’am, ye tould me to call
off. I looked in on ye
ye if ye drooped
off at all.
at ft. and ye hadn't dropped
Ye was lyin’ in the bed in the same

place sound asleep.”

Cuttlnar.

Young Wife—HoiV fortunate I am
in possessing a husband who always
stays at home in the evening!
Rosom
never

was

Friend-Yes; your husband
much addicted to pleasure.

Hie Financial

Interest.

“I understand Jigson 1ms a financial
Interest in the concern he is with.”
"Yes, they owe hint six months' sala-

ry-”

*"*s

They
as

ne—. y—yt*\ ie*s ''3 Y—'•

|

Q
0
Y~^ *

the company's pay roll
Unofficially, but more
they are known as mud

rate

on

third clerks.

correctly,
clerks.

was a

marvelous power,

_

The little folks love Dr. Wood’s Norway Pin
Syrup Pleasant to take; perfectly harmless.
Positive cure for coughs, colds, bronchitis,
asthma.—Advt.
Most
Itchlness of the sklo, horrible plague.
everybody afflicted in one way or another.
Only one safe never-falling cure. Doan's Olnt
ment. At any drug store, 50 cents.—Advt.

SubHcribe for Tub American

of

was

fvoirij

Goulet,

Ellenburgh

all

The vision

wore

something very fluf-

fy and thin and blue, with something
thinner still at her throat and wrists,
something which fluttered about very
coquettlshly when she turned her head
or lifted her skirts. And her broad flat
hnt was wreathed in the pinkest of
pink roses. Jimmie had only one brief
glimpse, but he remembered quite distinctly tlint the blue in her dress and
in her eyes matched perfectly, likewise
the pink in her hat and her lips.
Now. of course any authority on fashion could have informed Jimmie that
the vision was most badly dressed for
traveling, but to Jimmie “good form"
He deunknown quantity.
was an
cided that the visiou must be a daughter of a railroad president at least, and
probably hud a million or two in her
own right.
Having reached this decision, he finished the volley of language,
picked up his pencil and resolutely
turned his back on the vision.
But visions such as Miss Lorena
Thomas possess a haunting quality.
The ladies’ cabin, so called by courtesy,
lay at the other end of the long, narrow,
oval expanse, but Jimmie was thoroughly convinced that Miss Thomas
could see his mud spattered garments
he rushed through his report in
as
front of the clerk’s desk. So expeditiously did he complete this task that
the Rena Stanton had not got under
full headway before Jimmie bolted into
his tiny stateroom tn search of the only
other pair of trousers he possessed.
They met at the supper table, and
when the meal was over Jimmie thanked his stars that, after all. he was only
the mud clerk.
Both the tirst ana

seconu

ciera

nau

desk work before them, and Jimmie
had only a long, lazy evening on deck,
during which he could show .Miss
Thomas the beauties of ills river life.
There were moments when this pleasThat was when
ure palled, however.
the soft, thin stuff at Miss Thomas’
neck and wrists fluttered with a particularly elegant air or the pink roses
In her hat bent with languid dignity
In his direction. They seemed to remind him that daughters of railroad
purple and flue
presidents with theirinstance
appeared
■Jnen. which In this
ai the form of forgetmenot blue and
rose pink, were not for mud clerks,
even ir the latter had flattering prospects. He had about decided to lead
up to the topic of her family when the
i Kate Adams hove in sight, and they

Corners,

Y.,

Dr. Greene's

Nervura

tonic,

good

church,

respected
people, giv*

by

this

happened very suddenly—so
suddenly, in fact, that be stopped in the
midst of a mighty volley of very forcible language aimed at a lazy rouster,
dropped iris stub of a pencil and, in
blissful ignorance of what he was doing, stood deliberately staring at the
dainty vision tripping up the gangplank.
It

speaJdt
give

by

deep

Druggists

waters,

trousers.

It must be admitted that under the
influence of a blanket, some bot grog
and the fulsome praise of one or two
of his comrades Jimmie indulged in
some-romantic day dreams. lie bad a
picture of a grateful railroad president,
a pink and blue vision with downcast
eyes and a brown eyed young man being very magnanimous, but nevertheless accepting a lifetime devotion in return for a cold plunge.
Then the efIt’s words that come
fects of the grog wore off, and Jimmie
the heart backed
the
shook himself vigorously.
The next morning he stood diffident- er’s
conviction that
ly in Miss Thomas’ presence. Gone one confidence!
were the blue frock with its lace frills
The Rev. Fr.
and the beautiful rose crowned bat. A
pastfl*
St. Edmond’s Church at
very sober, sad eyed young woman of
clad in a simple gingham dress murN.
mured her thanks.
has
taken
:
Jimmie shifted from one foot to the
other and tried to.hide his embarrassment, blit when Miss Thomas burst
into tears he forgot differences of station and sat down beside her.
“Oh, I reckon you won’t be any the
worse
for the ducking,” he said by
way of consolation, wishing he could
take the sobbing figure in his arras and
the world’s greatest
with
say something more comforting.
“It isn’t the wetting I mind, but—
results.
The- words of
blit—my—oh. my dress! I sewed three
such a man, a sincere son of
weeks for Aunt Myra to pay for that
and
and
dress, and I—I was so proud of it. I the
know I shall never have another one beloved
his
as pretty as long as I live.”
confidence.
“Yes, you will,” declared Jimmie,
with the air of a prophet who knew
The Rev. Fr. Goulet says:
his calling. “Just you wait,” he added
I
desire
to
recommend
mysteriously. “Why, you’ll have one
Dr. Greene's Nervura blood and
of ’em every summer; see if you don’t.”
nerve remedy for dyspepsia and
The girl dried her eyes and looked at
him in wonder, but he hardly noticed
sleeplessness. It has been used
her expression.
lie
was
for that with very beneficial rethinking
ecstatically that j’ou cannot always tell
sults, and it gives me great
a railroad president’s daughter by her
pleasure to thus publicly anclothes.
nounce the benefits Dr. Greene’s
And it was not until Jimmie became
Nervura has conferred upon mychief clerk of the Rena Stanton and
self and my friends.
My persettled his bride and her widowed
mission is freely granted to
mother in a neat little cottage at Natchez that he discovered that very pretpublish this letter.”
ty muslin could be bought for 12%
tha
cents a yard, with pink roses at 50
cents a spray.
That was when he in- United States recommend and
sisted upon choosing the bridal gown
sell Dr. Greene’s
Nervura.
and ruled severely against the loveliest
cottop back white satin at 37% cents Dr. Greene’s advice is free.
per yard.
Write to 34

Confidence.

appeared.

and yet .Jimmie
thought exultantly that he was master
of it. He could ride it, turn its force
20
50
into money, make it earn him position
25
he
14 016' and promotion. And, thinking thus,
14
decided that he would not trade jobs
12)4
just now with his own congressman.
And then she came on the scene, and
he suddenly discovered that it might be
750
7 50
desirable to be a congressman after all
7 50 j
and wear glossy boots and unstained
7 50

7
Flour. Grain and Feed.
50055
Oats, bu
Flour—per bbl—
4 25 0 5 75 Shorts—bag— 1.1501 25
1 30 Mixed feed, bag
Corn, 100 ft bag
1 -25 01 80
1 30
Corn meal, bag
16b
ISO Middlings, bag
Cracked corn,

and Express.
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MUD CLEKST

Jimmy Boynton was mud clerk on
the big side wheel steamboat Rena
Stanton, and lie was proud of the fact.
Now, the chief clerk on a Mississippi
riser boat is a dignitary of no mean
importance, while the second clerk is
almost ns impressive an individual.
The mud clerk is the youngster who
follows the fovrmost deck hand olT the
gangplank at every landing and checks
the freight. When lie jumps o;T the
gangplank he generally lands in mud
up to his knees. The reason why he
never receives his rightful title of third
clerk is obvious.
Some men might r.ot consider this
pleasant work, but it sailed Jimmie.
He knew, too. that the way of u mud
clerk, if properly directed. l&idtt to a
chief clerkship and eventually to a
Meantime he was a
post as captain.
happy go lucky sort of Jiul who was
liked by every one from th
captain
down to the negro dock* hands, more
“rousters."
known
as
commonly
On this particular evening lie was at
peace with himself, the world and even
the rousters who were unloading the
cargo of cotton on the levee. Jimmy
was mechanically chocking the numbers atop the bales, but a strange sort
of inner consciousness was drinking in
the beauty of the scene before him.
The setting sun had turned tlie muddy
waters to a sensuous, laving silver.
Just beyond the ripples made by the
slowly turning paddle wheels of the
boat in the reverse motion necessary to
counteract the force of the current lay
a tiny island, formed by the cutting in
two of a long, narrow sand bar. A few
cottonwood trees nodded lazily on the
willful bit of land. To his right the
old levee had crumbled away, and a
new one had been built behind it, forming an artificial lake fringed with tall
cottonwood trees and gnarled stumps
Across the stream the
of cypress.
mighty force of water had cut into an
lf
island, and every time the boat passed
16
up and down the river the contour of
.06
Sometimes
160 20 ! the bank had changed.
.13
only a foot or two had been sliced
18 j
j0
away. Sometimes whole acres had dis-

Lard,

Fresh Kish.
06 Clams,

Mackerel.each
Finnan Huddle

there was for these statements I took the fellow to a photographer’s one duy last week, and we both
bad our pictures taken together, and
I would defy any one to point out a
single point of resemblance.
“My clerk, however, regards the
matter as a good joke, and I half suspect that he acknowledges relationship
in a good many cases Intentionally so
1 have
as
to cause complications.
shown the photograph to several people who have made the mistake, but it
has no influence upon them whatever,
and it is impossible to convince them
against their will.”—New York Mail
much

12 0.25
.08 0.10
18
.05 008

Veal:

liewcmblunce.

“Physiologists tell us,” observed a
well known lawyer the other day, “that
no two faces are exactly alike, and 1
think they aro correct, although we often hear of one person being the exact
Image of another. That this is largely
a matter of Imagination can be proved
by investigation. For example. 1 have
in my office a clerk who is constantly
mistaken for myself. Several people
say be resembles me so closely that I
must be joking when 1 deny the relationship. Ill order to ascertain how

.150.30

OtwX|j|
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leaned against the rail while Jimmie
discoursed upon the feats performed
by this the fastest boat on the river.
In truth, Emmie's ambition had once
stopped with the captaincy of the Kate
Adauis. hut now he thought with a
sigh. "What is the Kate Adams after
all?”
Hut he did not linger on the thought.
Everything happened too quickly. Miss
Thomas in her excitement had climbed
up on the foot rail when the impertinent evening breeze took n fancy to the
pink crowned hat.
Away it went.
There was a shrill shriek, and something blue and fluttering bent a little
too far over and then went after the
hat. And after both went Jimmie.
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Take Your Time Eating.
Here is an example that is worth

me:.-I. ".-lag
Fi.’lener
1
’::

!

throughout

Temple Plac%

Boston, Mass.

re'

and

Horace
following.
s of an experience that
C. A. PARC
i-veling on a railway
\...h
.1 twenty minutes
APOTHECARY.
for dinner m which to satisfy a labor- Ellsworth,
s
ing man appetite. There was an excellent array of good tilings on the

HER,

|

lunch counter to eat and drink, and
from these he made a selection rather
He
than attempt the regular dinner.
chose plump ham sandwiches, creamy
The
milk and a large piece of pie.
twenty minutes was ample time for
disposing of sandwiches and milk,
while he had the pie put in paper to
give epicurean enjoyment on the train.
He says:
“If I had put the pie and sandwiches
and the milk into my stomach in seven
or eight minutes, which, by actual observation, is the gluttonous rate of dispatching a station meal. I would have
lost two-thirds of nutriment, more
than oue-haif of taste and taken on
twenty-four hours of discomfort, possibly inviting a cold and creating an
‘open door’ for any migrating microbes
that were floating about iu my atmosphere looking for strained tissue or
fermenting food in which to build their
disease nests.”
Observation proves that you cannot
get more nutriment into your stomach
than salivation prepares, “gulp” though
you may, but you can take in a load of
disease possibilities in trying to force
evade proper salivation.—Cooking
or
Club.
_

Women

Maine

Or. Emmons*

happiness to
Monthly Regulator haa brought
hundreds of anxious women. There Is positive,
science
ly no other remedy known to medical
that will so quickly and safely do the work.
from
Longest and most obstinate irregularities
Success guar,
any cause relieved immediately.
inter,
No
unnger,or
at
stage.
pain,
anteed
any

ferenco with work. Have relieved hundreds or
dilu.
cases where others have mllcd. The most
cult cases successfully treated by nmil.aud ben.
in dance. No
efleial results guaranuct u in

every

risk whatsoever. We treat hundreds of ladles*
W’hom weneversec. Write for further partlcu.
lars and free confidential advice. Do not put off
too long. All letters truthfully answered. Re.
under
member, this remedy is absolutely sa le leaves
every possible condition and positively
no after ill effect upon the health. Seutby mail,
securely sealed, $2.00. Money letters should be
registered. DR. J. W. EMMONS CO., 1*0 Treniout St., Boston, Mass.

In Poland.

rollsh women are renowned for their
beauty, for the perfection of their
hands and the smallness of their feet.
Polish ladies maintain that when they
shop in Vienna and show their small
feet with the high instep to be fitted
the tradesmen exclaim, “Ah, those are
Polish feet!"
But their pleasure In this distinction
is not so much a matter of personal
vanity us of satisfaction in the superiority of anything belonging to their
country, for they are fervidly patriotic.
The lady of position rises between 11
and 12 in the forenoon and goes to bed
She
at 4 o’clock the next morning.
drives from one visit to another, but in
reality she is laboring all day for public interests. Everything, the founding
of a library, a hospital, a sewing
school, i» made to strengthen the Polish cause. Four ladies do not meet on
a
charity committee, says Georg;
Braudes, without taking some measure, under that Innocent pretext, foi
the national benefit.
As a consequence of this charm and
spirit, the women of Poland receive
from the men a courtesy amounting tc
homage. Men always rise in a trail
At any pub
ear to give a lady a seat.
lie place a chair may be ruthlessly de
tnnnded of even the most distinguished
official present, with the sufficient ex
planation, "for a lady.”

JHXal^SWOIlTJa

STEAM
AND
“NO

LAUNDRY
BATH ROOMS.

PAY, NO WA8HKE."

All kinds of laundry worn done at snor; ailce. Goods called for and delivered.
E8TKY X CO..
H.
West Bnd brKlge,
"11* forth. Hi,

MEDICINE
Family
Crown’s INSTANT OEIIET
Cares Couqhs, Colds. Sore Throat, Croup, Diphtheria,
Colic, Cholera Morbus, Dysentery, Etc.
Physicians recommend it, children like it.

MONEY REFUNDED
Prepared by the Nor wav Melku n

e

Co., Norway, Me.

Who Have Used Therr
LALHLO Recommend asiheStST

liRiP?

J»». Kfi'Vfe’S
Btor Crourn Broad

PENNYROYAL PILLS.
Used for years by
ailing specialists. Hundreds oftestL*
moniuis. A trial will convince you oi their intrinsic said*
in ease of suppress ion.
-Send ten cents tor sample and
book. All Druggist, or by mail $1 JO box.

KING MEDICINE CO.. Box 1930. BOSTON. MASS.
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renewed strength in the councils of
the nation.
That form of transacting
public
business, and of selecting candidates
under
the
include
which
we
for office
general word of politics, will have a
more aavory aspect and will leave a
the
Bweeter taste in the mouth of
public, so to speak, since Mr. Burrenuncialeigh has made voluntary
tion of his reasonable claim to ad
vaneement to a higher position.

Dispute

Business communications should be addressed
to, and all money orders made payable to The
EllsHancock county Publishing Con
worth, Maine.
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-a

gress which related to the canal negotiations. It was written before the
revolution in Panama and has now
The
been cut out of the message.

increase of wages which wss
The teamsters have been receiv-

President says:
“High authorities
the
on international law hold that
canal can be dug as an incident to ex
ercising the power to prevent the ob
stmction of traffic across the isththat in his judgis time to declare that the
ment i
bnilding of the canal cannot be much
longer delayed, he continues: “It
seems

stating

After

mus.”

evident that in

matter such

a

this we should Anally decide which
is the best route,and if the advantages
of this route over any other possible
as

Fiist

0
1J
q»7

V Quarter 4/

to receive the
letters whereby you are accredited to
the government of the United States

STATE OF MAINE.

gratified

in the capacity of envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary of
the republic of Panama,” said President Roosevelt to M.

Bunau-Varilla,
of the

representative

this

as

infant

presented

of Panama was

republic

to

him in the White House by Secretary
Hay. In the wordB of the new minis-

ter, the President thus admitted “into
By the Governor.

A PROCLAMATION.
In observance of the custom established by
our forefathers and conforming to the proclamation of the President, I, John F. Hill, Governor of Maine, hereby designate

Twenty-sixth day

of

November, Instant,
day of public thanksgiving to Almighty
God for the multitude of blessings which we

as a

have received at His hand aud for the expres
slon of our gratitude for Ills loving kindness.
On that day let all unnecessary labor be suspended, and in our homes and accustomed
places of worship let us unite in making this a
time of grateful and heartfelt thanksgiving.
The year now approaching its dose has been
one of prosperity to the State and the Nation.
To the highest degree we have enjoyed every
blessing of civilized lift and as we give thanks
to Him whose watch!u! care ruleth over all, let
us remember the unfortunate and needy that

they also may share In our prosperity.
Given at the Kxecutlve Chamber at Augusta,
this sixth tfay of November, in the year of
our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
three, aud of the Independence of the United
States of America the one hundred and
twenty-eighth.
By the Governor.

JOHN F. HILL.
Bybon Boyd, .Secretary of State.

Burleigh Declines
[Bangor Daily

the Honor.

Xetcs. 1

Nearly every Maine man who has
the welfare of his State at heart will
commend the manly utterances of
Representative Edwin C. Burleigh of
the third Maine congressional district
when he says he will not be a candidate for United Slates senator against
Senator Hale before the legislature of
1805. The words are well placed and
will bear very much weight with the
public.

the

as

bard

dtsagieeabie features

many

of

occupation.

The discussion

parties for
finally decided

the

board

carried

was
some

time,

between

on

and

It

was

question to a
arbitrators, consisting o! three

of

to leave the

Harbor and
held last Thursday evening

disinterested residents of Bar

bearing was
in the G. A. R. ball.
The teamsters were represented by
Eugene Brann and the dealers by Fletcher
T. Wood, representing the Clark coal
a

Mr. Bowden and his wife

company, and Frank P. Wood, representing the Bar Harbor coal company.
The meeting was a long oue lasting
from 7.30 to 11 30 p. m and was marked
by

some

at

issue

was:

drivers of coal teams entitled to

Are

th**t

party of Christians who organized
church at Surry and of which,
at the time of her deal b, sue was the old-

Baptist

est member.

lively passages.

question

The

In

were

little

the

The funeral services were held at tbe
son in North Bluebili Sunday,
Nov. 15. She whs laid at rest beside the
body of her busbaud in North Penobscot,

tbe

borne of her

more

pay
busi-

and where also several of her children

buried.

She leaves several

great-grandchildren
circle of acquaintances to
and

NOT

are

grandchildren
a large

besides
mourn

her 109s.

DEAD YET.

Fred Cook, of Lamoine, is Alive and
in Good Health.
Tbe report published in
last week’s
American that Frederick W. Cook bad
died in a charity institution in Philadelphia was true, but It turns out that le

a. u:

“I am much

Mr.

increase

the

to

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER IS, 1903.

the

work and
their

for

reason

an

sufficiently marked, we than teamsters in other lines of
should then give notice that we can ness?
no longer submit to trifling or insinTeamsters in other lines of business
of
those receive
cere dealing on the pext
f30 per month and board.
whom the accident of possession has Many witnesses were called for both
i
placed in temporary control of the sides.
Ttie arbitrators’ report follows:
ground through which the route must
To Eugene Brann, Frank P. Holden and
if
that
He
ends
0:1
declaring
by
pass.”
Fletcher T. Wood, representatives of the coal
a.
the possessors of the territory fail to
0:3<
teamsters and coat dealers:
come to a straightforward agreement
UENtlemk*
You submitted to ue the simare

route

with ns, “we mnst forthwith take the
matter into our own hands.”

Thursday,

ing flO 50 per week «nd they asked for
increase of |5 00 per month, giving
their

large family, all of whom lived to a ripe
old age. Two of her brothers are living—
Darius, aged eighty-nine, and Isaac.
Seventy three years ago she man led Nathaniel Bowden, of Penobscot, who died in
1379. They were blessed with s family of
fifteen children, seven of whom are now
living. They are: Mary A., wife of Robert B. Carter, of Ellsworth, with whom
Mrs. Bowden bad made her home for
many years; Nathaniel, of North Bluehilt; Bailey W., of East Bluehill; Susan A.,
widow of David W. Mosley, of Marlboro;
Elmira A., wife of George A. Snow, of
Woodbury, Vt.; Clara, widow of Jason
Fogg, of Pownal, and Julia A., wife of M.
D. Cbatto, of East Surry.

an

refused.

Han-

county’* oldest ladles, died at the
home of her daughter, Mr*. R. B. Carter,
Friday, Nov. 13, aged uioety-two years,
eight month* and twenty-two days.
Mrs. Bowden was boru iu Peuobecot,
the daughter of Edward and Trypbena
(Lawrence) Saunders. She was one of a

to settle the

appointed

Received

cock

27 28

II

29 30
VKoon

20ijj

Much comment has been aroused
the publication of that part of the
President’s regular message to Con-

by

Coal Dealers and
Settled in Favor of
Fi rmcr.

dispute between the coal dealers of Bur
Harbor and their teamsters have announced tbeir decision, which is in favor
of the coal dealers’ contention.
Some time ago the dealers’ teamsters
asked for

Subscription Price—#3.00 a year; $1 00 for six
months; 50 cents for three months; If paid
strictly in advance, $1 50, 75 and 38 cents
respectively A*1 arrearages are reckoned at
Lbe rate of t*2 per year.
Advertising Rate*—Are reasonable, and will
be made known on application.

TRYPHKNA BOWDEN.
Mrs. Trypbena Bowden, one of
MBS

Between

Teamsters

NEW

OBITUARY.

FROM BAR HARBOR.

Take him for all in all, Mr. Burleigh
front
must be counted in the very
In the
rank of Maine politicians.
first place, he has the reputation of
getting whatever he goes after, which
have.
is a very good reputation to
He has also been in the public eye for
a long time, and those who study his
•
record longest find therein the most
tie is a man who wears
to admire,
well, a person who does not shrink or
change color In washing.
Had it not been for the unwearying
labors of Edwin C. Burleigh, Maine
would have had only three representatives in Congress to-day instead of
the four which we now have. Had it
not been for the tact and
kindly
forbearance of this same man, many
dissensions would have arisen and
much harm would have been done.
And his reasons are cogent and
sound, and of a character to win
friends among the people at large.
Owing to their long terms of service
in the upper branch, and to their
knowledge of what Maine people
want, and to their ability to secure
the least delay
wants with
these
and trouble, both Senators Frye and
an ascendency
have gained
Hale
in the councils of the nation such
ever
men
as
few
other
held, and
such as no man can hope to hold
until he has served long and become
familiar with legislative methods.
Mr.
For these reasons
Burleigh
gives us to understand that he shall
not oppose the re-election of either
senator so long as he lives, and is
willing to fill the position he holds.
In making this open statement we
believe Air. Burleigh gives voice to
the prevailing Bentimeut in Maine, a
sentiment winch is not confined to
the republican party, but which pervades business circles all over the
State. The admitted strength of Mr.
Burleigh in his party, his proved and
provable power to control votes and
and his voluntary
to win friends,
statement made months in advance
of any possible contest for the high
enplace-ail these facts will tend tomem
dear him to the people and to
hers of his party, and will give him

the family of nations the weakest
and the last-born of the republics of
Panama is now a
the new world”.
sovereign state in the eyes of our

government, and it will not be long
before we take up negotiations with
it, for the construction of the canal.
to
be
Colombian troops are said

hurrying

the isthmus to

to

“traitors”, but
not

permit

Panama

or

our

punish

ple question

“Are the coal teamsters justly
wage of $8) per mouth when the
teamsters In other Hues of business are paid
but $30 per month?'*
At a hearing given at the 6. A. K. hull In this
village on the evening of Nov. 12, 1*03, we listened to testimony which, to our minds, seemed

entitled

to

to

a

prove.
First. That the

cost of living In Bar Harbor
more to coal teamsters than
In others lines of business.
Second. That, while the work of coal team*
sters has certain hard and disagreeable features,
that of other teamsters has certain other hard
and disagreeable features, which seem .to keep
the scale on abcut an eveu balance.
We therefore answer that the coal teamsters
art not justly entitled to a wage of $3j per
month, while the teamsters In other lines of
business are paid but $30 per month, and that
the present wage of the coal teamsters, which Is
$3u per month and board, be continued until
May 1. 1904.
Nothing In this decision l» to be understood

Is

oot

as

expressing

any
hostilities even in the remotest vicinity of the Panama railroad will not
be permitted by this government.
This would make the suppression of
the revolution very difficult, if not

absolutely impossible. In fact, friends
of the new republic can be now cer-

as

ick

Committee

night

W. Cook had died in that institution ou
Nov. 10, and that tbe deceased was about
thirty-seven years of age.
As this was tbe only Frederick Cook
known near that age, and as be had

to

previously

mentioned the postmaster at
Ellsworth his reference, the error.was

easily

was

Of Interest to Mariners.
following a^e toe important corrections made during the mouth of October

Thursday

Joy’s

aids

were:

was

orchestra.

floor manager,and his

Whitney,

B. E.

Fred C.

Lynam,

W. H. Davis, Fred Jeiiison, F. A. Foster,
M. C. Foster, A. Stroud Rodick, Orient
Brewer, George Parks, Harry C. Uopp,
John Burr, jr., Harry L. Bradley, Frank
T.
Yoong, Arthur McQulnu, Victor
Goocu, Lester P. Carter, E. A. D>er,

published

at

the office of the

Geodetic survey :
Isle au Haut hay—Shoal spot reported
north of Kimball’s island.
Arthur B.
Denny reports that during the summer
of 1902 tbe steam yacht
“Pantooset”
struck a rock, over which there is at least

by a large crowd and
every way. Music was
furnished by players from the Casino
James George

charts

Coast arid

attended

orchestra and

made.

The

successful In

was

without any second

public health and charities of Philadelphia. His letter stated that Frederick

on

The benefit ball at Music ball

just Fred,

but

Freder-

is not

of

arbitration.

on

W.,

name

initial.
Tbe source of The American’s information last week was Robert
H.
Bmitb, superintendent of tbe department

Very.sincerely yours,
8. L. Hanscom,
a. M. MacDonald,
If. W. Foss,

(Signed)

the

that

opinion

an

Fred

good health, that his

whether the present wage of teamsters In Bar
Harbor Is more or less than it should be.

government will

government

implying

or

not

Cook” which states that be is alive and in

necessarily

to teamsters

them to land at either
Colon, and may inform the

Colombian

Cook, the son of the late
Bewail and Amanda Cook, of Lamoine.
A communication has
been received
from tbe sister of the “Lamoine Fred
was

j

depth of
proach to

a

about

twelve

feet,

in

the ap-

prize

for

waved bis baud the other

him since he

day, and Bbouted

*”•
The at raw berry aud violet freaks bavlug parked, now come bog aud ben prodigies. Deacon Jeff arson Torrey, of Atlantic, ieportn that a bpring pullet laid an egg
this week measuiing 6% by 8 inches in
circumference. Next!

one

McCarrle,

Lzzle

of Gouldsboro

of the many smart old ladies
has
in
three
weeks

county,

of tbe
spun,

doubled and twisted forty skeius of yarn,
not feel satisfied with this kiud

dbe aid
of

enjoymeut,

so on

Oct. 31 she

turned to

several

friends,

days visiting
returned Tuesday.

was one

ol Bar

to the northward and westward of

Mon-

hegan Island lighthouse (L U. B

to M.

N

of Mrs.

No. 103 of 1903—Charts affected: 312, 313,
105,6, and 1000; U. 8. Coast Pilot, Atiautic
coast, parts l-II, 1903, pp. 136, 147.)

future home.

Schooner Ashore.
The Ellsworth achooner,
“Loduskfa”,
Capt Ciark, from Htonington to New
York with stone, went ashore on
Hedge
Fence shoal In the Vineyard
Tuesday

Mrs. Grant

_

Mrs.

has be«.n in town for
relatives and

Harbor’s fall

brides. Miss Florence Sumlnsby, daughter
Hannah Suminsby. The primary
object of her visit to Bar Harbor at this
Lime was to bid farewt.l to her relatives
and friends, as she and Mr. Grant leave
Boston Wednesday, Nov. 25, for Seattle,
Wash., where they plau to make their
Mr.

Grant

is

business there.

going into

the lumber

He is not

stranger to

a

that

part of the country as he returned
only last wiuter from a five years,
stay in the Klondike region.

celebrated her eighty-third birthday.
It’* not every girl of her age who can do

The vessel
nee, and is

was

floated

Around

the

mill

where

threshiog this fall,

a

£. G.

second

crop of grain is growing. If tbe weather
continues favorable, it is expected that
the dust

threshing of this secflying by Christmas.

from tbe

ond crop, will be

The Otis correspondent writes this week
of a case of cruelty practiced on a valuable dog owned by G. G. Warren, of that
place. The dog was caught in a trap.
When the trapper—who by the way is not
a resident of Otis—found the dog in the
trap be, instead of freeing him, shot him.
This

certainly

of unnecessary
that would do such a

seems a case

cruelty, and the

man

trick should have

a

dose

cine.

Anyhow, if he is

4galn

he is liable

did not

bargain for.

to

of his

own

medi-

ever seen in Otis
get something he

pointed.

Mr
took

C.

silly

tricks.

The dealer

soon

le

STATE NEWS.
The annual
State
dairy meeting,
under tbe control of the Maine State
dairymen’s association and department of
agriculture, will be held at Dover on Dec.
1,2 and 3. All sessions are public, and
everybody is invited.

Nominations by the Governor.
recent
are
nominations
Following
by tbe governor in Hancock county:
Railroad commissioner, Parker Spofford, Bucksport; trial justice, John B.
Redman, Ellsworth; justice of the peace
aud quorum, M. W. Abbott, Eden.
gentleman only by the
grace of his tailor doesn’t couut for much.
A

roan

who is

a

Maine

Professional CitFb.

BUNKER,

pit.

of bar harbor,
wishes to Aimotmee that hereafter he will rIt*
special attention to the treatment of diseases of

the

Eye, Nose, Throat

and Ear.

outre equipped with all the modern Instrument* and appliances for the examination
and
treatment of these diseases.□
Bar
Hart»or hospital, when?
Kasjr access to
patients receive the best of care at reasonable
rates.

F. SIMON TON,

J\

PHYSICIAN

and

\
i

\

mTd!

SUKOKOX,

Manning Block, formerly occupied by
Manning. Office open day and night
except when absent on professional calls.
*TELEPHONE.

Wlgglu

H.

[)R.

j

GREELY,

j

DENTIST.
Graduate of the Philadelphia Dental Collett.
Jaae of '75
e^orriCB in Giles’ Block, ELLswoirs.
Closed Wednesday afternoons until farther
otlce.

Jfor Balt.
Mv home at Town HIM, Fden.
Faimof 40 to ,*ai acres. Good field snd
Cut* 15 to la tout of hay. Two story
ouse. large stable, all In good
repair. Ix>catton, 8 mile* from Bar Harbor ami Northeast
Harbor and 6 mile* from Quarry vllle, where
there are good markets for any farm products.
Very good location for a country hotel.
Hplendid view of the mountain*. Will sell on
ea*y terms or will rent f.«r a term of years.
The only reason why I wish to sell is that I am
not aole to work the farm on account of my
age. Apply to E. M Hamor. West Eden, Me

HOU8E

—

Sasture.

of
by such

duds that

his old customers lose faith In him and he
lose* fra

PAR CHER,

Office* In
I>i J. F.

the test

out

A.

APOTHECARY.
! Ellsworth,

A

ha* stood

r

for —

Fading Hair

James Lane Allen
II 9 Merrlman

knocked

J

A!:

cheap mixture* for some well-known
reputable food or medicine wtkJj has a
name for purity, strength and value.
A
be

v2L5
cl,bitS

fl OOm bottle.

What would you think of the merchant
offered you two button* 1
change
tor a stiver dollar—wouldn't you kick? It
would be about
as insulting
to your
intelligence as it would were t be merchant to try end palm off «ome of hta own

cannot

heir

—

who

time

Isn’t that so?

faded unfit It
about whit.
horn, of Acer', ll.lr
re.tor. ,! to It. former d.rk, rleh
color
H.lr Miror eertnlol, doe, who,
It.'
A. M. Bouoas,
Rocking..am. N‘“

l>eWolfe Howe
The Moon,
Richard Proctor
G !* Servlss
Astronomy with an Opera Glass,
Simon Newcomb
Astronomy for Everybody,

by such practice*.

slfcacrtiscninitB.

Lost.
08T-Between West Hancock and LaJ
moine, gold watch, filled cases, New
York .standard make.
Finder please communicate with Clara C. Hodori**. 1.a moine.

I

Peptiron Pills

(Chocolate-coated)
I
UBantcB.
nutritive as well as tonic, and
therefore in full accord with advanced
canvassing agent with sms 1
science as to the proper treatment of AGENT—-A
amount of money may secure the ngency
of a California
that cau be sold to
anemia, paleness, and neurasthenia, every family of product
KUswor'h and surrounding
nervous weakness, in which the need I cou try. A fine seller for a house to house
canvasser to handle with other goods. It is
of more and better nourishment is so an article of dally consumption, and where
once sold is a »u*e repeater.
The product is
apparent.
not as yet introduced in Maine, but hundreds
applicati <oi have been received from there,
They combine the best tonics, ner- i of
For particulars, price* and sample, address
vines and nutrients for all
pale, nervous Mamaokb. P. a Box 587, San J *'\ California.
are
sufferers;
invaluable to delicate ^■TYPEWRITING Of all kinds done with
neatness and dispatch, at the law office
A
women and girls, invalids and conof L. F. Giles. Bank Block. Ellsworth. Julia
valescents.
F. Billingtoe.
They put iron into the blood, strength
Address
KB t
cat cord wood.
Are

—

Boi 87*2, Ellswor'h, Me.
CHOPPE

into the nerves, color into the
cheeks;
aid digestion and promote
sweet, refreshing, natural sleep.

Peptiron Pills, (rhorolatiM-oated.) 50e.

IRL—A capable girl for general houseX work; good wages and good home. Address 9 Holten 8t., Peabody. Mass.

or

the latter a fall month's treatment
Prepared hr C. L HOOD CO-CLowell. Mass.

SI

—

WOOD-75 cords to be delivered st
Ellsworth Falls, Pine street, and hast
and West Side grammar schools, for which
the market price will be paid. Inquire of or
address
G. B. Stl'art. Sopt. of Schools.

Hard

Selling Agent tn Ellsworth t
G. A. Parcher. 14 Main Street.

17IURNISHBD
Iuquire
music

at

store.

FURNITURE

jfor Salt.

(iLAHION

Spn/al jSOtires.

WALL PAPERS and DRAPERIES

NOTICE.
Cuniculocus Park. I
to life and property
the courty of Hancock, the State oi
Maine, and the United States of America.
Mary C. Frktz Austi*.
SPECIAL

trespass in
DO demand
protection
from
not

-AT-

Henpeck—He was well off a year ago.
Batchler— How well off is he reputed to
have been then? Henpeck—Oh he didn’t

before you came over here”?
but that was a month ago”.

8o

E. J. DAVIS’

i

XCBaooooooocroaaoooaQc^^

L. W.

J0R

1 did,

The Four D’tCharles Spurgeon once said that thfre were
three great enemies to man—“din, debt and tne
devil
He might have added one more d and
included dyspepsia.
The evil results of this
disease could hardly be exaggerated,
its effects are felt in inind and body, and are as far
reaching as tbe effects of the cur«e that was laid
on the Jackdaw of ttheims which was cursed in
“eating and drinking and sleepiug, in standing
and sitting and lying"
Tne good effects of i>r.
Fierce’s C.olden Medical Discovery are most
marked in aggravated and chronic cases of dysIt enables the stomach glands to
p pdft.
secrete tbe nece-sary quantity of
digestive
fluids, and this at once removes that craving or
gnawing sensation so common to certain forms
It tones and regulates the
of indigestion
stomach, invigorates the torpid liver and gives
the blood making glands keen
assimilative
“tiolden Medical Discovery’’ cures
power,
ninety eight per cent, of tnose who use it. Dr
Fierce’s Pleasant Pellets are superior to all
other laxative medicines when the bowels are
obstructed.

HOUSE in the city proper.
Staples. Bmith & Moodys

Coal Stove in tir.tela*. condition.
Reason for selling, have putin
J
futnace. C. I. Btaplbm. Ellsworth. Me.

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

apparently uninjured.

Commencing Monday last the Congregational, Methodist and.Baptist churches know bow well off be was. 1 mean he’s
married now.
will bold a series, of eveuing meetings
Our
Franklin
“I tell you”, said the first chicagoan
West
Tbe
correspondent in the Congregational church.
Tbe strawberries are nearly ail meetings will be held every evening abroad, “I’ll be glad to get back to old
writes;
picked, and but few more bunches of except Saturday for two weeks. Tbe •Chi*. By the way, May Breezey is marinaytiowers are left, but harvesting is not paBtors of the various churches will ried to Bill Laker, is’nt she”? “I don’t
“I thought
yet completed. C. E. Butler has lettuce conduct tbe services aod there will be know”, replied the other.
as palatable as in “the good old summer
good singing by a chorus choir.
you said you attended their wedding just
Burnham did

fallingofthe hair,also. There’s

I van hoe,
8lr Walter 3coU
8lr Walter Scott
Kenilworth,
The Maid at Arm*,
H W Chambers
The Adventures of Gerald,
A Conan Doyle
The Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come,
John Fox
The Blazed Trail,
8 F. White
The Magic Forest,
8 K White
Albert Sownlebsen
Deep Sea Vagabonds,
Lorna Doone,
R D Blackinore
E O Kirk
Good-Bye, Proud World,
J T Trowbridge
My Own Story,
The Lightning Conductor,
CN Williamson
The Call of the " lid.
Jack London
The Fortunes of Fill,
M 8 9e«w> ll

reputation wbtcb

on
to restore

great satisfaction in
knowing
you are not going to be disap-

FWH Hughes
Essays, Classical,
The l>eer Family,
Theodore Roosevelt
The Story of a Grain of Wheat,
W c Edgar
Samuel Lover
Rory O’Moore,
Samuel Lover
Dandy Andy,
The py,
James Fenlmor-j Cooper
Iasi of the Mohicans, James Fenimorc Cooper
Little Lord Fauntleroy,
Mrs F II Burnett
Poetical Works of Lord Byron.
Frances Burney
Evelina,

M

Ayer-7

depend

Vigor

flair Vigor

To-day

Rebecca of Sunnyhrook Farm
K D
Boston. The Place and the People,

can

color to
your gray hair, every time
Follow directions and it
nevei
fails to do this work. It
stops

Children of the Tenement*,
Jacob A Rlls
C G Iceland
legend* of Vergil,
Two Little Savages,
E Thompson 3eton
Vacation Days to Greece.
R B Richardson
W Gladden
Straight 9hotf. at Young Men,
letter* from a Self-made Merchant to His
G H Lotlmer
Son,
J B Gordon
Reminiscences of the Civil War,
The Musical Guide, 3 vols,
Rupert Hughe*
Okl Que»*ee,
Gilbert Parker
Handbook of 8< cl«Ham
Some Ethical Phases of the Labor Queston,
C D Wright

without aasist-

trick like this.

time”.

You
Hair

home

and
a

Ayer^\

—

The Mettle of the Pasture,
Barlasch of the Guard,

I

Sbbrctiecuicnts.

Wm James
Foundations of Zoology,
W R Brooks
Ancient Law.
II 9 Maine
II 9 Maine
Early History of Institutions,
American Tariff Controversies in the 19th
K 9tan wood
Centut y, 9 vols,
Immanuel Kant,
Frederick Paulson
Eucycllcal letters of Pope Loo XII.
American Railway Transportation,
K R Johnson
The New Epoch.
Geo 8 Mori son
A DeMendel’s Principles of Heredity
W Bateson
fen-e,
> .J M Brain well
Hypnotism,
The Camhtidre Modern History, vol VII,
(The United States)
Life of Gladstone, 3 vols,
John Moriey
Memoirs of M I> ItlowlU
Admiral Porter,
J R So ley
John M Robertson
Modern Humanists,
The Negro Problem—A Series of Articles
by Representative American Negroes of

rncrning.
a

Li-

the

anchorage off the eastern
end of Isle au Haut thoroughfare. The
is
its
national
existence
that
tain
ledge is uumarked, appears to be about
guaranteed by this country.
forty feet in extent, surrounded by much
deeper water, and lies off the north side of
Kimball’s island, on tbe tearing*;:
The honor and responsibility placed
Bay
Artnui clement.
Ewe island,
upon the shoulders of our Senator
ledge spindle, NW. ^ N.
east tangent, N. % 'A
Hale, which he has reluctantly acKimball’s island,
At the Thursday evening rehearsal of
cepted, that of being the chairman of
west tangent, WsW. % W.
(Charts afthe committee on committees in the the Bar Harbor cboral society H was fected: 309 and
104; C B. Coast Pilot, AtSenate are deserved and well-placed. voted »o change the evening of the regulantic coast, parts I II 1903 p. 106 )
Probably no man in the Senate can lar rehearsal from Thursday to WednesOff Monhegan Llano—Manana Island
better dispose of the ambitious and day at 7.45 o’clock.
whistling buoy established. About Octoanxieties for place of liis colleagues
Tuts cutibgo was made to accommodate
than can oar senator.
By the way, some of the men who wished to atleuu a ber 20, 1903, a whistling buoy, punted red,
this selection again emphasizes the
was established westward of Mnnhegan
odge
The
mteiin^.
following were Island, at a
important influence exerted in the napoint about 2 rul es W. % N.
tional Senate by the Maine men.— elected members of iho society : Mr. and from toe
tog signal station on Manana
Mrs. U. G. Hodgkins, Thaddeus HodgPortland Express.
island. (L. H. B. N to M. No. 103 of 1903.
kins, Mr Lurvev.
Charts affected: 105 6. and 1000; U. 8.
COUNTY GOSSIP.
A telegram v.«s received here last week Coast Pilot, Atlantic coast, parts 1 11,
Mrs. P. B. Billings, of Sargentville, has announcing the ueath of Dr. W. W. 1903, pp. 136, 147 1
Off Monhegan Island—Duck Rocks—
Seely, of Cincii.neti, Ohio.
a bouquet of sweet pea blossoms picked
Dr. Seely was one of the prominent whistling buoy discontinued—bell buoy
Nov. 14, having blossomed since the
summer residents of Bur Harbor where be
established.
About October 20, 1903,
snow storm Nov. 7.
and bis family have spent their summers Duck Rocks whistling buoy was disconfor several years. He .eaves a w idow and tinued and Duck Rocks bell buoy, painted
Bar Harbor has a great many precothree daughters.
black, was established in its place about
c ulb children, but the parents of
little
/4 mile to the northward aod westward of
“Jack”, who Is only seven months old,
Mrs. Oliver C. Grant, of Bostou, who Duck Rocks tripod, and about 1% milea
have claimed first

Public
brary up to Date.
The Varieties of Kellgtcu* Experience,
Ellsworth

at

j

ROOKS

j

DA N

FOOTWEAR

J

a
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children.

HATS AND CAPS.

Lumbermen

UNDERTAKER,
Q

n
ceptional opportu-

nity to get good outfits cheap.

S

ELLSWORTH.

Tift J. T. Crippen Store.
MISS N. F.
Public

DRUMMEY,

Reasonable Prices.
Hank

postofflc®*

ELLSWORTH.

Stenographer
Typewriter...

...and

title**

Corner Main and Water streets.
Next door to

A splendid
assortment of

PC D NC
rCKI'IO

no"'

at the

ProiupCSerrlce.
Hlock,

Ellsworth Greenhouse

Rllowor th.

Subscribe for The American,

j

Telephone connection.
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Donald Murray was not
about the strike.
In faet, it made precious little difference to him nt Just this moment
whether any trains ran on the I). H.
and G. tracks at all. His engagement
with Miriam Bentley had been sudden-

thinking

ly derailed, and
enough for him.

that was trouble
Hu had appointed
himself a wrecking crew of one to act
that very night nt the church fair mid
possibly to undo tho mischief wrought

by too much steam in the form of
hasty words. And then bad come tlie
orders from headquarters to stand by
his instrument until relieved.
Brownsville was an unimportant station In the center of a thriving farming section. Its (dockyards and grain
elevator dwarfed the passenger station. and there wasn't enough business In tbs whole town to support a
night telegraph station, hi fact. Donald, with his lusty helper and messenger lsiy. Andy Johnson, constituted the
entire D. It. and G. force.
Young Murray was not afraid of
work, and at any other time tlie order
to remain at his post for twenty-four
hours would have affected him not at
But tonight he thought of Wilall.
son, Graham. Donaldson and the rest
all clustered about the table where
Miriam was selling fudge and other
homemade sweetmeats, ami his hands
were plunged Into tils pockets, even as
his soul was plunged deejier 111 gloom.
The idea of disolieying orders, how
ever, never entered his head, though
he d* not fully realize the danger
which beset the road.
This strike
through the great wild west was not
the ordinary seething turmoil of sudden dissatisfaction which yields quickly to pacific treatment. It had been
a
prolonged, quiet struggle between
capital and labor, with no apparent
gain on either side, but an attempt Pi
install a yard force of "scabs” at MUlford Junction bad precipitated active
demonstrations. Seeds of trouble had
been sown with reckless bands ill the
simps and yards, where the stolid
Swedes, seeing their jobs and comfortable home lives threatened, laid set
their teeth hard. And when a Swede
says nothing, but draws bis eyelids
down to a narrow slit, railroad authorities know that trouble Is brewing in
the brain liehind that stolid fare.
*•••«•*

Andy

Johnson stuck tils head into
the door.
Murray caught sight of a
vivid red necktie and knew what was

coming.
I
“You won't need me. will you?
in the fair again."
Andy's long. lank Ixsly, clad In n
wonderful store suit of gray, green
and brown cheeks, followed Ids good
natured face. He closed the door, and
Ids voice took on a wheedling tone.
“There's join’ to be such doln's.
honest there is, Mr. Murray!
That
there fish pond just takes my eye. and
you get the funniest tilings what you
ain’t expectin' to get
Then there's
goln’ to tie a votin’ contest tonight
That silver toilet set cost so much no
one won't buy It. so they’re goin' to
vote it off to the most popular Indy
want to take

Jtalli-d there and the fast
freight happened to whirl alter it round the curve,
a.s ,t
usually did now that the time
card Was demoralized by weak
service,
there might—

Murray closed a nervous hand over
liis revolver.
Nothing must happen.
He feat thus With strain lug ears for

half an hour.
To him it seemed as
if hours had passed when
suddenly
he heard a faint tap at the outside
door.
\ cry
cautiously and with rervkvor in hand lie
stepped to the door
ami asked in a tirm, clear
voice.
Who's there?”
“It’s—it's me—Miriam.”
Almost dropping his revolver, Murray threw open the door and drew the
girl inside.
"Miriam!” he gasped and led her Into
his little den.
"Yes." she replied, with the calmness of the feminine mind which
can
Ignore past grievances when It choos-s
to rise above
"1
wanted to thank
thym.
yon for helping me to win that lovely prize, and 1—well—I didn’t think
Andy—could thank you quite as well as
1 could.”
It was full ten minutes before Donald .Murray came back to earth and
the realization that No. 3 was four
minutes overdue, .lust ns he reached
his hand toward the instrument to
communicate with the Junction the
door of the outside room creaked, and
a burly form, followed
by another and
another, pressed into the waiting room
and jerked down the small gate leading
into the agent’s room. Murray did not
wait for a second glance at the intruders.
One hand stretched toward
the receiver, the other toward the revolver.
“No messaged goes out of this office
tonight, young feller.”
l'or answer Murray’s finger sent the
first word over the wire. With an'oath
the leader sprang forward, and something cracked with a sickening sound
in Murray's right arm.
He turned
white, and the left hand loosened its
grip on the revolver. A burly fist shot
forth, but a small, white one closed
over the weapon first.
Miriam stood
beside Murray, the revolver leveled at
the group of men.
"Send it Donald. I'll shoot the first
man that moves!”
Her voice trembled, but not with
fear. Murray felt his brain reeling.
“I don’t know what happened,” he
murmured thickly.
The men were edging away.
"Tell him!” crlisl Miriam.
"What
have you done to that train?”
Down at the junction they caught
the words and wondered why Murray
had such a jerky, uncertain touch.
“No. !1 derailed Jamison arroyo. Hold
No. !> and send help.”
•

mantel In the Murray
home there hangs an out of date revolver. When Master Donald Murray,
aged six, discovered It and asked
where it came from his father replied:
She once
"That is your mother's.
used it to bring down big game.”
“Why can't she shoot It now?” persisted the boy.
“Because she doesn't know bow.” was
the answer us Donald Murray. Sr.,
gave a laughing glance In his wife's
direction.
Above

the

face was suddenly Illuminist.
"Of course you can go, Andy. There
won't tie much doing here tonight. Besides. I want you to do some voting
for me.” He laid a five dollar bill on
tile table.
“Miss Bentley must have
that prize."
"Of course she will. Everybody likes
Miss Miriam.” assented Andy, with
eyes fairly devouring the bank uote.
“But we want her to tie so far abend
of the other girls that they won’t be in
the running. See? Now, you vote that
money slow. Have it changed and vote
it a quarter at a time."
Andy nodded and then, filled with

Importance, turned

a

“Wait

to

go.

minute.”
Murray drew a pad toward him and
bit bis pencil nervously.
But at last
the note was finished and carried away
by the elated Andy. It read:
a

My Dear Miriam—1 am sorry that X
cannot be with you tonight when you win
the prize, for of course you will win It.
Andy will vote for me, and when it is over
won't you send me word how many votes
you received? I ask very little, and It is
so lonely down here.
I must stay because
there is trouble of some sort up the line.
X know it can't be as bad as the trouble
that has been in my heart since we quarreled. Yours.
DONALD.
Murray went out into tne pawwugvi
room and stared up the street where

the lights from tbe town hall shone
gayly. Then, with a sigh, he returned
to his little office, locked the door and
threw himself ou the carpet covered
aofa for a nup.
He was roused by a
sharp call at his keyboard.
“Trouble brewing along the line.”
sang the little ticker. MAI Reeves, with
a
gang of Swedes, lias slipped out of
town. Keep sharp lookout for No. 3.”
No. 3 was the D. R. and G.’s crack
train. It carried the mail and the bulk
of the cross continent
passengers.
Murray was wide awake now’. He
Went the rounds of his little station,
making sure that all was secure. Then
bo examined his revolver and laid it
within easy reach on the table and sat
staring at the instrument while he reviewed the dangerous points between
Brownsville and the stations east and
There was tbe cut seventeen
miles east.
It had once been a favorite spot with train robbers, but little
barm could come there from a derailment.
The one dangerous spot was
tbe Jamison
arroyo. below the town
by three miles at least. If No. 3 was

$100 greenback.
‘Fore de Lawd. boss,’ he said as he
plucked him by the coat, ‘you hab made
a mistake and gib me a $100 bill for a
ten dollar.’
“‘Take it. my friend,’ said Stevens
sententiousiy. ‘I have lienrd it said
tliat God moves in a mysterious way
his wonders to perform.’
The fitly

White Man.

A traveler in the Interior of Africa
thus describes the effect which his
presence had upon the natives: “My
appearance on this occasion, as on
many others, excited a universal shriek
of surprise and horror, especially
among the women, who were not a little terrified at seeing such an outcast
of nature as they consider a white man
to be peeping into their huts and asking for a little water or milk. The
chief feeling that my appearance inspired i could easily perceive to be
disgust, for they were firmly persuaded
that the whiteness of the skin is the
effect of disease and a sign of weakleast doubt
ness. and there is not the
that the white man is looked upon by
them as being greatly inferior to themOne day. after bargaining for
selves.
country girl, she
some onions with a
told me that If I would take off my
turban and show her my head she
I in► ould give me five more onions.
sisted upon having eight, which she
When l removed my turban
gave me.
she started back at the sight of my
shaven crown, and when I jocularly
asked her whether she should like to
a head she
a husband with such
disexpressed the greatest surprise and
she would rathgust and declared that
black slave for a
er have the ugliest

‘have

husband.”

FROM BUCK SPORT.

A Thing of the Past-Good Attendance-Dance Followed.
The Catholic minstrels Ihmi Thursday
night were greeted with a full house
The performance would be a credit to professionals.
Everything went cff like
clock-work, and
management

to the

as

satisfactory

was as

Many in the house

to the

audience.
hard to

were

please,

while others would smile at a
look, but as
the curtain went down on the closing act
one and all pronounced It one of the best

exhibition of minstrelsy
local talent

in

given by

ever

ikes

hits there

singing

plenty,

were

and

quite

the

coon

Margaret Grant was introduced in
opening in “Oh! Mr. Moon”. Halpin. Hurley, Linnehan and Kobinson
were good as end
men.
A. L. Friend
Little

master of ceremonies.
Miss Bertha L. Giles and Miss
both sang in their
Monaghan
us

ncrious ill turn.

a

Miss Louise Psge is to teach the Point
Or land.

school In

Misses Sadie and

convention

Lucy

and H. W.

Dunn, jr.,

bass soloist. Both did well and both
sponded to encores.
half Miss

as
re-

Hazel

Larkin,
of Watervtlle, as soprano
soloist, was a
leading feature. Miss Larkin has a high
soprano, sweet and strong. She made a
most favorable Impression.
The mandolin und guitar club made Its
first appearance at this entertainment
bis

did

Harry Gerry

well.

good in

was

stump speech.

Miss

Nan

I.

Drummey creditably
piano.

sided at the
After

final

the

cleared for

curtain

the

pre-

hail

was

dancing.

On the first and second
evenings of the
fair the following prizes were drawn :
Cord of wood by Joseph Luchlnl.
Barrel of flour, Thomas E. Lee.
Pipe, Miss Jane Dunlavey, Boston.
Boy’s suit of clothes, Fred E Doyle.
Plur, Mrs. M. J. Coughlin.
China clock, Mrs. Jane Harrlman.
Five dollar gold piece, H. H.
Higgins.
Painted belt pin, Mrs. James Harrlman.
Box of cigars, Miss Katherine
Brady.
Picture of Father O’Brien, James
Dunlavey.
Picture of Father Hayes, Rev. Father O’Brien.
Blaci sheep, Patrick Larkin.
Parlor chair, Harriet Schoppe.
Table, William A. Callahan, Quincy, Mass.

Father O’Brien wishes, through the colof The

umns

American,

to

thank

the

public in general, and the non-Catholic
contingent in particular, for the liberal
patronage bestowed upon the fair; also
all

who

so

generously

gave their time
and talent to the minstrels.

Colil-Hlooded Murder.
The roost deliberate, cold-blooded
der to

State for

in this

occur

mur-

time

some

happened

at Home last
Thursday, when
Stevens was shot and instantly
killed by John Bromlley, a
closeneighbor.
The two men had had more or less
Hosea

trouble about their stock
trespassing
each other’s land.
This day some
Stevens’ hogs got In
field.

Capt. Loring

which of

to shoot me!”
raised

the

deliberate aim Hnd fired.
Stevens was
killed
instantly—seven
shots

entering bis left breast and

several
to

going through his heart.
Bromlley delivered himself immediately

constable, and is now lodged in the
county jail at Augusta.
a

Improvement of Farm Life.
For the benefit of those who are interested in improving the conditions of farm
life,
the

but who cannot
courses

Maine,

offered

take

by

the

advantage
University

or

community

organize

a

in the

club of ten

receive

the

publications

weeks, if desired,

sity

will

and

fully

The first
treats of
a

an

and after

a

officer of the univer-

meet with such club

or

grange
that arise.

questions
publications, which
“Wornout Farms”, is issued as
discuss the

Haynesvilie, Onio,

of these

part of the agricultural bulletin.

dealers

to

spending

after

Invitations have

been

The service of the
commenced

in

Lbuud

io

loc and Prof.

hours’ devotion

Vinceut

DuPaul’s

Sunday, and lasted
Mrs. Godfrey, Jere Bul-

A.

H.

Carver assisted the

Rev. Matthew Curran, of Belfast
assisted Rev. Fr. P. J. Garrity.
choir.

The schooner

“Landseer”, Capt.

Solon

Peterson, the first of the Grand Banks
fleet of Capt. T. M. Nicholson, has arrived.
She had a p or season, and brought about
550 quintals. Capt. Petersen reports poor
Ashing with fairly good weather. The

Eugene.J

nr.

CLARK—QUPTILL—At Sullivan, Nov 14. by
K«*v O (J Barnard, Miss Bessie E Clark, of
Sullivan, to Maurice \V Guptlll, of Goulds-

Ellsworth, Nov 13, MraTryphena
Bowden, aged 92 years, « months, 19 (lays.

COUGHLIN —At Ellsworth. Nov 12, Michael
Coughlin, aged 69 years, 11 months.
DUNHAM—At Stonlngton, Nov 7, Alvin C
Dunham, aged 35 years, 6 months, 4 day*.
EATON—At Stonlngton, Nov 14. Infant son of
Mr and Mrs K E baton, r.ged 2 months.
FREEMAN-At Prptty Marsh, Nov 10, Lizzie E,
wife of Allen E Freeman, aged 39 years.
HARDISON—At West Franklin, Nov 11, Mrs
Marcia Ann Hardison, formerly of Ellsworth,
aged 68 years.
LORD —At Surry, Nov 11, Mrs AsenethC Lord,
aged 73 years, ti months, 4 days.
OSGOOD—At Bluehlll, Nov 16. Rev Edward R
Osgood, aged 7s years, 4 months, 28 days.
STAPLES—At Deer Isle, Nov 7, Albert E
Staples, aged 1 year, 5 months, 20 days.
WEED—At North Deer Isle, Nov 10, Mrs Mar
cella Weed, aged 53 years.

MARINE LIST.

It is exgrounds, but sailed for home.
pected that the other vessels of the fleet
will remain until they complete their
fares, as they are likely to strike good

tim in

the

leg, cutting

an

artery and

shattering the bone.

Spinney
Thursday.

died in tbe
This is

a-dter accident to

county this

hospital

in

Bangor

the tirst mistaken-fornappen in Aroostook

Ashing in November,
practically deserted.
DEATH

The
after

OF

death

w

took

To Cure a Cold in One Day.
Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets. All
druggists refund the money If It falls to cure.
£. W. Grove's signature la on each box. 2ftc.
Take

Commencing Wednesday, Nov. 4.
GOING EASTWARD.
Commencing Wednesday, Nov. 4, steamer

hich she

sustained

Mrs. Spofford
Bucksport aocial

children.
nent in

demise has caused
The funeral
Franklin
was

people.

was

street

largely

shock

a

on

Monday afternoon,
the towns-

by

and Asa
tributes

were numerous

officiated.

aud beautiful.

Page, Richard B. Stover, C. C. Homer, Louis H.
Walter
H.
Chandler,
Gardiner, Fred 8.
Blodgett. Interment was in the family
lot in Oak Hill cemetery.
DEATH OF

Sewall

L.

Albert F.

SB WALL

Phillips

L. PHILLIPS.

died

on

Sunday

Bucksport
Phillips was fiftyEast

i MILLIONAIRES 1
SOLID GOLD H
H WEAR
WATCH CHAINS.BUT
gf THE GREAT MAJORITY K
||
?
I OF MEN WEAR

I Simmons 8

I Watch Chains 1
a

I

_

MOUTH OF THE RIVER.
Albert Garland is in very

poor health.

Just as stylish and hand-

B

all-gold ones, wear

■

some as

1 just

as

long,

and

good |
They are 8
a

I deal cheaper.
| guaranteed to give entire IS
| satisfaction to the wearer. !§ [
3 When you have conn>any [I

I
S

you want your table to II
look its prettiest.
';W
Snowy linen a few tiowers II
and some of our silver- IB
ware and cut
glass will
give your guests many IB
pleasant thoughts of their

B
fl
B
B

A. W. GKEELY,
5 Main Street

The ladies’ aid society met with Mrs.
Mrs.
Mabel
Vlary Remick Nov. 12.

renney won the woolen quilt.
he society will meet with

07;
10

P M

Portland.
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9 06
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1 05
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4 25
7 25

IIoMen.
Lake House.

Green Lake.

Mcolin..
Ellsworth Falls.

ELLSWORTH.i
Wa-h’gton June.
I
Franklin Road.

Hancock.
Waukeag, S Fy
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Lullivan.
Sorrento.
BAR HARBOR.
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Conductor.
These trains connect at Bangor, with through
•rains on Main Line, to and from Portland, Boson and St. John.
or

to

Tickets for all points South and
West for sale at the M. C. R. R.
tieket office, Ellsworth.
Passengers are earnestly requested to procure
;icket« before entering the trains, and especially
Ellsworth

to

Falls and Falls to Ellsworth.
GEO. F. EVANS,
Vioe Pres, and Gen’l Manager.

EASTERN

Steamship Company.
Mt.

Desert Division.

II
l

FALL

SCHEDULE.

^

Myra

amusements.

HANCOCK HALL />■*

*/

ONE NIGHT ONLY.

FARLAND
Banjo Virtuoso.
['lie program consists of masterpieces
] >y Beethoven, Mendelssohn, Chopin,
< itc. and the old familiar airs and heart
] nusic.

Commencing Monday, Nov. 2, 1903, the steamer
“Catherine” leave* Bar Harbor Monday, Wednesday and Saturday at 8 a. in., touching at Seal
Harbor, Northeast Harbor, Southwest Harbor,
and Stonington, connecting at Rockland with
steamer for Boston.

Artistic

Photography

Prices 35 and 50 Cts
Moore’s.

RETURNING.
From
m.

Boston

Mondays and Thursdays

at

5.

The JOY STUDIO is now open
’or business and is under the managenent of W. R. Fenley. New back-

p.

grounds of the latest designs have
leen added, and we have the finest
lelection of dainty mounts ever shown

E. 8. J. Morse, Agent, Bar Harbor.
A. H. Hanscom, G. P. and T. A.
CALVIN AUSTIN,
Vice-president and
Gen'l Mgr., Foster’s Wharf. Boston, Mass.

n this vicinity.
For the holidays we
vill certainly have a rash, so you had
letter place your orders early. From
.veek to week we will publish testi-

nonials from the leading photographsrs in Maine and Massachusetts.
Of
Mr. Fenley the late J. H. Lamson, of

Portland,

From Rockland Sunday, Tuesday and Friday
at 5 30 a. m„ touching at Stonington. Southwest
Harbor, Northeast Harbor and Seal Harbor.

V♦0#0*O^O*O#O*Q#O#.
EDWIN M. MOORE,
5

S

£

dealer in all kinds of

a

Fresh, salt,! Smoked and Dry

J

1

J

FISH.

said:

great pleasure In recommending to all
diotograhers and the public in general Air. W.
I. Fenley. who is a first-class operator and, as he
8 a protege of mine, and whose career and ad“I take

anee

in

our

art-science I

have watched many

Blneflsh,r||

^ Cod,

Haddock, Halibut,
Mackerel, Oysters, Clams, Scallops,

ears with great interest and satistaction, esleciully In regord to his great success as instructor under the skylight, a sort of new departure,
ind he hae no superior in my opinion.
Yours very truly,

*

\MERICAN ADS
PAY BEST

The Ellsworth American

J. H. Lamson.

_

&

■

3‘2
40
00

This week
Mrs.

ISualness Notices.
The Joy studio will be opened to morrow by
V. R. Fenley, of Portland.
Mr. Fenley was
lere four years ago with Mr. Joy, aud Is well
ind favorably known. This trip he has brought
vlth him a brand new and beautiful line of aristic portraiture, and the public is cordially incited to luspect samples. Mr. Fenley has also
irought with him the finest selections of
nounts ever seen In the vicinity.

:RIDAY EVEG. NOV.

37
49
56
01
1
24

4 30..
5 00 9 00
5 07 9 07
5 17
9 10
6 19
9 20
t5 28 9 40
5 36 9 47
6 48
9 52
5 55 10 OS
6 €5 10 14
f6 12 10 22
f0 20 10 30
0 40! 10 50
6 47! 10 57
6 50 II 00

ljf

home.

Wiggln

11
11
11
Ellsworth Falls. fl2
Ntcolin. r 12
Green Lake.. fl2
Lake House. +12
Holden. tl2
Brewer June. fl
Rantror, Ex St.
1
BANGOR, il C.
1

Ifj

George Ray, who has been working at
Bartlett’s island the pa9t seven months,

sale at

U)^3o[ **34 *30 .f.*«

HARBOR.
Sorrento.
Sullivan..
Mt Desert Ferry.
11 20
Waukeag b Fy. 11 26
Hancock. til 2*

BANGOR.I

■

on

BAR HARBOR TO BANGOl
BAR

Bara or. Ex St.
Brewer June....

ters.

Seats

Commencing

x.

Mr.
pneumonia.
eight years old, and one of the bestknown citizens of the town.
He was a
veteran of the Civil war, having enlisted
from Ellsworth when eighteen years old
in Co. G, 8th
Maine volunteers.
He
leaves a wife and several sons and daugh-

s

__l

Oct. 12, 1903.

Portland.' 10 45 .j

no

was

were

I

4

BANGOR TO BAB HARBOR.

very promiaffairs. and li«

Rev. William

Tue bearers

I

I ▲ M
j pM
Boston.I 7 4(. 9 00

from

She leaves

Forsyth
singing Mrs. W. A. Nelson and
C. Morton, of Bangor. The floral

There

ing eastward.
Note—This company will not be responsible
for delays arlslnu from accidents or other ua.
unavoidable cautes.
O. A. CROCKETT,
Manager, Rockland, Me.
D
Rockland,
Me., Nov. 4. 11)03.

x.

was

attended

♦Flag landing.
t Stop Wednesdays
going eastward t»d
Thursday* returning.
tSiop Saturdays going eas ward and Mondays returning
Will stop at West Tremont Wednesdays go-

SUfatrtiEsnitnta.

on

general regret.
held at the residence

on

Tuesday, Nov 17
Cock, Pratt, Boston

Friday
paralysis, Mrs.

recovered.

never

'Mullette” will leave Rockland upon arrival of
steamer from Boston, every
Wednesday and
Saturday for Dark Harbor, iLittle Deer Iafe
}South Brooksvllle, Sargentvllle. Deer Isltu
Sediwick, BrookIIn. *South Bluehlll, BluehUL
Surry aud Ellswortt.
GOING WE8TWARD.
Leave Surry 6."0 a m, every Monday and
Thursday making above landings and connecting at Rockland with steamer for Boston.

wife of Hod.

place

brief illness from

a

Spofford having

are

Sch Game

Mary A.,

Spofford

Friday, Nov 13
Boston, lumber,

Nellie Grant, Dodge,
Whitcomb, Haynes & Co
ARRIVED

PARKER SPOFFORD.

MRS.

of

when the Banks

season.

The impecunious nobleman is willing to
humble his ancestral pride in the dust—if
the heiress will supply the dust.

BLUEHILL LINE.
WINTER SCHEDULE, 1909-4.

Franklin Road.

_

_

fioeflai tBineli SEliswortb steamjflfi

Wash’gton .June.
ELLSWORTH.

Ellsworth Port.
SAILED
Sch

eradicate scrofula and build
t.hofc hng snfforod from it.

thA c-vefon?

Kaflroaba anti Steamboat*

FROST—FRANKS At Lisbon Falls, Nov 10, by
Rev Taplin .1 Win slade, %tl*s Alice Gertrude
Frost, of Lisbon Falls, to Einery M Franks, of
(•.Haworth

BOWDEN—At

Sarsaparilla

and Pills
Thoroughly

>tone.

Guide Mistaken for Deer.
George Spinney, a registered guide, ol
Stacy vilie, was shot for a deer last week by
a Lynn sportsman.
The Lynn man saw
Spinney’s yellow leggings moving through
the brush and thought they were deer’s
He tired, striking
the
viclegs.

Hood’s

MARRIED.

‘Landseer” put into Halifax to land a sick
man, and was held in quarantine so long
that she did not go back to the fishing

I

It affects the glands, the mucous
membranes, tissues and bones; causes
bunches in the neck, catarrhal troubles,
rickets, inflamed eyelids, sore ears,
cutaneous eruptions, etc.
“I suffered from scrofula, the disease affecting the glands of my neck. I did everything I was told to do to eradicate it but
without success.
I then began taking
Hood’s Sarsaparilla, and the swelling in
my
neck entirely disappeared and my skin resumed a smooth, healthy appearance. Th.
cnre was complete.”
Miss Anita Mitcuklu,
915 Scott St., Covington, Ky.

KNOW LTON—At Stonington, Nov 11, to Mr and
Mrs John B Knowlton, a son.
NASON—At Sullivan, Nor 10, to Mr and Mrs
Roscoe Nason, a son.
ROBBINS—At Stonington, Nnv 13, to Mr and
Mrs Frank Ileniy Robbins, a daughter.

the

on

Tuesday.

until

forty

8t.

Catholic church

Contract Awarded.
The contract for the Maine log cabin at
the 8t. Louis fair has been awarded to A.
E. Astle, of Houlton.
The lumber for the building will
be
taken from Macbias township on land
owned by the PIngreo heirs. The building will be built, that is, set up in the
woods where the lumber is procured, and
then will be taken down and each piece
marked, then be carried to St. Louis
where it will be again set up. It will require about eight cars to transport the
logs.

growth

boro.

f Herwedding of Annie May Ulmer,
moo, to Russell P, Chandler, of this town.
The wedding takes place on the 18th at
the home of the bride in Hermoo.

Pyramids

as

Consumption, is responsible for a larger
mortality, and Consumption is its oat-

the

here.

summer

of

may
few

gone

the

as

little changed by the nges, is
Scrofula, than which no disease, save
And

—

county which
more, or any
up systematic

topics,

to

Old

—

HAMOR-CHICK—At Ellsworth, Nov 13, by
Rev J P Slmonton, MIhs Edith >1 llamor, of
I.amolne, to Adelbert P Chick, of Orrington.
POVICH—COII ERN—At Ellsworth, Nov 16, by
Rev .1 P Slmonton, Mrs Rebecca I'ovlch, of
Riverview Rebekah hripestrved a hatEllsworth, to Max Cohern, of Bangor.
vest supper to a largo number on Mon
REED—LURVEY—At Eden, Nov 14, bv Rev
Charles
Burleigh. Miss Adella Reed to William
day night, a social following which was
L Lurvev. both of Eden.
much enjoyed.
SI DELING Kit LUXT—At Long Island, Nov
15, by William a Van Nordeu, e*q, Mrs
Charles Williams has hau'ed up his
Athalanla Sldt-Wnger, of Bootbbay Harbor, to
11 E S Lunt, of Long Island
for 11.
schooner, the “Charleston
winter, In the steamboat wharf winter-quar- 8TROUT—STEVENS—At Astlcou. Mt De°ert*
Nov 14, by Rev George E Kinney, Miss .Josie
ters dock.
L Strout to Augustus W Stevens, both of
Mil bridge.
John Clement is ill at Ellsworth, where
S EG A R8- MITCH ELL- At Bar Harbor, Nov
he was taken suddenly and violently ill
10. by E 8 Clark, hmi, Mis* Fettle E Segars, of
while on a carriage-drive to Heal Harbor.
Ell*worth, to Charles E Mitchell, of Bar
Harbor.
He la recovering, and is txp*c ed to be
able to come home in a short im«.
nr
DIED.

or

grange which will take
study and discussion of the

has

local

of

with

tion mentioned.
These publications will be sent to any
Individual who may desire them.
Any
will

lie two rival

afternoon at his home at

popular bulletins will
the express purpose in
view of carrying directly to the home information which shall aid in the direc-

town

G. Emerson

of

series of

a

be issued

Francisco,

Capt. George Blodgett went to Bridgeport, Conn., last week to attend f he funeral of his nephew. Major W. B. ilincks.
Mrs. C. C. Joey leu has been reapj (tinted
district deputy president of the twentyfourth district of the Ret' lean assembly.

and

gun,

of Han

places ills order.
E. B. Hktt-ie has returned to her

Mrs.

Parker

took

buck

on

abbcrtiscBunto.

BRIDGES—At Sedgwick, Oct IS, to Mr ami Mr«
Frul Bridget*, a daughter. [Gertrude
May.]
BIJNKER— At Sullivan, Oct 31, to Mr and Mrs
George H Bunker, a son.
FIFIKLD— At Stonington, Nov 10, to Mraml
Mrs Joseph Tilden Fifield, a son. I Robert
Tilden ]
HALL-At Stonington, Nov 3, to MrandMrs
Daniel Lorlng Hall, a son.
HANNA —At Sullivan, Nov 4, to Mr and Mrs
Gip-on II Karina, a son.
IIKaTII—At Orland, Nov 10, to Mr and Mrs
Wallace H Heath, a daughter.
HERRI< K At Bluehlll, Nov II, to Mr and Mrs
Herbert L Herrick, a daughter.
HOOPER—At Sullivan, Nov 11, to Mr and Mrs
Alvin Hooper, a daughter.
HUTCHINS—At Penobscot, Nov 10, to Mr and
Mrs Frank Hutchins, a son.
JOHNSON—At Sedgwick, Oct 25, to Ofipt and
Mrs William J Johnson, a son.
I Willie

customer

of

Bromlley’s

into the house, but soon
Brorailey
returned with a shot gun. He said be
was going to shout some of Stevens’
bogs.
He shouldered the gun and
started
down the road.
When in frout of his
neighbor’s house Stevens appeared in the
doorway. Seeing Brorailey with the gun
he said to some boys with him :

boys! He’s goiug
Whereupon Bromlley

officers

f6.75 and |7, according

Coal holds at

on

went

“See

of

Cilifornla to spend the winter with his
son Albert.

home in

and

election

been

the

In the second

have

visiting her aunt, Mrs. E. D.
Lowell, of Verona.

nsua

Hutson Duffy, in buck
wing dancing was good.
Two new artists to appear were Clarence
teno

and

Georgia Joyce,

Mrs.
has

pleasing manner.

as

McNeil

Flora

Lakewood, N. J. for the winter.
Dunlap R. A. C., will hold the annual

gone to

and

Foster,

smallpox

scare.

E. P. Emerson is recovering from

Mrs.

good.

was

the

acted

Death of Mrs. Parker SpofVbrvl—Grand
Ranker Arrives— Locals
The local physicians report 610 vaccinations since the last

BORN.

;

Dec. 2.

city.

the

In the firstjpart of the programme the
were new and original, of the
local

j

•«•*««

Movlnfv In a Mysterious Way.
“While spending an afternoon at l’endleton's game the year before the war.
by one of tltose wonderful streaks of
luck which touch a gamester not twice
in a lifetime Stevens won $1,000 on a
fifty dollar stake,” says James Matlock
Seovel, writing in the National MagaStevens.
“At
zine about Thaddeus
midnight, as he left the faro palace,
after a terrapin supper and a bottle of
Koedener, he was accosted by a plethoric negro preacher, who had come all
the way from Lancaster to solicit subscriptions to put a roof on the Zion
Macedonia church, near old Thud’s
home. Tlie negro preacher approached
him timidly, saying:
‘Boss Stevens! kain’t yer gib something to de Lawd and our church?’
‘Yes.’ said old Tliad. 'I like the security and will down with the cash.’
“He handed him a $100 bill and slowly walked toward the carriage which
The
was to convey him to Capitol hill.
colored dominie hastily glanced at the
bill under the gas lamp and suw it was

present”
Murray’*

CATHOLIC MINSTRELS

0

Lobsters and Finnan Haddles.

Q

0 Campbell A’True Bld«., Baal Rnd Bridge, ■
♦
KLliSWOKTU, MK.
**
£+O*O*O*O4>0+O*<'*»' «S

J

[The only

county

paper.]

The AMr.aioAN has subscribers at 106
of
post offices
mil the other papers in the County combined do not reach so many. The Amer
not

CAN is

*he

addition at Count* Sawi

mrly be called a County paper; all the
rest are merely local papers. The circular
lion of l uk American, barring the Bar
Harbor Record's summer listy is larger
than that of all the other papers printed

Weston Gott, who has been employed
3atb,returned Saturday.

at the church here

other stages

PROSPECT HARBOR
F. C ile und
Ellsworth.
L.

wife

spent Thursday in

Noonan has been repairing his

Lewis
boast.

Mrs. Joiin Pole has returned home from
Portland and Boston.
C. C. Hutchings entertained the gentlemen with pit Tuesday evening.
Me srs Bruce and Joy returned from

Wytop

GOLDEN WEDDING.
Nov. 8, marked the

fiftieth
Sunday,
wedding anniversary of Noah F. and
Mercy G. Norton. Owing to the condififteen months
great sufferer, and is
last

has been

more

or

He gave an interesting and profitable
talk on the image of God in insu, tracing
13.

beginning, when God made mso
in His own image, and showing how after
from the

School

Mina

Fjeethey

Johnston

day

Hev. K.

been employed
Boston,
yacht as engineer. He was accombin
wile and daughter who have
panied by

day after

from

leturccd

where he

Satu

George Jacobs, of

were

NORTH CASTINE.

Aunie Handy, of Smithvilie, who
has been wish friends here for several
weeks, returned Sunday.

state

L Olds occupied his pulpit Bunvacation of four

a

Mr.

weeks.

Several years ago
of cultivation.
Norton thought he would try bis

Mrs. Fred F. Ward welt is ill.

from

Davie Farnsworth
Milliken
boro, were recent gnestB of H. C.
and wife.
of CherryMiss Wluntfred Uoogins,
M. H.
field, has been visiting her brother,
Uoogins, I be past week.

•pending

btr.

Henry D. Jordan killed
weighed 192.

Harbor this week.
Mrs. Claude Willard is

Raymond

sister,

Mrs.

return

shortly

Superintcndent-of-Schoois E. D.

guest of her
She will
Miles.

and Claude WiliMr. and Mrs. Stearns
iu the Barney
am, who have been living
summer,
Mullan house during the past

returned to Boston.
Nov. 16.__

have

BCMAC‘

TRENTON.

j

David Kerr, of Ellsworth, preached
Baptist church Sunday aftetnocn
; aud evening. The subject iu the evening
“The Mission Fields of Asia”,
i
Mrs. Asenath C. Lord, after being an ini
Mrs.

in the

( valid for several years, died Wednesday,
deer one day aged seventy-three years aud nine months.
A'bert Jordan shot a large
The deceased has been tenderly cared for
last week.
Bar in the home of her daughter, Mrs. Mary
from
Maude Jordan was home
Gray. The immediate cause of ner death
Harbor one day last week.
was a paralytic shock.
Funeral services
is working at
who
Corinna Springer,
were held Friday, Rev. David
Kerr, of
j
Sunday.
home
was
Bar Harbor,
Ellsworth, assisted by Rev. J. D. McvjiawT,
Elmer
Stanley,
Capi. H. s. Rumill and
officiating.
of Seal Cove, were in town Saturday.
Nov. 16.
Q,
in the
Perrj Perkins, who is employed
WEST EDEN.
at home lor
is
state
prison,
Rhode 1-iaud
James H. Stover, who has been employed
a short visit.
wife were called at Northeast Harbor, is borne for~iiie
Beniamin Jordan and
the funeral of a i winter.
to Seal Cove to attend
of heart failNews has been received that Mrs. Ida
relative who died suddeuly
Rich who started for Manchester, N. H.,
0re‘
M K31
C
was quite ill in Portland.
Nov. 16.

|
|

__

HANCOCK POINT.
have reHoward Hodgkins and wife
turLstd from Boston.
to Base
M .Julia Thurston has gone
Harbor for the winter.
na

her three
Lottie Crabtree, with
in Elaine,
children, who bae been visiting
father-Inwill pass be winter with her
Mrs

law, John Crabtree.
in
eh, who la v etting relatives
will pass
Bar Harbor and Base Harbor,
Mrs.
the winter here with her daughter,

|

Harry Johnston.

16._

mt. desekt ferry.
have
Harvey Colby and wile, of Bangor,
been vlshlig at Frank Colby’s.
v.

Eight

Inches of

snow

fell

the

in

here

recent storm.

y

The fining bosinesa is improving. Over

1,000 bushels of herring
the

taken from

were

Jettison and S.anley weir during the

past week.
James Frazier aDd wife, of Ellsworth,
.e
visiting Mrs. Frazier’s parents,
hav
L Cr>. bi rve and wife, during the past

y id.

EDEN.
Miss

Wednesday night was a success.
taken for the benetit of Rev.
The next supper will
Oraw.
home of E. M. Curtis.
Nov. 10.

Effie Hodgkins is attending Portcollege.

land business

Mrs. John H. Thomas is visiting her
daughter at Winter Harbor.
There

will

be

dance

a

Eden hall

in

Thanksgiving evening, Nov.

26.

A silver

cup will be given to the best waitzer.
Tbe engagement of Miss Isabelle Rlnaldo, of this place, aud George Cleaves,
of
Bar Harbor,
is
announced.
Tbe
wedding will take place at tbe home of
the bride Dec. 1.
Nov. 16.
G.

fS 25

Harbor,

move

where he is

tbts week to

employed.

Burton Gilbert, of Parrsboro, N.
boarding at Mrs. A. L. Gray’s.

Mrs.
is

Jack Chris! ie, who has been in tbe employ of Dr. Morrison at Bar Harbor, is

be at the
Tramp.

__

If you are easily
your Nerves?
“llustrated”, can’t sleep and feel uorefreshed in
Hood’s
the morning, your nerves are weak.
makes toe nerves strong by makare

Sarsaparilla
ing the blood rich and pure.
*tek headache Is cared by Hood’s Phis. 23c.
Por catarrh, Inhale Brown’s Instant
well diluted with water, repeating often.

Relief

”

When

the

butter won’t
come
a
put
penny in the
is
an
old time dairy
churn,"
proverb. It often seems to
work though no one has ever
told

why.

When mothers
because the

are

worried

children do

not

sion.

a

with

stomachs.

Children take
because
and the

they
remedy

to the

naturally
cause

it is

so

ment.

sample free.
Be sure that this picture in
the form of a label is on the
of every bottle ot
wrapper
Emulsion you buy.

SCOTT & BOWNE,

Linwood Collar each

Chemists,
409 Pea;-1 St., N. Y.
50c. and & 1.no: all

rlruffftVs.

still

AMERICAN

pneumonia.
William

Gott,

Sunshine,

has

bought

the Welch farm and moved there

Friday.

of

COMPOUND
Does

cow

last

painting

his

a

i

j

wife

after an absence of
years, is home fora month's vacation.
Captain Davis is on one of the
Boston and Portland steamships.
*lJov«
Tomson.
\

GOULDSBOfiO.

Powers is

Arthur

Rev.

Wallace

Capt.
house.

Capt. Collins Powers is building
dition to his stable.

Capts.

Stinson

Tnoiu *011 are laying pipes to
into their houses.

run

water

Capt. Charles E. Small, who recently arrlveo from New York, was the guest of
parents last week.

Judsoa Torrey and others have
pairing the telegraph cable which
crosses Eggemoggin reach.
Capt. and Mra. Edward Collins and Mrs
E »iuia Sylvester, of Rockland, have re-

Capt.

be

n r»

Barbour,

daughter, Mrs. Kimball

have returned.

conducting.

Nov. 16.

Hancock.
Mrs.

Emory

Curiia

and

daughter

are

Dedham.

HorigkitiR,

who

«t Bar Harbor

has

been

em-

during the season,

is home.

The

if

R W Natter, of Prospect Harbor,
spending a few daya with fr enla

Mrs.

Mrs. Ethel Leighton, of Steuben, is
spenning two weeks with her parents
btre.

Rev. Wallace Cutter preached
to

B *rnion

grange,

M>j*-

the

members

of

H DIAMOND

barvtst
Cushman

a

°yCR)
KJ

E LAC

Sunday, Nov. 15.

18-__

Jen.

Diamond Dyes
Color Anything
Any Color

OTId.
Frank Grant
Horace’s.

ia

ill

hie

at

brother

Wallace Tibbetts*is visiting fritnds it
Hull’s Cove.
G. G Warren is confined to the bouse
by a serious illness.

There

Kincaid received word from bis
Ge >rge last week that be bad enlisted
the United tilatea navy, for four years.

look like

Lsttie Garland, of Boston, returned
Nov. 9 after visiting her parents, Luther

School

begin, to-day, taught by A. B.

wav;

in v,::! !: Diamond
cloaks, suits,

Drc

Diamond

new.

Dyes

are

receipts

were

$24.

Mr-. Fred Hodgkins will jjJn her husband lids week for a winter of sea-life.
All regret the absence of this helpful

couple.

^MJurHngtonD^^^
;

j

C.

PARCHER,

A.

APOTHKCAKY.
Maine.

Ellsworth,

C. Griudle and family have arrived j
from Goti’s island.
Hollis Smith, of Surry,
VV. C. Cunary Tuursday.

Manford

Black, of Buck’s Harbor,

the guest of Albert

Harding

was

last week.

J. B. Sylvester and son, who went to
California a short time ago, have secured
good situations in North Berkeley.
wtefc

Msddox, of Bluebiil, spent
her sister Miss Lula fit

with

Substitute.

Your Liver
Bowels

j

j

F. F. Moulton’s.
Nov. 16

BROOKSVILLE.

guest of

Gray and wife attended the C
E. local uuiuu at Nort b^edgwick the 10th.J

last

H.

the

was

B. A.

Miss Lena

Nov. 16.

Is it acting well ?

1

r
regular? Digestion goodPills.
not, remember Ayer’s

i

Want your mocstaihe or heart.a
es
or rich black

j beautiful brown

I Buckingham’s Dye
iSOcts. of

druggntsof

R

P Hall it Co

Nashu

J. Q. Walker is seriously lit.
Or maud Staples has
coasting trip to Bangor.

returned

Miss Callie Bowden is with
North Brooksville.

Frai k

ONE

the

perfect home dyes; they are SIMl’Uh,
STRONG, SURE.
We have a apeclal department of advice, and
will answer free any queation* about dyeing.
!
Send sample of good* when possible.
Direction book and 45 dyed aample* free.

wife, for u fortnight.
Edgar Robbins moved last Mond y
from the Parsley place to the Kingtuan
bouse, recently bought by Wniteomt,
Haynes & Co., of Ellsworth Palis.

Consry.

many

ribbons, coats, feather", stocking",—every*
to
thing wearable, Diamond Dyes make

Bert

Davis

are

Dyes will help you.

►on
in

fAST

l

L.

relatives In

mzcd.

two

a

BLUEHILL FALLS.

Cootldge is vjailing relatives

Miss Abhio

to-

for

Nov. 16.

E.
LAM OINK.

at

leave

^■KXEnmniH'r

Garland and

Marcella, wife of John D. Weed, died at
Nov. 10, after a long illness,
aged fifty two years and six months.
The funeral took place Nov. 12, Rev. John
her home

Lawrence

will

River, Mass.,

1

here.

Lafayette

and

Cutter

Suffering.

h«a been

Frank Hardy, of Camden, who has beeu
here the past week, has returned.
Henry G. Eaton, of Little Deer Isle, has
recently bought a hor*e from Frank Mayo,
of Belfast.
Jack

Fail

five deer shot

Pain and

It is well known that terrible rheumatism,
sciatica, and neuralgia cause more helplessness, acute suffering, and agony, than any ol
the other diseases that alilrct hum.i. i:y. The
great medicinal virtues of Paine’s (VK :v Compound make it the oi ly trustworthy specific
for the cure of all forms of rheumatism and
neuralgia. Thousands of strong toiimouiil
letters from the most prominent people of the
land, prove that Paine's Celery Compound
has Vanished these terriUy fatal troubles when
all other treatment has failed. Mrs. Margaret Bethel, of Bninerd, Minn., after thirty
years of agonizing tortures had a d* ire to end
her life, if it was the will of Heaven; she almost prayed for the time to lay it down.
Ifeaven-directed, she made ue «>f PauK\
Celery Compound, and is cal >>it.g true lie
once more.
She says:
“For thirty years I have been a gn.at suf! also
from
ferer
neuralgia in the h ad,
with rheumatism in the whole l* >iy. 1 legaa
taking Paine’s Celery Compound nr.d soon
found I was. much better. Before t
ng the
Compound, my life was such a burden that I
was
bedfast
1
almost prayer! to lay it down.
every two weeks with horrible j n in tbe
head, back, and neck, until I was almost
craze*).
I am able to do hard* r w*»rk and
more of it
today than for twenty five y ars. I
am
really enjoying life again, thanks to
Paine’s Celery Compound. I am satisfied
that my life has been prolonged many yean
by its use.’’

weeks’ vacation.

ad-

an

for

morrow

were

Lady

a

—

Capt. Charles Davis,

vicinity.

Wondrous Work for

Who Was Almost Crazed with

home, has resumed the command of
New Haven.

in this

a

from

Mrs.

Cures Nothing But

a

Atherton, of Bluehlli, is

Rheumatism

Fred
back.

at

J.

All druggists.

Iru Tablet form

only,

NO ALCOHOL,

THE WOODBURY CHEMICAL CO.

Price 50 Cents,

(Incorporated) 170 Summer St., Boston, Mass.

G. Walked.

PAY BEST
TRY

PAINE’S CELERY

L. Tapley has been making repairs
home.

L'lst Monday there

■ VIis* Carrie T. Grindle, who has been
teaching at Cape Rozier, is home.

ADS

and

Escape from

Death!

two

week.

Mrs. Pea'I

quite ill with

W. Blodgett
in Sedgwick 1 at Friday.

Hawes at

SOUTH DEER ISLE.
is

Hutchinson lost

Mrs. Alonzo

r

We will send you
the penny, i. e., a

Marvelous

his

at

NORTH DEER ISLE.

The entertainment and oyster stew at
grange bail Friday evening were well pat-

got a deer this week.
The Dickey party left for borne Thursday having killed a large moose near
Eagle lake. Tbe guide saw three. They

George Powers

tb

is the most

GREAT POND.

E.

members
of tbe
are respected
dist church, and are held iu high
!
teem
by their fellow-workers in the
church. That they m«y be called lat
wish of their
m labor to reward is the
many friends.
Spec.
Nov. 13.
B

♦•eihv

thin children Scott’s Emulsion

satisfactory

O.

George

Improving.

fllrtjcTttsrmcnts,

his steamer at

John

V.

report deer plenty in that vicinity.
Nov. 15.

and

acquaintances

of

circle

ployed

treat-

were

on

friends.

visiting

pale

Capt.

Is

School No, 1 closed Friday of last week
No. 2 will close Nov. 20. Both have been
very successful.
Nov. 16.
y

bile much

enlarging

children be-

perfectly adapted

ver.

sta-

now

and

bouse.

Nov. 16.

and

naturally

Howard Jordan, who has been til
with

typhoid fever.

of this

the taste
takes just as

For all weak and

Charles Brown and William Brooks, of
recently moved into thr

Lloyd Bracy

to it

like

field for the winter.

might be said with all truth
Waller M. Tapley, ot Portland, vta» in
worthy couple who have walked town Friday.
life’s way together for the last half cenFr«d Perkins has threshed out about
iury, perhaps the best that can be said is 6,000 bushels of gram
during this fall.
that they are Christians, aud their influ]
Capt. Jaims H. Tapley. after a month
ence for good Is being felt auioug an everw

j

visit Mrs. Weed’s

hypophosphites
especially prepared for delicate
some

Ells worth, have

Hervey Salisbury

WALTHAM.

a

about it.
turned after a short stay here.
Scott’s Emulsion is simply
Mrs. Frank Weed and daughter, Miss
milk of pure cod liver oil Helen, who went to Quissctt, Mass., to

astonishing

Fred Hawe. has employment In Ando-

eon

and

have

George Kitchen is ill.
Mrs. Lettle Willey has gone to
Cherry,

WEST BROOKS VILER

way.

born to them—a

the East Maine conference, aud
tioned at Dover.

his

«

was

J. D. Mc-

Proverbs

to their wants.

NORTH L\M01NE.
James Norwood is to

home.

home last
'.V ill
^jogging arrived
Friday night after a trip to New York.
His schooner, the “Hazel Hell”, is loading
for New York again.
in Blueh
The Bupper at E. M. Cunningham’s

How

j

starts to

s

8

Young came home from Sound

Calviu

yesterd
Capt.

j

It is like the penny in the
milk because it works and
because there is something

Higgius

W

__

SOUTH SURRY.

Sbbcrtisnittnia.

iiiamL. Lurvey, of this place, aud
Adelia Reed, of S >uiesville, weie
mar led -aturday evening by Rev.
George
E. Kinney. They have the best wUhe* of
their many friends.
Nov. 16.
M.

|
}

Spec.

Nov. 0.

M

gain strength arid flesh we
say give them Scott’s Emul-

Bar

week.

May

day for Boston
j
! in company with L. B. Dea»y to settle the
affairs of Mr. Higgins’ sister, the late
i Hannah Higgins.
v
N. W.

K

Mrs.

Nov.

Judith Kittredge, who has been
visiting her daughter, Mrs. Alice Graven,
at Northeast Harbor, returned Saturday,

Alice

Nov. 16.

were

daughter, the latter dying when but
Their sen is the Rev.
nine months o!d.
it. VV. Norton, a prominent member of

aud

...

Piano solo.

Mrs.

Dobbin, who has been
and wife, j
her
with
parents, C. F. Chester,
V
has gone to Portland to live.
Jua

Mrs.

solo......
.Alice Mayo
solo.Marie Wardwell
lb-citation.Ida Ladd
Plano seln.Lilia Mclmyrr
Soprano solo.Esther Alien
Recitation.Edith Chase
Piano solo.Abide Uro
Brooks Wescott
Banjo solo.
.I- ulse hoyden
Soprano solo
Plat o solo .leiinie Grindle
Recitation. Joy 11 Inc tie y
Piano

has resigned on account of poor health,
! H. J. Millikeu has been appointed by the
school board to fill the vacancy.

Boston.

Two children

Higgins
Rockland,

Mrs.

Kae.

the
be< n

where

one

t open handed hospitality has
dealt out to all who have come tbeir
mo

(•u'.tar

Lord

Their home has been

help.

“■

wife who
her,
returned home.
Orville Bartlett Is home for the
winter
He ha. been employed at
Nurtileast hen
bor.
Nov. 16.
y

Mrs. Emetine Johnson, of Ease Sullivan,
the guest of Mrs. Mary Lindsey one

ways

of

read.

was

The academy pupils have purchased h
Tne punt's gave the following
piano.
musica'e t he even n g of Nov 9:

Four deer were killed in this vicinity
Mond .y. Arthur Ltnneken aud
Raymond
Cousins go. one each; the other two were
shot by BiuehiU parties.

s

to her home in

hog recently

which

McFarland, who has been
week at home, returns to Bar

A poem

lation

a

Robert

been In

out what is

greeting and congratuRefreshments were
served. Mine Mac umber goes to Water
vine soon for the winter.

SURRY.

was

CENTER.

was

Percy Wa dwell is home from sea.
Virgil P. Ward well Is home from a fishMrs 1. P Cole left Saturday for a few
ing trip, for two weeks.
LewisIn
Augusta,
weeks’ visa to friends
Master Fr«nk Dunbar, who is ill with
ten and Portland.
typhoid fever, Is improving.
in E is worth.
Mrs. Ada Allen returned from Boston
regiment. Since then be has been a valued
Schools closed Friday, and the teachers,
Mrs. J. W. Leach left last W’ednesday to
Mr. Whitney, of Bangor, “wired” the able citizen of this tow n.
Suuday, Nov. 8.
Misses Wi ron and Dresser, left immedispend t' e winter in Brockton, Mass.
Ntvin cottage on Mill island last week
He has been honored by his townsmen
Rev.jC. L. Buckingham and family have
former to spend her vacation
ately, li
Mrs. Ada Joyce and Miss Gol 1a
in various w ays. having represented his iftoved to Friendship.
Dunbar, for electric lights.
with fri. nds in Jonesboro and the latter,
of Brockton, Mass., are
Invitations have been issued to the class town in the legislature; served on
visiting here.
With bur family in Milbridge.
Eugene Alien has returned from Frankfor several years lin.
Mrs. Herman Echenagucia, of
Ellsworth, marriage of Miss Lucy Pearson to W. L the board of selectmen
Misses Dresser and Wilson entertained
is the guest of her sister, Mrs. W. G.
Barnard on Nov. 25 at Ail Saints church and been road commissioner for two or
Fred Sargent, of Sargentvtlle, was in
several young people Thursday evening
th'ee terms, nerving faithfully in all these
Con er.
Brookline, Mass.
town Saturday.
t
at L. P Cole’s. Fit was the principal
interests of those whom
the
best
positions
arhomeRO'S Conner is home from sea on account
Quite a company of stone cutters
feature of the entertaiumeut, and
Mrs. S. H. Dority, of Sedgwick, has
the of au injury sustained ou board the vessel rived home from Sioumgton, Redstone he represented.
made candies and popcorn furnished
He nan always taken great interest in been ill for two week* with pueumonla.g|
of which he is mate.
and o'her places, Supu Johnson having
treat.
Mrs. George'W. Staples, whojtvaa cj.it d
stock-raining aud agriculture, was for
*-■
Mrs. Charles F. Ward well and family work for them here. Amo g other arNuv 14.
mauy years identified with work of the to Swan's Island by the death of her
have arrived from Vinalhaven and will rivals aie Welland Clay, Fred Graves,
and farmers’ Institute, and Is
WEST HANCOCK.
father, Capt. E. M. Staples, who died Oct.
Aim son Bowden, Eugene Ward well, F. -jtate grange
settle here permanently.
still a firm believer in the possibilities of 30, hat returned.
M. Wazie and Ira Grindle.
William Linscott is quite ill.
The membership of Capline
Maine as a farming State.
grange is ou
Tne Chris.Un Endeavor local union was
at KoxA surprise birthday party
was given
the increase. Six candidates will be inHenry Miles, who is employed
Iu all ihese enterprises and labors Mrs. held here
visit.
a
Tuesday at the Baptist church.
Miss
lor
Ernestine
Maomber
home
Fridsy evening Norton has been a faithful helpmate, not
structed in the third and fourth
bnry. Mass., is at
degrees at the home of Mrs.
There wan a large attendance a id a itIs
Mary P ter-, b\
A hardest supper will
of
her
Saturday
the
Interests
Mrs Daniel Crimuien, of Sullivan,
well
after
evening.
only looking
j be
tereaiing meeting, both afteruoou ana
ab« ut twenty members of the W R. C..« f
served.
own household, but also finding time a>
visiting her sister, Mrs. Maria Durgan.
evening.
which M iss M a comber is a helpful nit mNcv. 16.
in
need
of
who
were
ill
or
and wife, of JonesL.
lor those

,7"

|,np„

aud

David Bawyer I* In town.
Mrs. Bertha Bobbins has
returned Im
Northeast Harbor.

hand at

Mrs. 8. P. Snow roan has returned

spent the surmmr in Melio-e. Mass.
Nov. 16.
U?ie Femme.

Mi-s

hunting

with him.

Nov. 16.

Mr.

the guests of

out

was

HI. wife is

orcharding, and ho began setting day last week.
proving to be one of the best
Mra. Julia Tracy was called to Waltham,
h visit to friends in Boston and Lowell.
orchards in Hancock county, a* many Mass.,
Friday by the illness of her
who have sampled his fruit can testify.
Charles btover, of Cambridge, Mass.,
daugnler, Wilma Googins, who has to go
At the breaking out of the Civil war Mr. to the hospital for au operation for appeu-pent a few days with bis parent, R P.
Norton was made enrolling officer of his dlcitis.
Btover and wife, las'. week.
t
town. Ah soon sh the duties of this posiNov. 16
B.
Mtas Maria F. Wood is the guest of Miss
tion were attended to, he enlisted and was
Nancy Dutton in Elisworth. 8he will
at once made first lieutenant of Co. I,
NORTH SEDGWICK.
spend the winter iu B >ston and Dedham,
twenty-eighth Maine volunteers, serving
Mas-*.
Raymond Bridges shot a deer last week.
iu tiiat capacity and that of acting captain
Miss Ropes, assistant at the academy,
School opens here to-day, Miss Mamie
until illness near the close of the war disspent Saturday and Sunday with friends i abled him. He was mustered out with his Sperry of Bluehlll, teacher.

has

on a

winter.

a

lie

Sullivan, teacher.

is

Boston.

Charles

Frank Wakeflald and lsmily have left
the
for Struocn, where they wiil spend

Sherman

Albert Eaton, wbo ha. bee,
repo
dangerously III near Aurora Is

to-day after two
Miss Mary Evans, ol

Hiram Sperry and
j South
Goulds boro,

“t0«

Julia Klttredge K»Ve «
rw,t. ,.
,lt*
at the birthday lestlv.l of
i|le
**** i
Baptist church last week.

commenced

vacation,

re,„

Ml..

____

weeks’

M*!

Dr. Willi* Watson aud
family
from Boalon this week.

A8HVILLE.

a

nearly be pleas
from rheumatism—no public or formal
observance of the day was attempted.
A host of friends, however, in Hancock
county and many outside extended hearty

•

m

MAN8ET.

Clarence Douglass and son, of Foxcroft,
in town this week, the guests of Mr.
Douglass’aunt, Mrs. Sarah Walker.
L.
Nov. 16.

now

NEW?

Ooi.ni,

=aj7r,-.:

were

Norton’s health—who for the

tion of Mrs.

Presiding Elder Hayward helu services
Friday evening, Nov.

wife.

Friday, each with two deer

lock

I

at

Additional

Maurice Wescott, who has been working
in Aroustook county, has returned.

SOUTH PENOBSCOT.

R. F. Wells and Mies Edith Mayo
go to Boston to-day.
Charles Meaderan I wife, of Sargentviile,
spent Sunday in town.

COUNTY

days.

few

and Mrs. Alden Robertson Sunday.
his fall the way was provided and the congratulations.
visiting her
Mr. and Mrs. Norton were married in
Miss Heckle Ashley who is employed at
pattern given for him to return to bis first
mother, Mrs. Elizabeth Freetbty.
Belfast by Rev. E. H. Small, and lived in
estate.
Many new ideas were advanced.
Sullivan, spent Saturday and Sunday
J. J. McDonnell, who t as been employed
moved
when
for
a
time
that city
short
they
Nov. 14.
with her sister, Mrs. Jonas Lindsey.
Eoo.
atSwau’s Eland, returned Sunday.
to Montville where they made their home
Mrs. Francetia Guptill, of Gouldsboro,
BLUE
U
ILL.
to
moved
when
Mrs. Lydia Roberts, of Brooksvi )e, hauntil April, 1859,
they
is keeping house tor Mrs. John 11. Tracy
since
been visiting her sEter, Mrs. J. B. Babeo. J
Wallace Hinckley has gone lo liar Har- S^ulh Penobscot, where tbeyhave
While she is in Massachusetts.
resided.
Mrs. A. E. Farnsworth, of Southwest bor.
Miss Bernice Marshall, who has been
of
a
part
Buying a farm that was once
M. P. Hinckley is away fora two weeks’
Harbor, visited friends iu town last week.
with her aunt, Mrs. Julia Tracy, returned
the i-elebrated Johnson place on Johnson’s
stay.
Mip. Ne'lie Allen McPherson, of Boston,
careful study and much to Franklin Road last week.
is visiting her parents, Henry Allen and
Dr. E. C. Barrett and wife have re- point, through
Mrs. Elisa J. Potter, accompanied by
hard work, it hHS been brought to a high
turned from

COUNTY NEWIS.
tvs, see

recently.

Homer Robbins, of Wollaston,
She left
Mass., was here Wednesday.
Thursday tor her home, accompanied Ky
her aunt, Mrs. Elsie Knowlton, who in
tends to spend the winter with her.

MGs

County Xe

with friends here

a

iw NMr

.VI(lKma( 0>«»u

*

Mrs.

Stephen Cousins leaves to-day for Camdon, S. C., for the winter.
Mrs. Belle Blake and Mrs. Charles Blake
were iu Ban„or last week.

Hat-cock county.

Ir-r additional

day

Mrs.

Hancock county, and has never claimed to
bey but it is the only paper that can prop

in

p».m.

BROOKL1N.

in

only paper printed

#e* crfbot

been visiting friends in Brooklin for

have

NEWS.

( OUNTY

Mr. Orinrile, who ha* occupied the place,
has moved 10 Tea hill
M*s. Hannah Lufkin, of Sunatt, spent a

COUNTY NEW

Hancock county:

in

the Jin

Billing-,

who has been quite ill,
^
Lester Wescott and Miss May Douglass

^is improving.

| .axative gromo
Cures

a

Cold In One Day,

Quinine^
ft/J,
Days O*

Grtptn 2

fco*'

NEWS.
COUNTY
County
additional

for

New*

»«r

other pm,-n

I

BAST I

Tbe ladies’ aid is preparing for n Christ»«l0*
Mrs. M. F. Blaisdell is at Farmington

tor

feW w«ek*»-

«

Mrs. Curtis Joy, who was seriously il
is better.
v
list week,
Miss Mildred Wooater is in Ellsworth
fora few days with relatives.
gchoom r “Mary E Lynch’’,loaded with
Blaisdt 11 & Blaisdell, left for
etavi* by
ytatm Island, N. Y., Sunday.
Mrs. Grace Gordon Wooster and her

Waltham, Mass.,

of

young daughter,

are

mother, Mrs. Bowers.

her

visiting
Mrs. Augustus Bunker left for Sullivan
Monday to spend a few days. Thence
Harbor for the winter,
sbe goes to
husband being employed there.

her

two

Guagus

moose near

stream.

\

gee

other

payt>

Fernald & Gordon

have shut

down their quarry (or the winter.

Prayer

circle

Kennlston

met

Mrs.

with

Friday last.
Frank B. Joy and wife
infant daughter on Friday

All feel

Miss Edith Gordon has returned to
Orland after a two-weeks' vacation at
home. She will teach the winter term.
Mrs. Bean, of East Sullivan, who has
with her daughter, Mrs. W. E.

been

weeks,

has returned

home.

Rev. D. B. Smith, of West Franklin,
preached at the Free Baptist church here
last Sunday afternoon aud evening. He
wiU be here again next Sunday.

The moose were seen standing near each
other, and after a telling shot at one, tbe
Then the hunters
other showed tight.

sermon

aimed their riiles with such accuracy that
moo»e No 2 dropped In his tracks. One
was shipped to Ellsworth and the other

The time of service has been
ing.
changed. Sunday school now begins at
10; preaching service at 11.

was

disposed of

this

was

case

good

as

brought

deer have been

Nov.

in town.
as

Moose steak in
rare.
Several

>

enjoyed.

Deputy-Collector T. S. Somes weut to
He
Ohio recently to visit his daughters.
returned last week, accompanied by bis
wife, who went a few weeks earlier. A
trusty substitute attended to office during
his absence. By the same boat the foreman of ilail Quarry Granite Co. with his
wife and eight children, came to enter
upon
Dr.

duties.

new

Phillips joined

ing party

Bar

a

Harbor hunt-

How many moose
brought down is not
present.

week.

last

and deer the doctor
positively known at

Tremout Hall is now showing a finished
look on the front with its neat vestibule
The Hancock
and decorated panels.
market in the basement is nearly ready
for business. Mr. Hr.ncock’s right-hand
man, Fred Higgins, will be in charge.
Mrs. Frank Moore, of North Ellsworth,
was

in town last week for

She

came

to

a

day

or

briug home her mother, Mrs.
who uas been in Bangor
for

Sibley Sunday

Pastor

the

morn-

hurt

rty, amounting
him out

able to work.

Your correspondent has read the Millinocket Journal in which there is a fine

picture

of the

Baptist

new

church there.

Mention la made of one of our former
young ladies, Miss Clara Dunn, who is
highly spoken of as taking part in the

Congregational

fair.

Wednesday evening

“Rebecca’s Triumph" was
a
full house by local talent.
Special mention should be made of Mrs.
F. C. Bowler, Miss Clara F. Dunn, Miss
Lillian Bradley. Mrs. G. W. Stearns, Mrs.
H. E. Reed, Miss Margaret Hayes, Miss
Pearl
Powers and Mrs. G. 8. Baker.
Especially pleasing was the second act,
where Mrs. Baker was assisted by Mrs. C.
N. Severance at the piano.
the

play,
given to

Nov. lfi.

R.

STONINGTON.
Schools close this week.

Lobsters

are

selling

at 13 cents here this

week.

en

Pressey

Frank

is

clerking

Philip

for

trouble, which has caused her much Crockett.
suffering for a year or two. All are glad
A few small lots of smelts are being
to learn that she has been greatly beutcaught here.
litted.
R. W. Cousins is employed by Ryan &
;
Nov. 16.
Spray.
Parker as bookkeeper.
eye

#

WEST TREMONT.

Capt. R. M. Rurnill

is

away for the win-

It is rumored that we
change of boats Dec. 1.

ter.

F. I. Lawson is

putting

ttie residence of C.

are

a

have

to

new

a

Donald Robbins, who has been at
father since April, is home.

Mr.
the foreman of their quarry here.
Gordon goes to New York, and Mr. Smith,
of New

sea

Basil R Lunt, who has been at work in

Rockland,

York,

returned home this week.

Merrill N. Davis is visiting friends and
relatives at Milbrldge and Prospect Harbor.
Nov. 16.
Thelma.

&

Co.,

In

was

m

has

bond.
to

Miss Bertha Dorr spent Sunday
her mother, Mrs. Flora Dorr.

her

with

It much

more

Frank Wentworth is finishing the outside of his store house.
School began Monday, taught by Mrs.
Millie Snow.
Mrs. Emily Dunbar, who has been

ill,

improving.

T. F. Mason is having a well drilled.
Homer Dunbar took a party of Connecticut men, who are at the Bell camp, on

buckboard

ride to Castine

T. F. Mason made
Boston last week.
Nov. 16.

a

Sunday.

business trip to
M.

WEST FRANKUN.

Ueorge F. Springer
urday on business.

was

in Bangor Sat-

Eugene Butler arrived home Wednesday after five months’ service on the

“Sappho”.
Charles E. Smith is making some good
He
of pickerel at the pond.
ships them to Boston.
catches

During

the

fell

hunters

of

snow

by

several deer and. two
unerring aim of the

the

this town.

8. 8. Scam mon has men at work clearthe dirt from the surface of rock.

ing
There is

evidence of

a

quarry iu the

near

future.

Ann,

Mrs. A. T. Small has been visiting her
Dr. Small.

son,

extended to the husband who is left alone in his affliction.
Nov. 16.
Ch’e’er.

Sympathy

is

being put

io

place

to extend

local telephone to Minturn.
Mrs. Busan Pinkham is
visiting her
daughter, Mrs. Gardner Joyce, In Portthe

land.
Mrs. Lucy J. Staples is visiting her
Delmont

and

Merton at

West

sons

Kenne-

bunk.

y

Capt. Emery Joyce was in Portland this
week, and purchased tbe yacht “Nymph”
which be will use in sailing summer

people.
Schools in this village began Monday,
with Oscar Dunbar in the grammar department, and Miss Ellen Beale in tbe

primary.
An "old maid auction” will take place
at the ball Tuesday evening. The proceeds ot the sale go to the fund to build a
library building.
be served.

Refreshments will

_

PRETTY MARSH.

superintendent.

“How sweet she shone In social life
As mother, sister, friend and wife
The cottage, Held and shady grove
Attest her prayers, her vows, her love.”

Nov. 16.

^

bookkeeper and assistant-postmaster
Corydou S. Staples.
Capt. Solon H. Peterson is borne from
tbe Banks after a long trip with only
part

as

for

of

a

load of

fish.

Nov. 16.

Climax.
SWAN’S ISLAND.
Gott is quite poorly.

Mrs. Sarah

Capt.

and

Mrs. Emery Gott

days last week.
Steamer “Lilac”, Capt. E.

for

were

here

Rees,

was

few

a

at the

P.

light station last week.

“Myitle” landed some
light-house here Nov. 11.

Steamer
at the

cement

Presiding-elder Haywood held services
Methodist church Sunday, morning

at the
and

evening.

Miss Laureta Milan has returned home
after a few week’s visit to her aunt, Mrs.
Fred Rich, at Tremont.
No \16.
David.
SOUTH SURRY.
Calvin C. Young is improving.'
School commenced this (morning, Miss
Mabelle A. Clark, of Surry, teacher.
Bert Young has gone to
for C. Fullerton.

Bayside

to

to work

Schooner

“Hazel Dell”, Capt. W. V
from Bluehili yesterday
to New York with stone.

Coggins, sailed
morning bound

Harvey Candage is having

a

new

chim-

ney built in his main house, with a fireHollis Bonsey is
place in the parlor.
doing tbe work.
Nov.
Tramp.

16.______
Chalking Sunday.

In the west of Ireland the majority
of marriages take place between Christmas and Lent—a great number of them
on Shrove Tuesday.
In the county of
Limerick it is customary on the first
Sunday in Lent for the bachelors and
spinsters who have allowed the festival
to pass without pairing to mark each
other on the back with a piece of chalk
or with a chalked stick. The marks of
distinction are not rigidly contined to
eligible parties, but are often bestowed
upon boys and girls without regard to
their original significance.
It is asserted that the custom prevails in other agricultural districts In
Ireland, tljat the chalking mostly goes
on when the people are going to or
from church and that in towns where it
is carried on to a very great extent the
footpaths are white at night with powdered chalk.—London Telegraph.
Curious Old

English

Law.

It Is interesting to recall in connection with railway accidents that only
a few years back any instrument which
by accident was the immediate cause
of loss of human life became in English law “deodand”—that is, became
forfeit to the crown, to be devoted to
pious purposes. This law applies to locomotives, but in course of time coroners' Juries, instead of claiming the
forfeit, inflicted a tine. In the year
1S38 a locomotive on the Liverpool and
Manchester line which by exploding
caused the death of its engineer and
fireman was fined £20, while the following year another engine on the
same line was fined £1,400.
Horne Sense.

heavy downpour of rain an
Irish farmer sent his boy to a distant
field to bring home a horse. Some time
elapsed, and the messenger returned
During

a

without the horse.
Father—Didn’t Oi send ye for the
horse, ye gamoch? Is your head In
your brogues?
Little Boy (drenched to the skin)—
Sure, he was standin’ in shelter as dry
as ye
lolke. Bedad, he knows more
than the two of us.
Figuring: on ProapectM.
“Whah's yoh father?” asked Aunt
Cordelia.
“Gone huntin’,” answered Pickaninny
Jim. “He said you might as well git de
fire stahted in’ peel de taters fob a line
stew tomori ow.”
“Hum! V'blch did he take wlf 'lm,
de gun or de dahk lantern?”—Washington Star.
A Precautionary Men mu re.

8.

The

Mr. Kidder—Ah. how-der-do, doctor?
If you have a few minutes to spare I
wish you would come over to my house
and chloroform my youngest boy.
Dr. Price—What is the matter with
the lad?
Mr. Kidder—Oh, his mother wants to
comb his hair.—Harper's Itazar.
Killing:.

Captain O'Bull (explaiuing curios)—
Faith, I bought this little powther
the

assure you

Karribboo
wan

tongue of a cat
strongest man!
A Good

islanders,

an’

I

dhrop placed on the
is enough to kill the

Mythical

"I wish I had a
“Why ?”
“Then I’d have some excuse for beCleveland Plain
ing so worthless.”
Dealer.
Fortune has often been blamed for
blindness, blit fortune is not so blind
as men are.—Samuel Smiles.

Thirteen.

ns

Modern occultists maintain that the
number four plays quite as important
a part in mundane affaire as the number thirteen, and for the following reasons:

There are four cardinal points, four
winds, four seasons, four rules for
arithmetic, four conjugations and four
quarters of the moon. Moreover, the
Olympiad lasted for four years, a pack
of cards is composed of four equal
parts and of four suits, an hour is divided into four quarters, and most
pieces of furniture have four legs. The
occultists even point out that every human being has four canine teeth, that
a fork has four prongs, that corpses are
placed between four planks and prisoners between four walls, and that at a
funeral the coffin is usually borne by
four persons.

contemporaries

UNITED STATES CIRCUIT COURT. DISTRICT Of
Maine.—CENTRAL TRUST COMPANY OF NSW
YORK.
Complainant.
against
WASHINGTON
COUNTY RAILROAD
LMPaNY. Defendant; County
of Washington arid JAMES MITCHELL. I Aervenor*.
—Under and by virtue of a decree rendered In thl»
cause on the Oth day of July. 1S»>3, and died- In th»
office of the Clerk of thin Court, I. the undersigned
ST)ec>aj Master uppotni«-. it 3 tut- a*tu Uiueu, vviii
m il at public auction to the higlm
1 acbidder,
cordance with Che terms an 1 conditions ft f.n
decree, at the station of the Washington
>mly Kall1

1 vv aaUU)*l.uiopanj at t-Uimti, lU the v
In the State of Maine, on Ihe properly to be
Bold, on the 17th day of December, 1903, at ton
o'clock in the forenoon of said day, the following
property, to wit:
All and singular the railroad of the Washington
County Railroad Company, extending from a point
in the. City of Calais, Countf of Washington and
State of Maine, through the Counties of Washington
and Hancock, to a point on the Maine central RailIn
road
Hancock County, including a branch tor
Eastport. In said Washington County, nt the said
railroad and branch arc now Moated, a id also all
the railroad and franchises and property formerly
of the Calais &• Daring Railroad Company described
in a certain deed executed by George A
Curran,
James Murchie and George A. L*'wt II to Frank EL
Randall, bearing date AuguBt 1, 1898, and also all
the property, privileges, benefits, profits, emoluments and leasehold Interests conveyed to Washington
County Railroad Company by a certain -med executed by Frank E. Randall and recorded in tha
Register s office of Washington County, In book 224,
page 476; and also all the railroad formerly belonging to the St.. Croix & Penobscot Railroad Company
running from Calais to Princeton, through the towns
of Baring and Baileyville, Washington County, and
the parish of St. Stephen, in the Province of New
Brunswick, together .with all the Other property described In a certain deed given by the St. Croix A
Penobscot Railroad Company to the City of Calais,
dated March 23, 1870, and recorded In the Washington County Registry of Deeds book 126, page 389:
and also all and singular the lands, tenements and
hereditaments, rights- of way and easements, and all
Interests In lands held on March 10, 1898 or thereafter acquired by the Washington County Railroad
Company for the uses and purposes of the aforesaid
or
all
railroad
also
letters
branch;
of
land
under,
patent,
grants of land and
and
water
water
rights, and all
leaseholds,
leases, terms and parts of terms, rights under
leases or contracts, covenants or agreements, rights
of trackage, terminal, bridge, dock and ferry rights,,
licenses, permits and privileges from the United
States or from the State of Maine or from any governmental or municipal authority, ami all other
rights, privileges and franchises, general or special,,
held by the Washington County Railroad Company
on March 10,1898, or thereafter acquired for the uses
and purposes of said railroad or branch; and also all
railways, tracks, sidings, spurs, turnouts, bridges,
station houses, depots, freight houses, warehouses,
elevators, roundhouses, car houses, storehouse*,
turntables, water tanks, machine shops, repair
wharves, ferry-houses, and other
shops, docks,
structures, buildings, erections and fixtures of every
kind, held on March 10, 1898. or thereafter acquired
by the Washington County Railroad Company for tb«
uses and purposes of the said railroad or branch; and
also all locomotives, engines, cars and other rolling
stock and railway equipment, and all ferryboats,
steamboats, tugboats, floats, barges and other floating equipment, and all tools, rails, ties, machinery®
Implements, fuel and materials held on March 10, 189^.
or thereafter acquired by the Washington County Rail*
road Company for the uses and purposes of the said
railroad or brunch; and also all other property, real,
personal or mixed, held by the Washington County
Railroad Company on March 10, 1898, or thereafter
acquired for the purposesof said railroad or branch, or
for the construction, operation or maintenance, reparation or replacement of the said railroad or branoh
or any part thereof: and also all
rights, powers,
privileges and franchises, and franchises relating to
or userul for the said railroad or branch, including
the right to operate and maintain the same, held on,
March 10, 1898, or thereafter acquired by the Wash*
Ington County Railroad Company; and also all tho
tolls, rents, issues, earnings and profits of the railroad or branch, and other property, rights and franchises mortgaged or conveyed by said railroad company in and by Its first consolidated mortgage to
the Central Trust Company of New York, Trustee,
Excepting and reservbearing date March 10. 1898.
ing therefrom certain parcels of property heretofore
released by the Central Trust Company of New York
from the lien of a certain mortgage made by th*
Washington County Railroad Company to the Central Trust Company of New York, as Trustee, bearing dal* March 10. 1898, as more particularly deof th*
scribed In said decree on file in the offii
clerk of 8aid United States Circuit Court at Portland. Maine.
The aforesaid premises, property and franchise#
will be sold subject to the lien of any
taxes,
or
water rates lev
xsed
assesHimntH and
against the same or any part or port.on thereof,
Inand subject to all claims for operati;
and traflto
cluding supplies and materials furn
balances, which have accrued during the pendancy
available;
cash
in
and
which
th#
of thin
the
ause,
treasury of the Washington County Railroad Company at the data of said sale may i.ot, be sufficient
to satisfy.
'• al
Master
No bid will be received by the
from any person v ho shall not first d«.c -at wl h him
case
as a pledge that he will make good ICs bid in
of its acceptance the sum of tweit. live thousand
dollars ($25,000) in cash or by cert, lied check on
C
the
iy of
some national bank or trust company ol
New York or the City of Boston, made or endorsed
payable to the order of tha said Special Master.
The deposit received from any unsuccessful bidder
will be returned to him when the ;»ro;*Mty shall
w.U accept
The Special Mast
be
struck off.
propno
bid for the said mortgaged premise.
erty and franchises less than the sum of two million
tha
three hundred thousand dollars (S2.3KVMMI
acceptance ■( any bid the purchaser si ill forth with
pay to the Special Master In addition to the amount
of the deposit qualifying him to bid at said sal*
tho sum of $25,000 In cash or by certified check on
In
the
bank or
trust
national
company
any
City of New York or In the City of Boston,
nfSTle or endorsed payable to the order of
shall
case
bidder
In
Master.
any
the Special
fail to make good his bid upon Its acceptance by
the said Special Master, or shall fall after such acceptance to comply with any order of the court relating to the payment thereof and the consummation
of the purchase, then the sums deposited by such
purchaser, whether paid in cash or represented by
penalty for such
check, shall be forfeited as a
failure, and shall be applied to the payment,of
the expenses of the sale or of a re-sale and toward
making good any deficiency or loss in case the
property shall be sold at a less price at such reIf the court shall not confirm the Bale
sale.
a
which
for
deposit shall have been made,
be
returned to the bidder.
such deposit shall
The purchaser shall on confirmation of the sale
such
further
make
payment or
the
court
by
payments in cash on account of the purchase prtee
So much
as the court may from time to time direct.
of the purchase price as may not be required by tha
court to be paid in cash can either be pa d In cash
or the purchaser may satisfy and make good such
residue of his bid in whole or In part by turning
In to be cancelled or credited the mortgage bonds
and coupons of the defendant Warhington County
Railroad Company In and by said decree adjudged to
be secured by Its mortgage or deed of trust dated
March 10. 1898. and entitled to share in the distribution of the proceeds of sale as provided in and by
said decree entered in this cause, and the piirchaapf
will be credited on account of such bonds and coupons with such sums as would be payable in cash In
exchange therefor out of the proceeds of sale If the
whole amount of the purchase price were paid In
cash.
The court reserves the right to re-sell the property upon such notice as the court may direct In
case the purchaser shall fall or omit to make any
payment on account of the unpaid balance of the
purchace price within thirty days alter the entry
of the order requiring such payment.
The aforesaid property, premises and franchise#
will be sold in one lot or parcel w thout valuation,
appraisement, redemption or extens'on.
For a more particular description of the property,
premises and franchises to be sold, and the term#
and conditions of the said sale, reference is hereby
made to the said decree of foreclosure and sal#
entered in this cause and filed In the office of ths
Clerk of the United State# Circuit Court for tb#
District of Maine, at Portland, MalDe.
Dated November 18, 1903.
CHARLES F. LIBBY,
Snecla! MasteS.
BUTLER. NOTMAN. JOLJNB A MYNDERSB,
CHASE EASTMAN.
Solicitors for Complainant
«oau

ton.

!

to sell certain of the real estate o! said deceased.
Laura E. Nice, late of Tremont, in said
county, deceased. Petition filed by Adelbert
C. Nice, administrator de bonis non, tor lie use
to sell certain of the real estate of said deceased.
Mary F. Hayn s, minor, of Trenton, in said
county. Petition filed by M*ivin D. Haynes,
guardian, for license to sell the real estate of
said mi or.
William Murphy, late of Ellsworth, in said
county, deceased. First and final account of
Caroline J. Collins, administratrix, filed for
settlement.
Alfred Joy, late of Ellsworth, in said county, deceased. Final account of Elizab th A.
Joy, administratrix, filed for settlement.
Harriet Ann Mooney, a person of unsound
mind, of Bucksport, in s >id county. Second
account of Char es J. Cobb, guardian (now
deceased), filed for settlement by his repiesentative, Walter Snowman.
Julia A. Alley, late of Trenton, in sai l
county, deceased. Second account of John B.
Redman and John E. Bunker, jr., administrators. filed for settlement.
L>saider H. Bunker, late of Sorrento, in
said county, deceased. Petition filed by Barbara Bunker, idow of said deceased, for an
allowance out of the personal estate.
Linda Dows Cooksey, late of the city, county aud state of Ne v York, deceased. Petition
fi:ed by Richard M. Hoe and Tracy Dows,
execu orsof the will of said deceased. Fi st,
for the probate c urt within a d for said
county of Hancock to determine whether
said property in this State is liabl* to collat
eral inheritance tax. Second, it it is so held
liable, that the actual market value <>f said
property, the persons interested in the succession thereto, aud the amount of tax thereon may t e determi ed by said court.
O. P. CUNNINGHAM, Judge of said Court.
A true cOt-v, AttestChas. P. Doer, Register.

1

Sublic

I’d

just

as

promise to obey

lief

a man

to promise to love and honor*hira. It’s
easy to do one as the other, and sometimes a great deal easier.

as
as

fRcbfal.

Record of the Past.
No Stronger Evidence Can be Had
in Ellsworth.
Look well to their record.

What they

have done many times in years gone by is
the

be t guarantee of future results. Any-

one

with

a

back,

bad

suffering

any reader

urinary troubles, from any kidney

ills, will find in the following evidence

proof that relief

and

cure are near

at hand:

J. G. Gray, farmer and postmaster, East

Surry,

says:

“I gave

viewed

publication

for

the Ellsworth paper in

1897

a

Kidney Pills.

in

statement

inter-

When

about the results obtained from

the treatment I told the gentleman
called upon me that it had helped

particular

attack.

five years which
recurrences

into the

who

that

During the period of
elapsed there have
but 1 have never relapsed
has

condition from which Doan’s

Kidney Pills

rescued

me.

I

still think

the remedy can be depeuded upon, and 1
know of more than one resldeut in Ellsworth who,
Kidney Pills

induced
from

seeing

to
my

try
name

Doan’s
in the

Ellsworth papers, very emphatically
dorses the medicine because of the

en-

For sale by all dealers. Price 60 cents.
Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole
agents for the United States.
Remember the name, Doan’s, and take
substitute.

no

title and interest that the said George Montague Wheeler has, aud all the right, title and
interest which the said George Montague
Wheeler had on the fifteenth day of April,
a. d. 1901, at twenty-five minutes past nine
o’clock in the forenoon, being the time of attachment made on the original writ, in and to
the following described real estate, situated
in said town of Eden, county of Hancock,
and State of Maine, to wit:
A certain lot or parcel of land situated im
that portion of the town of Eden, county or
Hancock, State of Maine, known as Bar Harbor. bounded and described as follows, to wit:
Beginning at a point in the west side of
“Highbrook Roa »” so-called, three feet west
from a cedar post aud at the southeast corner
of land of Sarah J. Howard; thence following
the west si e of said “Highbrook Road”, south
7 deg. 15 min. west, seventy-five and one-half
(71p£) feet to a cedar post; thence west one
hundred and ninety-seven feet to a cedar
post: thence north 7 deg. 45 min. east, seveuj
ty-five and one-half (76*fl) feet to the southwest corner ot said Sarah J. Howard’s land;
thence following the south line of said S irah
J. Howard's land east, one hundred and ninety-seven (197) feet to the point of beginning,
containing fourteen thousand seven hundred
and seventy-five squa e feet (14,775 sq. ft )
Together with, and as appurtenant to every
part of the premises above described, a right
of way for all purposes of a way. in common
with others entitled to similar rights of way,
over the private
“Highbrook
way called
Road,’ aoove mentioned extending from Eden
street to Eden street, which right of way shall
not bt- less than twenty-five feet in width.
Being the same premises described in a
certain warranty deed from Charles T. How to
James B. Fads aud Lucy J. Wheeler, dated
October 8, 1886, aud recorded December 10,
1H86, in book 209, page 214, of the registry of
deeds for said county of Hancoca.
Dated at Eden this twelfth day of NovemJohn suminsby.
ber, a. d. 1903.
Deputy Sheriff.
riijit;

suoscriDer

nereoy

gives

nonce

The

Only

tnai

1 she has been duly appointed executrix
of the last will and testament of George
Wescott, late of Castine, in the county of
Hancock, deceased, no bonds being required
by the terms of said will. All persons having
demands
against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same
for settlement, and all indebted thereto are
requesteu to make payment immediately.
Mary Josephine Wescott.
October 8. 1903.

COUNTY

Paper.

subscriber hereby gives notice that
she has been duly appointed executrix
of the last will and testament of Lewis Y. Marshall, late of Trenton, in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds being required by the
terms of said will. All persons having demands
against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and
ail indebted thereto are requested to make

THE

THE

^AH ERIC AN.
Subscribe

payment immediately.
Phebe L. Marshall.
November3, 1903.

un-

doubted benefit which followed its use.”
The American prints more vital statistics—births, marriages and deaths—
than all the other papers printed in the
county combined, and most of them it
prints from one to two weeks ahead of its

2 rga! Notice*.

j
!
A Mere Man'H Idea.
“First impressions are proverbially [
dangerous guides unless one happeus 1
to be of the sex which always has the
gift of making its first impressions
rhyme with the issue,” says a recent
Writer. But a woman always awaits
SHERIFF’S SALE.
the issue before she confides her real
State of Maine, Hancock ss.:
first impressions to the outside world. fTlAKEN on execution wherein A. E. LawI
She may “say things” which the male
reuce, of Eden, county of Hancock, and
of Maine, is plaintiff, and George Monoutsider may mistake for her first Im- State Wheeler,
of Washington,
District of
tague
pressions, but they are not her real Columbia, is defendant, and will be sold by
auction on Monday, the twenty-eighth
first impressions. They come only after
ay of December, a. d. 1903, at ten o’clock in
the event. This, however, is a profitless the forenoon at the office of John Suminsoy,
Rodick block, in Bar Harbor, town of Eden,
digression.
Hancock county, State of Maine, all the right,

been

Lai'klDR,
rich father."

Excuse

Finnt.

THE

about Doan’s
Roundabout

Fins

Who
“TlieyT”
Linen is obtained from the flax plant
“They say; what say they? Let them
a small, delicate annual with a
tiny say.” said Bishop Berkeley. Who are
blue flower. The plant is pulled by the
“they” thus so boldly apostroj
hand in tin* summer, the seeds, kruftvn
phized? Wo may say with one of the
In commerce as linseed, being removed i
fathers. “I know when you do not ask
and the straw subjected to various
me,” but how difficult it is to get near|
processes to separate the fibrous part er!
We ail have these mysterious
which constitutes the linen. First it is I
“they” on oi lips, and yet we cannot
|
steeped in water and then passed 'define them. Vet. though we cannot
through a drying and heating process define “they,” partly because there are
j
on revolving wheels until all
foreign so many of them and partly because
matter is removed. It is then ready for none
of the great elemental things like
manufacture.
time, love, death and sleep are capable
Flax has been used from remote ages of definition, we can still know and
say
as n textile fabric, especially in Egypt.
a great deal about “they.”
“They” in
Mummy cloths are often found to be Dolly Winthrop's mouth meant Proviof exceedingly fine texture. The chief dence.
“I wouldn’t speak ill o’ this
linen producing countries of tlie present
world,” she was accustomed to say,
day are Ireland. France, Belgium and “seeing them as put us In it knows
Germany. The flax fiber is round and best.”
In her sense it is of course
irregular, is very durable and is ca- rarely used, though the slang expresPlain sion “as
pable of extensive blenching.
good as they make ’em” relinen has a simple weave, with the calls it.
Still, “they” lias generally a
weft threads alternately interspersing
slightly mysterious significance. When
the warp ones. When woven with a we
say it we a Hud.'' to some power we
pattern it is usually called damask.
cannot*define or to the incomprehensiAs a clothing material linen should ble element in some set of
people.-*not be worn next the skin because it is
London Spectator.
a very good conductor of heat.
Jute and hemp are from plants which
Hcsal Xct'CEfl.
are used in manufacturing only very
rough materials. In form they resem- To
all persons interested in either of the es
ble very coarse, inferior flax.—Ameritales hereinafter named.
At a probate court held at Ellsworth, in and
can Queen.
for the county of Hancock, on the third
day of November,a.d. 1903.
Traiueil Nnrsen Who I,oaf.
following matters having been pre
action thereupon herein
“When u doctor finds a nurse rending after sented for the
indicated, it is hereby ordc.ed that no
tice thereof be given to all persons interested
a book about her profession and not a
causing a copy of this order to be pubnovel while she watches at the bedside by
lished three weeks successively iu the Ellsof n patient,” said an uptown physi- worth American, a newspaper published ai
in said county, thal they may apcian, “that is the nurse he likes to hire Ellsworth,
peal at a probate court to be held at Bucksand to help. If the case turns out well port, in said county, on the first day of De
d. 1903, at ten of the clock in the
the doctor sometimes makes her a pres- cember, a. and
be heard thereon if they see
forenoon,
ent of a book with up to date ideas on cause.
David M. Rice late of Gouldsboro. in said
her profession which she might not be
county, deceased. A certain instrument purable to buy.
One-half the trained porting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for pronurses of the city are dependent upon
bate thereof, presented by L-. B. Deasy, the
the recommendations of physicians, executor therein named.
Georg*- H. Emerson, late of Castine, in said
and half the success of a physician decounty, deceased. A certain instrument purpends on a good nurse; therefore a doc- porting to be the last will and testament of
deceased, together with petition for protor likes a nurse who reads about her said
bate thereof, presentel Dy Joseph W. Emerbusiness, attends lectures and keeps son and William I. Emerson, the executors
therein named.
up with the times.
Betsey Clark, late of Franklin, in said coun“You would be astonished to know ty deceased. Petition that A. F. Burnham or
some other suitable person be appointed adhow many lectures are given by phy- ministrator of
the estate of said deceased,
sicians in New York every month that presented by A. F. Burnham, assignee and
for
the
heirs of E. S. Lewis, deattorney
are open to trained nurses, but which
ceased.
few of them attend. There are a good
Isaac Pierce, minor, of Mt. Desert, in said
Petition filed by Zemro F. Callahan,
many loafers among the trained nurses. county.
guardian, for license to sell or mortgage cerThey seem to think their study ended tain of the real estate of said minor.
Harriet 8. Spurli g. late of Ellsworth, in
when they got their diplomas.”—New said
Petition filed by
county, rl*c ased.
York Tress.
George A. Phillips, administrator, for license

from

—

After a long and lingering illness, Mrs.
Lizzie E., wife of Allen E. Freeman, died
thirty nine years.
last Tuseday, aged
loses a beloved
By her death the family
wife and mother, the community a good
friend and neighbor, the Sabbath school a

faithful

repaired.

Albert P. Leach and wife expect to go
North Haven, where he has a position

from

The friends and relatives of Capt. Emery
Joyce gave him a surprise party on his
was
forty-ninth birthday. Tbe evening
passed very pleasantly. They presented
Refreshhim with a fine host’s chair.
ments were served.
9Nov. 18.

true,

Newell Hardison, died
night after a few days’ ill-

wife of

Wednesday

ness.

W.

ATLANTIC.

new

There
has been considerable illness
from the effects of vaccination.

moose

making trips,
pmping.

convenient in

Kills Btaples has gone to Presque
Isle to teach.

are

their stores

This

George Allen has purchased the large
water-boat of Stepbeu Barbour, and had
This makes
a gasoline engine installed.

Poles

Mrs. Daniel Courcy, of Bucksport, spent
Sunday with Mrs. Carrie White.

•

week.

MIbs

Mrs. Annie Dunbar la confined
bed by illness.

is

last

flue

a

A. E. Marks and wife, who have been
•way for several weeks, are at their home

Craig's

town

quarry started here, and
intends to erect a cutters’ shed soon.
fl

and much less work in
Nov. 16.

EAST ORLAND.

at

takes charge.

J. C. Rogers, of the firm of M. G. Ryan

with bis

j

boiler in

_

Winfield Murphy has gone to Portland
join his father.

to

H. 8. Webb.

Prof. H. C. Brown spent Sunday at this
T. W. Coombs has his residence nearly
place.
Capt. W. B. Robbins, schooner *‘E. M. completed, and will move in soon.
E. J. Carter has purchased the home
Sawyer”, arrived to-day from Boston
bound for Bangor.
occupied by Oscar Flye, and will move
L. W. Rurnill and family ap^nt Sundsy here soon.
with Mrs. Rumiil’a sister, Mrs. L. A.
T. F. Harbour is having hot water heat
F. I. Lawson is the
put in his house.
Clark, at Mauset.
W. A. Clark has su-pended work on the c mtractor.
He
grave* in Boston harbor ontllspriug
The first of the series of lectures wrs
will begin work on Bear island Monday.
postponed ou account of the lecturer
Nov. 10.
Thelma.
missing the train at Portland Friday.
Capt. Albiou Murphy ia home.
R>an & Parker have made a change >u
to

Roberta is home from Bos-

C. Condon and Charles H. Harriman

having

until

Several deer were killed on the last
snow.
Will Noyes Bbot his first deer, a
fine doe. George Welch and Harry Hardison each shot a fine buck, and there
were several others.

two.

Stephen Gl.loy,

for several weeks under treatment

by

friends of Everett Carpenter, who
on the quarry, met at his home

The
was

he is

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
Allen L«wler and wife made a trip to
Boston last week, combining Business
with pleasure. A fine little outing was

his

large congregation liatened to

and gave him a pound
to pounds enough to help

B.

16._

A

A.

their

burled
last.

sympathy for them.
The Baptist missionary circle, which
meets the first Thursday of each mouth,
met with Mrs. Caddie Biaisdell last week.

few

other payee

see

Miss
Florence
visited
Hatchings
friends In South Penobscot last week.

are

much

a

Blanchard
ton,

George

on

for

County

NEWS
Xeice

SOUTH PENOBSCOT.

Grave* visited friends in
Harbor a few days last week.

Bragdon,

For additional

nk i.in.

Miss Jennie
Bar

Bragdon,

Fred Crabtree, of West Sullivan, and
Walter and Jesse Crabtree at Martiu’s
Ridge, were nucce.ssful hunters last week,

securing

County .Yews

additional

FRANKLIN.

mas

COUNTY

COUNTY NEW’S.
or

PT1HE subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed adminisJL
trator of the estate of Walter L. Fernald, late
of Mt. Desert, in the county of Hancock,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to presem
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imAbraham C. Fernald.
mediately.
November 3, 1903.

For It.
1
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For additional
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PRETTY
DEATH OF

While her death has

THE

were

by her family and friends,

sealed and

for

expected

been

nev-

known that her

was

lips

eyes had closed to the
of this earth, all felt

her

perishable things

the shock and the loss.

Her devotion to her loving husband’s
interest*, her unselfish love for her daughwell-tested
ter, her
friendships, her
neighborly spirit, her whole-hearted integrity in her love for her Master, Jesus
will

be

Christ,
who bad any

thought

all

remembered

long

knowledge

of

her

by
daily

and work.

Dr. R. L. Grindlc,
of Somesvilie, established lay wrork among
Some few years ago

the
of

a

people at Pretty
Sunday school.

in

Marsh

the form

To make such

lasting and permanent, it

was

a

work

found

nec-

essary to have someone on the spot to
A most wise choice
oversee the effort.
was made when Mrs. Freeman was ap-

pointed superintendent.
in
Her undivided, unselfish
interest
this movement, her faith and constancy

brought
helpers.

to

her

sid8

She aroused

co-workers
not

only

and

strong
following, but also immediate and practical help from both far and near.
Little did she dream of the many from
all parts of this country, both far and
near, who had knowledge of her zeal for
Christ. It was a keen pleasure to the
writer to speak of this work* and to
write of it to the summer visitors, and
those who are in the position to know,

by

realize

the way of assistance

a

bow true

She is gone, but sbe is ours still, and her
works will follow after in the lives of all
who felt at all the magnetism of her
whole-souled consecration to the honor of
God and good of man.
Rev. George E. Kinney, of Somesville,
officiated at the funeral, and preached
able and

an

eloquent sermon.

All felt the force and weight of all that
he said, and went away from the parting
scenes better and wiser men and women.
To the husband and the daughter and
to all

her relatives there go out from
the tenderest sympathies. The one

all

comforting thought
that the life

midst all the loss

well lived here receives

is
its

unfolding at the grave into scenes of
rarer beauty and charm, where she waits
with beckoning fingers the coming of
last

who for a space must wait and
work awhile before the reunion with
“those under the altar” to receive at last
the beatific vision.
those

“The bird that soars on the highest wing
Builds on the ground her lowly nest;
Ami she that doth moat sweetly sing
Sings iu the shade where all things rest;
In larfc and nightingale we see
What honor hath humility.
The saint that wears heaven’s brightest crown
In deepest adoration bends;
The weight of glory bows him down
The most when most his soul aeceuds;
Nearest the throne Itself must be
The footstool of humanity.”

Nov. 16.

J. R. N.
DEDHAM.

ner, in Brewer.

Mrs. Blanche Jordan and daughter, of
Old Town, visited their uncle, F. W.
last week.

Miss Inez
been

Burrill

employed

is

as nurse

She has
in Bangor.
home.

Mrs. H. P. Burrill spent two days last
with friends in Brewer.

week

Edward Goodwin, M. D., of Brockton,
Mass., make a short visit to his parents,
G. P. Goodwin and wife, last week.
Mrs.

Lucena

spending

aome

Heath, of
weeks

Corinth,

is

with her son, W.

W. Heath.
No

new cases

of

smallpox

have occurred

town, except those in the family of J.
H. Wharff, whose little son is now suffering from the disease.
Nov. 17.
B.
in

atmrrtiBnhnua.

Over-Work Weakens
Your Kidneys.
Unhealthy Kidneys

Make

Impnre Blood.

All the blood in your body passes through
your kidneys once every three minutes.
ne kianeys are
your
blood purifiers, they filj ter out the waste or
impurities in the blood.
If they are sick or out
of order, they fail to do
their work.
Pains, aches and rheumatism come from excess of uric acid in the
Diooa, aue to neglected
kidney trouble.
Kidney trouble causes quick or unsteady
heart beats, and makes one feel as
though
they had heart trouble, because the heart is
over-working in pumping thick, kidney-

poisoned

blood through veins and arteries.
It used to be considered that only urinary
troubles were to be traced to the kidneys,
but now modern science proves that nearly
all constitutional diseases have their beginning in kidney trouble.
If you are sick you can make no mistake
by first doctoring your kidneys. The mild
and the extraordinary effect of Dr. Kilmer's
Swamp-Root, the great kidney remedy is
It stands the highest for its
soon realized.
wonderful cures of the most distressing cases
merits
in fifty-

ana is soia on its

by ail druggists

gj

and one-dollar siz- Mi
you may nave a
es.
sample bottle by mail Home of Swwnp-Root
free, also pamphlet telling you how to find
out if you have kidney or bladder trouble.
Mention this paper when writing Dr. Kilmer
& Co., Binghamton, N. Y.
cent

SCHOOL

IN

NO.

paw*

V

1.

A term of twelve we-?fee* closed

Nov. 13

Leon Googins was neither late
absent; Ada, Erma, Wilda and Madalene Jordan did not rate* a day.
To ere was a lot ot fun the last day.

at

No. 1.

nor

First

the

teacher

was

amused to

aee

the

pupils hunting here and there for something. She had scattered note* in their
hooks, in hind pictures and in various
places. Then at ree sh a similar trick was
played on her. This part she never enjoved before, although she had watched
the former part many times in other

“It is useless, your highness, to protest against the things that are.” The
baroness smoothed down her laces
with plump little hands upon which
gleamed innumerable rings. Marie
schools.
x
“and all
I Amalie Constuutia Louise
The Longfellow league continues to be !
the rest of it.” as she said to herself.
the
last
At
meeting
very interesting.
j Princess of Doldrums, arose from her
which was held Nov. 13, two officer* were
low chair with a most unroyal impaare the same a*
officers
other
chosen;
tience. Swish, swish, went the silken
It was
when the league was organized.
skirts over the polished floor, and the
voted to continue the meetings during
Baroness von Griefensteiu wisely kept
the winter months.
silence.
was
chosen
Jordan
Master
Lowell
Marie Amalie stood at the window
viceMrs. Lizzie Jordan,
president;
and drummed a tattoo upon the pane.
president. It is hoped that the parents Below, the little fountain tossed its
and young people will join soon.
laughing waters and the cuirassiers’
W hen she went to ring the bell at recess
baud poured forth the national air.
she found a note in the bell. After a long
Marie Amalie was tired of fountains
search (there were ten in the series) she
that played in the sunlight, tired of the
To he«* surfound the bidden article.
national hymn, sick to the soul of the
prise they played that game on her twice. duchy of Doldrums and all it contain
Miss Ada Jordan was chosen editor for
ed—all because a few short weeks beThe league voted to buy a
this week.
fore the baroness had taken her young
second hard-wood chair for the schoolcharge with her train to the hunting
house.
sell loss and then spent a glad, never
A letter of thanks from school No. 2
to be forgotten day.
The letter expressed delight
was read.
Somehow—nob<*Iy knows, for such
for State-Superintendent Stetson’s picture
things have a way of managing themand frame.
selves—the equerries and the princess’
Spec.
Nov. 17.
maids drifted two by two down the
forest alleys in the languorous after80MESVILLE.
The baroness nodded in her
noon.
Hollis Hysome, of Lynn, Mass., was
chair, and Marie Amalie found herself
called bere by the death of his wife’s
alone.
When Mnrr Davent rode from the
mother, Mrs. R. G. Salisbury, whose funeral took place Sunday at the home of her
gastbaus that morning he drew long
For
breaths of the forest freshness.
brother, John W. Somes.
miles beneath the arching lindens of
M189 Anna J. Sparrow left Saturday for
the duke's forest he rode at a walk, the
Cambridgeport, Mass.
reins hanging loose on the bay's neck,
Mrs. Agnes Hill Bridges left for Boston
singing snatches of college glees and
Saturday.
thinking of the faroET country whither
H.
Nov. 17.
he would soon be going.
He raised his eyes and looked down
WEST EDEN.
the linden reaches—looked and woke,
William L. Lurvey, of this place, and
so near that the bay reared in sudden
Miss Adelia Reed, of Somesville, were
fright. Theu Davent slipped from the
married Saturday evening by Rev. C. F.
saddle and stood, hat in hand, as Marie
Burleigh at Eden. The young couple will Amalie came toward him
through the
—

go immediately to hoasekeeping.
their
have the best wishes of

—

Don’t make any mistake, but remember the
name. Swamp-Boot, Dr. Kilmer’s Swamp-Root,
and the address, Binghamton, N. Y., on every
bottle.

The newspaper which has no uniform
rate for advertising space, and is satisfied to take what it can get for ity is a
the adcheap advertising medium, and
vertiser need expect nothing but cheap
results.—Lawrence burg (Ind.) Press.

They

green twilight.
She did not attempt to excuse herself
to herself, and to no one else did that
M.
Nov. 16.
imperious young woman vouchsafe
rhyme or reason for her deeds. It was
SAUNDERS.
temptation, pure and simple, at a time
Mrs. Frances M. Leach has returned
when the girl was sore imbittered
from Massachusetts.
against the traditional shackles. A
Mrs. S. E. Grindie has returned from
prisoned thing, bound and dumb in her
Ellsworth Falls, where she has made a
jewels aud laces, she had known the
Frauk
Mrs.
visit with her daughter,
shame of the old roue’s approval when
he came to view her, as one would the
Cottle.
8.
Nov. 17.
points of a prize mare, and pronounced
her fit to be Duchess of Grafsiand.
ELLSWORTH FALLS.
“Fit!” Marie Amalie ground her white
teeth together at the remembrance of
of
has
Harry Aiden,
joined it. But she smiled with level brows inLewiston,
his wife and child bere, who are visiting
to the brown eyes of Davent as the
Mrs. Aldeu’s mother, Mrs. Martha Laifiu.
handsome head was bowed I s'fore her.
Charles W. Smith and W. E. Leighton
and then trouble began for the Baronwere up river last week bunting, and sucess Griefenstein.
ceeded in getting two good-sized deer.
Two hours later they parted under
W. E. Leighton went to Bangor Monthe lindens, he believing her some noday and returned Tuesday bringing home bleman’s daughter in the train of the
Salinas.
young princess; she knowing all the
Mrs. David Salisbury is critically ill at facts about him. Marie Amalie came
up the linden walk, thinking deeply.
the home of her mother here. Dr. William Mason, of Bangor, was called to-&ay An American, it suited her exactly.
She thought of the yacht that lay
for an examination.
%
even now at Havre; thought, too. of
Ira Hagan and family have moved Into
the dodderieg old Duke of Grafsiand,
the Hastings house recently purchased
who had buried his second wife not a
and repaired by Mrs. Edward Finn.
year before, the pale, pretty princess
The church building has recently been
out of the n*rth. who had been sold to
wired and fitted for electric lighting.
him, as they were selling her.
The ladies’ sewing circle will meet
Marie Amalie went softly up the
with Mrs. Nahum Flood on Thursday marble steps, through the portico and
afternoon of this week.
down the hall, her footsteps making
no
sound in the thick carpet. She
W. H. Brown, Elmer Blaisdell and C.
M. Witbamare in East Machias repair- drew back the portiere that bung in
ing Whitcomb, HayneeA Co.’s mill there. straight, heavy folds. There was a
smothered cry from within, a rustle
W. B. Smith, wife and child, of Bucksof paper, but before the baroness could
port, were bere last week on tbelr way close the drawer a white hand closed
borne from a visit to Mrs. Smith’s parents
firmly upon her wrists.
in Otis.
"What are you doing here among
the private papers of Duke Fritz?"
LAKEWOOD.
The baroness sank down, gaspijf,
as Marie Amalie towered
Lettie B. Moore le spending s lew days speechless,
over her.
Then the girl made a hasty
with friends in Ellsworth.
examination of the drawer. The key
Leroy Frazier had an experience last was in the lock. A fragment of wax
not
soon
forget. that adhered to the
Wednwday which he will
keyhole told the seEarly Wednesday morning he started cret of the baroness’ access to the pafrom home, taking a light lunch with
pers of the young duke who had killed
him, and rowed to Green Lake to get bis himself in that very room
years before,
rifle which be bad loaned. It was a fine
when the Baroness Griefenstein had
morning for hunting, and on his way been a famous court beauty and Marie
back he decided to bunt a while. He had
Amalie but a child in the cradle.
not been long in the woods when he came
Only a bundle of yellowed letters,
upon a deer trail. Boon after finding the written in the delicate Italian
script
trail he started the deer, but did not have affected
by the women of that generaHe kept on,
an opportunity to fire at it.
tion.
Marie held them thoughtfully;
nevertheless, regardless of how far he was then, with sudden
impulse, retied the
going or what time it was, when darkness faded ribbon about them, locked the
suddenly came on, and he was lorced to drawer and
placed the key in her
submit to the inevitable. With a jack- bosom.
The letters she kept in her
in catting some
knife) he succeeded
hand.
With a slow smile around the
He tben
boughs that served as a bed.
mischievous red mouth, she passed
collected material enough to light a fire,
through the portiere out into the sunand laid down to pass the night, which
light. She held the key to the situawas made very dismal by a drizzling rain
tion.
At daythat came on about midnight.
The Raroness Griefenstein was a sen
break be ate what was left of his lunch, sible
woman.
She knew herself at the
noon.
home
reached
Thursday
and
mercy of the girl whom heretofore she
had
ruled
Therefore,
relentlessly.
> through the weeks that followed she
Flipped Nickels.
In the circuit court of an Illinois town
herself
that it was
temporized, telling
recently a man convicted of murder was only for a time. In a month the girl
was in
the
evidence
After
tried.
Would
be
being
safely married. There were
the jury retired and was out thirty-six
various expeditions to the forest, even
verdict.
a
without
hours
reaching
lng walks, when only the baroness
One of the jurors suggested flipping guarded the pretty princess.
The
and
tails
to
convict
nickels—beadsiito
young American still lingered at the
acquit.
gasthaus and rode his buy through the
Each juror put a nickel in a hat, a shake
duke’s forest.
a
fell
on
table,
and toss and the nickels
Meanwhile the women came and
six and six, necessitating another toss.
went. Intent upon the preparations for
beadB
and
I
four
The second trial showed
the marriage.
All around the luxurious room were scattered the silks and
eight tails, resulting in acquittal.
The court accepted the verdict, but did laces, jewels strewed the tables.
And
not know how it was reached until afterin their midst Marie Amalie at the
ward. The Btate will get a new trial and window, her eyes upon the forest, heedthe jurors will be indicted.
friends.

_

_

Mrs. A. C. Burrill is spending a few
days with her daughter, Mrs. J. E. Tur-

Fogg,

<xhet

_

is.

this

sec

WALTHAM.

MARSH.
ALLEN FREEMAN.

MR*.

ertheless when it

V«tc»

other pages

see.

On Tuesday morning, Nov. 10, Lizzie E.,
wife of Alton Freeman, entered paradise.
tome time

<XMINTY NEWS

many

flttotteamts.

A horseman rode down
less of It all.
the winding road and turned in the
saddle for n long: look at the palace.
Some day he would ride from her forever to Ills land of “hearts content”
over the sea. leaving her to the desolate pomp of the Duchess of Grnfsland. She turned to the baroness, and
their eyes met. The baroness shivered.
The crisis that she had bees dreading
had come. Marie Amalie leaned down,
hushing her voice to a whisper. “I will
do it. and you must help me.” And the
baroness knew that she would keep
that word.
he old duke, her rather, count unruly believe bis eyes ami ears wben Marie Amalie dutifully accepted her !«•trothnl presents from the old Duke of
Grafsland and even bent her white
brow to his kiss. Through all the festivities that followed she moved, n
queenly figure, but there was a wicked light in tbe brown eyes, a mutinous
curve to tbe red lips, and tlie days of
tbe Baroness Griefenstelu were not
days of pleasure.
Tlie Princess Marie Amalie lny in
her darkened room.
Once tbe doctor
would have let In the light, but she
protested, and finally he left her alone
with a sleeping draft.
As he measured it. going to the window with his
back to the bed. a white hand flashed
out toward the little ease that held his
drugs. Only uu instant, but as tbe
door closed behind him Marie Amalie
laughed low to herself.
The baroness was on the point of rebellion, when Marie Amalie before lier
protesting eyes poured a generous dose
Into tbe chocolate and bade her swallow it.
“1 am afraid. It will mean imprisonment, banishment.”
"Take it” (tbe sweet voice was like
The letters
steel); "take It quietly.
shall be yours when I am safe.” The
baroness drained the chocolate with

|M.

new season

__

Mean Trick.

..

Autumn

.....

shapes for

The newest

Our Dress Goods
Stock

an^Winter

Coats.

is

customers like to
get the tirst selection from the

things in

exclusive

Coats.

We’ve

got these exclusive styles here:
1

they

are

ready

to be shown to

you. You know that you are
welcome to come and inspect
them.

FURS.

leading

in all the new and

New Petticoats in Silk, Moreen and Mercerized.
8 PEC IAL—Beautiful Petticoats from #1 up to #10.

magnifi-

Underwear.

purse.

SPECIAL—Some Fur Driv-

ing

Coats

The

introductory

(ladies’),

at

$>5

We

and

are

ready

to show the best

Underwear for ladies,
misses and children we have
We carry a full
ever carried.
line in each of heavy, medium
and light weights invests, pants
and union suits. Our leaders in
line and nOc grades.
line

sale of NEW

Autumn Waists.

of

as many shirt waists sold
in winter as in summer. Highest

Nearly

HOSIERY.

perfection has been reached in
waist making. These waists are
very dressy and they’re very
modestly prieed.
Silk and Satin Waists at $5

Our 25c hose for ladies, misses
and children, in either cashmere,
fleeced or cotton, are the best any
store offers.

and $«.

We have.the

Heavy Cotton Waists, Cheviots, Vestings from $1 up to $5.
Woolen Waists from $1.50
to $5.
The lowness of the prices will

Corsets

and

fit you to whatever you

astonish you.

are

the most important depart-

ments

in

dressmaker knows

and citations on the table in the court
room.
The opposing counsel sneaked
back into the room and changed the
places of all his bookmarks. In the
afternoon the lawyer, taking up his
books, referred the court to his authorities. His lordship noted every volume
and page carefully and took tfie case
under consideration. In rendering his
opinion he said:
‘‘I was inclined after hearing argu
ment of counsel for defendant to nonsuit plaintiff, but 1 find, after referring
to the authorities quoted by counsel,
none of them bear on this case, and I
am led to think that the gentleman has
been willfully trying to insult the
court
He has referred me to an action of an Irishman who sued the proprietor of a monkey for damages for
biting him, to a case of arson, one of
burglary, two of petty larceny and
three divorce cases, none of which
bears on an action to recover on a
promissory note. Perhaps the grossest
Insult to the court is referring to
‘Duckworth versus Boozyman,’ an action charging defendant with breach
of promise.
Judgment for plaintiff
with costs.”
The lawyer never knew what the
matter was and to this day thinks the
judge was out of his mind.—Pearson’s

Damask Napkins and Towels,
Bedspreads and Blankets.

two

The

Way of the World.
were poor," remarked the
prosperous man reflectively, “we looked
forward to the time when we could
have a summer home.
“Well?”
“Well, when we got rich enough to
have one, we didn't like going to the
same plaee every summer because It
Was monotonous, and we looked for
Ward to the time when we could have
another for variety.”
“Well?”
“Well, we got another, and then we
began to long for a winter place, so
ihat we wouldn’t have to be so much
In the big house In tbe city.”
“Well?”
“Well, we've got them all now.”
“And are you happy?”
“1 supt>ose so. At least, 1 suppose
my wife Is. She keeps them all shut
up and spends most of her time In Europe. but she knows she has them.”—
Chicago Post.
“When

we

require.

Dress TrimmingsJand
Dress Linings.

Domestic and Housekeeping
(Goods.

our

Every

store.
our

lines and

patronizes them. There arc no
departments better stocked
than these anywhere.
Carpetings, Mattings, Linoleums and Oil Cloths, Rugs and
Curtains. A full and complete

We carry the newest WaitMercerized goods, Flannelettes. The largest stock of Out-

ings,

ing Flannels
yard.

GIov es

Come to us when in want of
Corsets or Gloves, and we will

We offer unusual inducements
in bleached and half bleached

Weekly.

r

Jersey Knit

cent values in Fur Coats, .Scarfs
and Muffs. Prices to fit every

lawyer defending a promissory
went to lunch, leaving his books

note

j!

fur manufacturers

enables us to otter some

I

j

PETTICOATS.

This'lwill Ire the biggest fur
in the history of Maine.
We have fully prepared ourselves to meet the increased deconnection
mand.
Our long
season

with

complete

desirable fabrics. Heather and
Scotch Mixtures, Tweeds, Zibilines. Covert Clotlis, Cheviots.
Of thin goods, for house and
evening wear, our line is very
extensive, both in all wool and
silk and wool fabrics. All wool
and silk and wool Crepes, Voiles,
Batistes, Albatross and fancy
weaves.
A11 prices from the
lowest to the best.

Many ofjour

trace.

A

Autumn and Winter Costumes.

$8.75, $10, $12.50, $15, $17.50, $18.50, $20, $25.

There was much hurrying to and
fro in the ducliy of Doldrums, but of
their Princess Marie Amalie there was

A

!

They’re all here and realy for you to admire and choose from. Let
this handsome outfit of new suits assist you in making up your mind
Prices we know will impress you
as to the wanted style and weave.
favorably. We announce special suit prices as follows:

drugged s(upor.

palities.

opens with

Stylish

her maids to enter her room until summoned.
But ns
tlie morning wore away and no sound
came
from beyond tbe closed doors
they brayed her anger and entered to
find tlie princess' bed empty, unused,
and in a chair by the window the-Baroness
Griefenstein, with an empty
chocolate cup at her elbow, lost in a

a

you’ll appreciate. We want this
you’ve dry goods to buy. The
broader, better buying ]iossibilities under this

roof than ever before.

were

The little Lutheran minister blinked
and hesitated.
But in the state of
New York there is no Aiamancba de
Gotha, and. although Marie Amalie
von Halsburg awakened an old sound
in his ears of the fatherland, the suspicion seemed too utterly impossible
to be entertained for a moment.
So
he went on with the ceremony, and
Marie Amalie Davent passed from the
shadow of the quaint little church out
into the free sunlight of a land that
knoweth neither princess nor princi-

GROWS.

the service that

give you just

to

Without a word they entered the
carriage and were driven through the
night, past the gates, where the baroness gave tbe word, aboard the express, by grace of the promptly produced passports.
Wben the morning
broke they were well aWny to Havre.
Tlie princess had issued orders that

never
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store to be first in your mind when

try.
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feet, but the tawny gray hair and the
password were sufficient for the sen-
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It grows through our knowledge of your needs. It grows by catering
to those needs in an intelligent and careful manner. It grows by giv.
ing you the honest worth of your money. It grows through its energy,
activity and push. These qualities are always iu’evidence. We want

quivering lips.
Davent waiting with a closed carriage at the postern gate heard tbe
click of the sentry’s heels as the baroness came through tbe gateway.
A
long black cloak came down to her

on
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at 5c, 8c and 10c

assortment.

per

It has not been our intention to quote a lot of prices, or even
try to
convey to you that low figures are the only attraction. We have
simply tried to give you an outline of our new fall stock.* Your intelligence, to which we appeal, will tell you that they are low-priced goods

and high-cost goods. Our aim has been and is to give the very best
values possible for the money you have to invest, be it much or little.

M. CALLERT.
HOriE BANKING SYSTErt

The True “L. F.” Medicine

Savings Dept., First National Bank.
ELLSWORTH.

“It Is with pleasure that I can give
you my testimonial for the True ‘L. F.’
Atwood’s Bitters.
For forty years it
has been our family
1
Our family
medicine for headache,
Medicine

/or

torpid liver, Indigestion

forty

Years—
for All Troubles
*r®ra a

and biliousness and all
ailments arising from

Arlsiflp
Disordered

..

disordered stomach
and bowels. It surely
has no equal for us.”
Mr and Mrs.
John H. Wills, Farmington. Ms.

Stomach

—

^——y-

Dysoeesla, heart ion.

Sick headed*, a-t )'| fcri.
of Indtorloo ced Mal-Attlmilatloo are Cared
by
the Tree “l. F.” Medicine

H. C.

BUNKER,

Undertaker M Embalmer
Graduate of Egyptian Chemical Co
Mass. Embalming
Boston.

College,

FRANKLIN,

MAINE.

j

\ our deposit with us earns three per cent, interest. Open your account with $1 or more, get
of these Home J>epos!t Hanks free, and
watch your savings grow.
Noth'*—-If you cannot call at the bank, now*
fy us and our representative will call upon you.
one

Six

Dining

Chairs Free

with 910 order of Soaps, Tens
Collet », Spices, Extracts. Tolle
Articles ami Standard Groceries
Send at ouee for our big catalogue
Of *400 Other Premium* given
with assortments of $5 ana upwards. Dept. A. Hume supply
Co., Augusta, Me.

The more eyes an advertisement catches
the more dollars it is worth.

